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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, October
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8 PERSONS KILLED

GREAT B R !TAJ

IN

FILES PROTEST

AGIST

Oct.
IS.
Chicago,
Eight
persons, five women and three
men, were killed today In four
accispectacular automobile
dents on the railroad crossings
Glen
At
in and near Chicago.
View and Blue Island, suburbs, fast trains killed four
persons In automobiles on main
highways, and at Gary, Ind., a
fast electric train crashed Into
an automobile, killing two of
the occupants and injuring a
third. Two unidentified women
were killed and the baby of
one of them was probably fatally injured late today when
a Chicago & Northwestern
passenger train struck the automobile in which they were
riding, two miles east of Des

ACTION

OF PRO AGENT S
of the Canadian
Schooner Emerald Off
the Coast of New Jersey
Is Subject of Complaint.
VESSEL OUTsTdE U. S.

Seizure

JURISDICTION,

CLAIM

I'laines.

While scores o commuters
gazed horrified and helpless,
an unidentified man and woman, clasped in each other's
arms, were burned to death
when the gasoline tank ot a
taxicab exploded after the cab
had been, struck by a Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul train
at Glen View. Two others
narrowly escaped death.

Case Is the First of Its Kind
to Arise Under the Ad-

ministration's Dry
forcement Policy,

En-

HOOVER

ACCIDENTS ON
GRADE CROSSINGS

-

AIDER

TIMELY
IS

con

prick rivi; cv.xts.

40 Staunch War Heroes in U. S.
For Inter-Allie- d
Vets9 Meeting

ES

I

19, 1922.

ROAD LEVIES TO

ABOLISHMENT OF

BE CUT, SAVING

CLAIM

35010

Governor Finds
With the Secretary's Discussion of the
Country's Foreign Debts.

Former
Fault

RAILROAD

TAXES

Finds Way to Carry Out
Program at Less Expense,
to Property Owners.

Toledo, O., Oct. 18. Farmer
Governor .James 51. Cox of Ohio,
addressing a democratic rally here
tonight, charged that Secretary of
Commerce Hoover, who spoke at a
Mongathering ot republicans here issues
day night, avoided timely
when he discussed tho country's
foreign debts.
Tho former governor mado no
direct reference to the league of
nations, tho issue upon which his
campaign as the democratic candidate for president was based in

ISiii'Clul

tu 'Hie ,iurnul

TRAFFIC
I

Santa Fe, N. jr., Oct. IS. nilThoV Ii
nln(n V.ifrH',H,
authorized a reduction oC $3.10,000
in the road levies for the year
1923. It was stated that with the
federal allotment for road construction on Indian lands, reductions In state, and county road
I

H

levies would be possible and still
leave sufficient money to meet
the federal aid requirements. Following is, the highway commis-sion'- s
recommendation to tho state
tax commission:
".Slate Tax Commission,
"Santa Fe, N. AI.
,
"Gentlemen.
"Owing to til"! extended drought
and consequent business depresthe stale
sion in New
highway commission has arranged
ils budget for road construction
for the ensuing year so as to permit a reduction on tho tax levies
for road funds and respectfully
recommends that said levies for
the l!)i!2 tax roll be reduced as
follows:
f
mill levy
"Tho one and
provided by Chapter 1,11, laws of
19.19, reduced lo one mill.
levy provided b.V
"The
reChapter 1.13, laws of t' VKl,mills.
duced to one and
"The recent rulings of the
treasury department and tho dedepartment o agriculture and
partment of the interior permit-ling- construction ot roads within
Indian lands wholly with federal
allotment funds, enables us to
arrange for this reduction of statu
and county levies for the coining
year and still meet all requirements under the federal aid road
law.
"Very truly yours,
"STATR HIGHWAY COMMISSION,
"Iiy I A. Gillett, state highway
engineer."
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State Highway Commission

LARD
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Prograr
Will

Be

CLUBS

the Present
Carried Out,
Asked to Do

If

Is

Away With Tribunal,
MAY

ALSO BE SOUGHT

Definite Program of Railway
Consolidation' Is Also favored by Newly Formed
Organization,

Hoover's
Mr.
In discussing
"Washington, Oct. 18 (by the Asspeech, Mr. Cox. said that "ordinar
,V
.Seizure by prohi
Cleveland, O., Oct.
sociated Press.)
results
plan
his
conditions
analysis
ily
was set in motion for a program
bition .enforcement officials early
in conclusions that are thoughtful
schoonand interesting. Wo waited witl'
this week of the Canadian
of discussion which may result in
er Emerald oft the New 'Jersey
eagerness his message to tho pc
demands on congress by transporo
coast has bpen made the ground
to
tho
of
Ohio
with
respect
pie
tation and traffic managers for the
for formal protest by the British
isting economical and political sitabolishment of the railroad labor
We naturally looked to
uation.
government, the contention being
of
board, the enactment
that the vessel was outside AmeriMr. Hoover for a recital of the
and a definite-plalegislation
can jurisdiction.
has
administration
the
good things
of railway consolidation lookIN
done and an explanation of whut
Pending detailed official advices
to a unified transportation sys-- ,
ing
the
made
who
officers
from the
it has not done.
tein, by directors ot tile newly
"
"To our surprise we find that he
seizure, comment as to the probaformed Associate Traffic Clubs of
ble attitude of the Washington govdevoted his time to a discussion of
America in their first meet ing here
ernment was not available today.
tho foreign debts. Our people are
today.
The only report received at promuch more Interested in debts that
announced they will
Directors
enforcement
hibition
headquarThe
affect them more intimately.
shortly call on thirty constituent
ters said the Emerald had been takfarmers have never been such large
traffic clubs to discuss these ami
en for alleged liquor smuggling
borrowers at. the banks. This year
other questions arid instruct' their
with bnnnXage In
nOIIS Uae
while In communication
in laX Dnllc
nd5tho banks will be compelled to lend
delegates us to how to voto upon
shore point from beyond the three
ments
tnan
them in tho first convention of tho
Made It Necessary
mile limit. The message did not say
Air.
association, which .will be held DeXI
n A f Hoover comes into a state where
.u.M.lnnlAM
specifically, it is understood that
6 and
Xev
7, either In
cember
lu rui, the state tax rate is ten. times what
IMC OUIIlllll&dlUH
the Emerald's own boats were plyYork or St. Louis.
Suit.
adit
was
Test
left
Charles
Col.
Veterans'
democratic"
last
Interallied
ing between ship and Bhore. en-It
under
the
Ward
Cabot
tho
of
t,u
Top,
Federation;
Drrtrand, president
right,
May Bring
The subjects proposed for dls
was assumed at the prohibition
ministration
intoa country where
Kuropcan department of the American Legion; Yourochitch Stourm, Serbian delegation head; Arthu:
mission by the clubs are a plan for
forcement bureau that such was
holders in dollars ami
W. Kipling, American Legion delegate. Below, Roger Marie d'Avigncau, secretary general; Kzi.
Pncclal to The JoornsI
property
ut water, railway and
correlation
the case, however, and that the Santa Fe, Oct. IS. Shrinkage in cents paid almost $1 1,000,000 In
(ieorja, chief of the Italian delegation; Dr. Vcrgile Serdan, Roumania; Ju'ien David, Belgium
highway transportation, eighteentli
ship, therefore, fell within the re- the tax rolls of more than half the taxes in 1921 as against $4,500,000
Henri Holocek, Czerhn-Slnvaamendment legislation and law
cent government ruling as operain 1915..
as related to ocean
tions beyond American territorial counties in New Mexico has made
"In addition to these burdens, an
allied
S.
the
U.
in
repare
men,
New
the
fighting
for
Forty
Plans
to
Orleans.
war,
com
commerce; transportation legislait- tineessarv
preclude
for the state"tax
waters
additional loun of five billion dolnan
more
resentatives
of
counannual
of
the
tho
Interat
tion
convention
will
of
'
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future
of
Lj
approaching session ot
possibility
Claims of BrilaUi.
mission to reduce the pay
lars is about to be added , to 'the!
veterans of tho World
allied Veterans' Federation j.t
congress, including abolishment of
discussed at the convention.
The British- - protest, which was ty officers in these sixteen coun- cost of living through the passage
the railroad
labor board, anti-strities. Guadalupo county is counted of an infanioiiH tariff measure!
presented to the state department,
legislation and amendment
is understood to assert that Em- as one of the sixteen, but the com- which no one has been able to de
or repeal of the section
of the
erald's boats were not in touch mission believes that under the reas fend successfully. Mr. Hoover ad
transportation act relating to earn
with the shore and that there was, ses6ment, which has been orner mils that
of
for
the
ARE
postponement
TO
;
SAYS
.
lugs of Ihe railroads based on vnN
therefore, no warrant under the ed, tho county will retain its clas nicrii (leht
uation; the placing of
announced policy of the American, fllflpntinn.
lis a thillf? rif lllp futiirn
ARIZONA MIDSHIPMAN
Wn nrn
steamship traffic under the jurisThe act of the legislature fixing more interested in tho things of
government itself from interference
There salaries of county oUjeers provid the present.
FACES TRIAL TODAY diction of the Interstate Commerce
with the Canadian craft.
Commission; the consolidation of
CITY
CAN BE
was nothing to indicate that the ed for counties' ot five classes, eacu
TO
BEFORE NAVAL COURT railroads referred to in the section
statement that the Emerald was hascd UDon the assessed valuation.
of the transportation net, now in
the
MAN
PUBLICITY
advised
coast
FOR
seized eight miles off the
The attorney general
force, possible,
amendments and
Md Oct. 18. Midshipwould be disputed and the diplo- commission that, in his judgment,
Annapolis,
FARMINGT0N
the
BEGINS
nttitudo of the Interstate Com.
man liruce Kobinson of Chandler,
matic correspondence
apparently the best way to settle the question
TO
OF
merce
Commission
more
in administer-before
which he regarded as "one
turns the question as to whethAriz., will be placed on trial
"TELLING THE WORLD"
ing it and a plan ot expedite busi
er the schooner was in touch with than ordinarily difficult of solua naval court martial here tomor- ness
of the national organization
i
row afternoon on charges of hazing
tion" was to make the reduction
shore through her own boats.
Fnrmington, X. .M., Ott. IS.
The case is the first of its kind to of pay according to the present
a fourth class man- - Tho court will through prompt handling ot its
TuMen
to
G.
-i
B.
C.
Eastern
,
well
a
affairs
Investment
J.
At
Claims
some
1
educated
by members of clubs.
water,,
Texas Physician
o'clock.
convene at
Neis, Speaking at
qualified
arise under the administration pol-- valuation, then to let
The association, formed lastMaf
with twelve years' expeThe specific offense charged
iiy, recently announced, of confine person file a test suit, so as to ob- journalist
Train
Arrive
on
Be
Can
Democratic
This
Special
larosa, Says
rience in publicity work, communAccomplish against Robinson has not been and consisting of seventy-fl- v
ing prohibition enforcement oper- tain a determination in the courts.
limtn b that traffic clubs In the United States
1
Criticises-Butt-Offecounties, affected are as. ity advertising! and oil. town
ations strictly to the throe-mil- e
rs
at
?Th,
Under
While
Candidate
ed
the Influ- !heiat'd. but is understood
:3Q;
Trips
Autqmobile
In
has
of
a plcbe iq execute with 10,000 members, lias for Its
territorial waters, except
arrived here'' ami
it
lotions.
compelled
purpose bringing together the traf,970,000 to taken charge of the comm'imiiv
one circumstance, of a vessel be
Are Planned.
No Remedy.
Catron, reduced from
ence of Twilight Sleep.' the physical exercises Known s me fic
men of the nation In such a wav
He Is not bom
Lieutenant Horace
"Sixteenth.''
publicity work.
yond that limit, but sending con- $3,500,000, dropping from fourth
rethat
bnstic but a live wire publicity
they can express tho opinions
traband shipment ashore in her to fifth class, ir tins county
D. Clarke will net us counsel for
Investment bankers from eastern
Hot Springs, Avk., Oct. IS.
Alamogordo. N'. M Oct. IS.
both
n(
own boats. The American position mained In the fourth class the re- man and a producer of results. He cities
of
board
InvestigaThe
railway representatives and
Robinson.
The
aiid
the
methods
will
lu
the
campaign
arrive
to
tell
can
forced
be
Criminals
Albuquerque
in that regard is held, to rest on quirements would be $fi,8S7 in ex- has an absolutely cleaii record and
tion still is engaged in probing shippers upon transportation ques
made by the democrats truth
tions.
offenses hazing generally.
their
cess of the amount produced by the is undoubtedly qualified for tho this afternoon at 1:30 o'clock on a charges
regarding
precedent.
were
the subjects of the speech
Protest Lodged Promptly.
five mill levy, which is the max- - work he will undertake.
special train In which they are made by Claude
while Under the Influence ot
.1. Neis, at Tuln-rosThat tho British authorities are miim iillnwed.
home after attending the
traveling
Anesthesia, or as it is bet- LIQUORS VALUED AT
lust
night. Mr. Neis and the.
convinced the Emerald case does
De Baca, reduced from third to
on
convention
the
Pacific
annuul
I
RADIO FANS OHGAXIZK.
other speakers, including Charles ter known, during "twilight sleep,"
not fall within the rule was made fourth class, valuation reduced
roust.
will
The
remain
visitors
An
18.
Ij. Hill, republican
Chicago, Oct.
organiza$25,000 ARE SEIZED
candidate for according to Dr. K. E. House, Fer
with from $7,130,207 to $6,139,070.
3 o'clock
plain by the promptness
mli
tion
owners
of
were
has
who
comprised entirely
welcomed hv the iris. Texas, physician,
j"cl'?
which a protest was lodged with
Kiwania members hove made ar governor,
Hidalgo, reduced from $Z,fi61,-87- 9 of radio broadcasting
S.
Federal
stations of
New York. Oct.
largest political gathering that has 'asked tho endorsement of the med-evfrom the
to S, 653, 31 3. dropping
the slato department.
Framing
been perfected, it rangements to assis the Chamber
has
in Tularosa,
assembled
country
and heal association of the southwest prohibition enforcement agents toof the American reply necessarily second to third class.
of
In
Commerce
lie
was
entertaining
to
today ns a result of visitors and
a proposed experiment on a day swooped down on the Kosedale
awaits an official report from the Lea, reduced from $6iCS6,551 to the announced
have pledged '20 au- their remarks were listened
t nion
convention
of broadcasters.
in
thousand prisoners in the Leaven-I- n Mills, woolen dealers
applause,
treasury department setting out $4,923,723, dropping from Becond (Jeorge S. Walker of Denver, Colo., tomobiles to tuke them on short tcntively andMr.elicited
to deni- - Square and seized Scotch liquors
Xels
to
his
said
worth,
Kans.,
part,
penitentiary,
the facts of the seizure. Should to fourth class.
imrind
the
the
was chosen president of the. organ- trips through
city
valued at $23,000.
his theory.
that sustain the belief here that
Lincoln, reduced from second to ization, to be
it is expected heaiers:
known ns the Na- mediate vicinity,
HAS
DRAW
"You are told by the democratic jonstrute
John Rosenberg, partner with
Dr. House has been experiment-candidat- e
the ship was using her own boats to third class, dropping from $8,392, tional
at
least that many more cars
that
Broadcasters'
fH'
his son, Abraham, in the business,
league.
for governor that in case lng wi'tli the anesthesia for
reach shore when seized, presum- 000 to $7,452,552.
will be available for use this afasHcrt-inthe
raid,
is
of
he
the
Is
to
protested against
reduce years, he told members
elected, he
going
Horn, reduced from $7,181,80'
ternoon.
ably the diplomatic phase of the
that tho liquors were used sole-- ,
taxes.
That is all that he sociution, and declared in that
incident should be closed and the to $6,062,477, dropping from sec
It is planned to make short trips
entertainment of
for
tried
had
I
ly
some
lie
which
More Rigid Control of Gerwant
of
and
yon
case be allowed by the British to ond to third class. Kequiremcnts
riod.
you,
IS
through the city, to Old Town, the here, or all of you, to ask him the during
of
buyers.
method
of this county would be $4,200 more
sleep"
go to legal determination.
"twilight
and
of
other
university
points
fedwith
wero
served
man Finances Will Be
of
Tho
number
on
mm
on
a
pair
he appears before you
In view of the British refusal to than the proceeds ot the five
curing evidence
The visitors will lie shown
In his eral court summonses.
consider the working out of a trea- levy. This county's shrinkage is
the new buildings now in procesi this same platform tomorrow to1 alleged criminals and others
Insisted Upon Before Any
own state, he "had never failed in
of construction in the business dis ask him how and where he
ty to permit search of suspected caused in large part by the creat
ON A
Relief Is Granted.
liquor smuggling craft up to 13 ing of Harding county, which took
and the new railway shop tends to make these reductions any attempt to rob the mind of its PEACE RUMORS ARE
trict
miles oft shore, it appeared un- a large area from Mora.
that he ts talking about. Mr, 11m- - stored truths.
buildings.
ERIN
IN
PERSISTENT
sec
govto
so
from
of
reduced
kle
now
that
the
first
all
do
you.
likely
He is
Washington
Uuay.
knows, and
seeking permission,
Speaking of the trips planned M.
Paris, Oct. IX (by the Assnciatert
ernment would attempt to defend ond class, dropping from $12,993,
L. Fox.
directur of the that nearly 80 per cent of your he told the convention here, to go
of tho French
Press.) The
diplomatically the more drastic ac- 775 to $12,161,765.
E Chamber managing
of Commerce, slated yes- taxes is spent for schools and roads to Leavenworth prison and carry
Cork, Oct, 18. Peace rumors government toreply
the Dritish reparation of seizure beyond the three
lrom
on tne in- have been very persistent for the
Kio
reduced
Arriba,
that
best
the
advertiingAl-liuquerqii- o and that your own county hoards on these
experiments
terday
tions proposal calling for a two to
mile limit except where the con- $7,300,151 to $5,300,000, dropping
last few days. It w reported mat four years
ever 'had received was make the levies and spend the mates of that institution.
moratorium for Gee
ditions met the rule laid down. from second to fourth class. Re
ot
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both
does
this summer when thousands of nwney. What will Hinkle have to
"The anesthesia
prominent representatives
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when
voluble
condition,"
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governor,
the
to Premier"
and
through
Woman Is Afor searah such as that proposed be $9,300 more than the proceeds Philadelphia
he ever Is? Does he expect to "but at its most potent stage, ques- ferred in u small village about 12 poincaro forpresented
city.
approval.
Although
by Secretary Hughes has been of- ot the five mill levy.
to
Killed Her "There- is no more imnortnnt go into your counties, as governor, tions can be propounded and with- miles from Cork. Official sources details
Have
lleged
are
withheld
until the
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of all such scheme is
ficially described at the state deof peopto than the invest and tell your commissioners and out failure as yet, answers have profess ignorance
group
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o
presented
from
Husband and His Stenog- ment bankers," Mr. Fox declared school trustees to do this und to been forthcoming."
$6,308,881, dropping
partment as a closed incident. The
movements, but according to well sion late In 'thq week, the chief
case apparently rests second to third class.
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urged
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Sandoval, reduced from So, 039,- wholly, thorefor), on determination
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that. He knows that a governor properly recognized and used for been made and a settlement is further and more rigid control of .
417 to $4,428,071, dropping
of the facts.
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the visitors with the cityacquainting
has no such power, and be knows the purposes suggested." Dr. House declared to be Imminent,
German finances before any relief
today.
fourth to fifth class.
Philadelphia, Oct. 18. Mrs. Cathat you know it.
is granted by the commission.
continued in his address, "manv
from
$5,680,726 tharine Rosier, who on January IviEY
Sierra, reduced
EVERYTHING POSSIBLE
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The convention is expected
3 IMPROVEMENTS IN
Socorro, reduced from $13,608.- - Miss Mildred "Jerry" Keckitt. in
to retrograde in our state developwill go over the suggestions wiifi
take action on Dr. House's request
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Special to The Journal
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Sun Francisco, Oct. IS. Thre? en in the sialo who want to do sion today. Soon after reading elSanta Fe, Oct. 18. Governor M, county or catron, which was taken charge of the commonwealth's
Pritish proposition ns announced
in the livestock in- that to elect Mr. Hinkle governor, paper on the subject, he was
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the application of futuro control ot
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Personal QuarPastor "and Choir Singer Not Commissioner of Baseball Officers and
Erected This
Be
ters to
Addresses Legion ConSlain on Farm Where
Cost $142,-00Will
Year
to Continue
vention;
Their Bodies Were found
.

0;

Fight for Soldiers' Bonus

Is Official View.

'
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New Brunswick, N. .T.. Oct.Alti-13-'
Prows).
(by tho Associated oMalned
from
davits have been
two men whose identity tlie authorities refuse to dlvulce, ionnty
whtcn
prosecutors said tonlnht,
rets forth that the double murder
if the Rev. Edward Wheeler Hall
nrt Mrs. Eleanor Keinliardt All
did not occur In the Somen
tho bod
ithnni where
.,.i- .,.,.t
hut in n barn in the
southern outskirts of New
which followed thi

the atruiavus, mo
filing of
.1.1
.u tl.A fllKCOVCrV byti
ILICa Willi, ivu irt
nunus.-chipfthe police of the two
one u man's and the other
held to be important
nluewoman's
in the inse. They wero not
refound on the rhlilips farm, na
but In the
ported at h that time,
Planus on m uiu'""
barn wmc
rtark
.i.i. r.t Kow urnnfiwlck. saidTwo
to hav
brown combs also are

,

been

found

in

mo aire

New Club House.

nuw

New Orleans, uct. 18. Something of a surprise wns thrown
into convention circles lato today
when it became known that Colonel C. Jt. l'orbes, director of the
l'nited Stutes Vctemns' bureau,
u
who came here upon the invitn-tioot Jfanrord AliicMder, national commander ot the American
Legion, - and. who wns M'heuiilcu io
address- the convention tomorrow
morning upon the work otleftnisNew
had suddenly
Orleans and returned to Washing
ton. Colonel Korbes toon trim mm
.inff 11h made no pub
lic statement as to tho reasons for
his departure, nor did lie inuinun-...iiothoiho action was taken
solely on his responsibility.
"j
It had been opcuiy cnui-geWilliam V. Deegiin of New ii'K,
bin
in
thu
of
legion
conimunder
state, mid announced candidato for
national commander, mat loioi.ci
Forbes had actually come tn thu
convention by direction of 1 resident Harding In an effort to pro
',
cure the selection 01 a man
national commander wno womu
r

the barn. These combs, Charlotte
Mills Is reported to have identl-tle- d
as having belonged to her
attitude tO- !...!..
..
mother.
Tho statement which the auth- Waril proposed national legislation
for a soldier bonus.
orities allege they have obtained
deT.findis.
supreme
i
from the two men is said tofrom
commissioner of Daseball, was in
clare that they were driving
12 o clock

d.h Ranlc. K. J., about
on the night of September 14. Tw
f
... New Brunswicl
111,i,ICO l,Hb (mm
thev said, they passed tno oarn.
a deserted, dilapidated (structure,
posters,
plastered with advertising
which stands in a field close to the

highway.
Hoard Screams.
reFrom this barn, the menheard
ported to have said, they
screams issuing, pleas for mercy
fend then ono long shriek, 'murder, the police.".
The men drove through New
Brunswick without reporting the
weri
occurence, and an hour later were
on Easton avenue, when they
toward
passed by a sedanIn going
the machine,
the Phillips farm. woman
wearinp
said, was a
they
e.
coat, and a man.
furstate
The affidavit is said to
on Kaston
ther that the men were which
adavenue, near the park
for nearly
joins the Phillipsandfarm,
saw
that they
lialf an hour,
a high
the sedan returning at
Easton avefrom
peed. It turned
nue near the park and disappeared.
The county prosecutors, in an
Vffort to shroud their Investigation
n a secrecy which they declare
solto be essential to a successful
ution of the mystery, have
their headquarters to the
town of Boundbrook. N. J., where
to- ihey were in close conference
statela' certain quarters, the
of the al-- i
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,
accented tin- -
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i
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Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct.
has commenced on the
and personnel quarters, which

tho Veterans' bureau recently authorized to be erected here a ta
cost of $142,000. L. A. Bailey, hospital utility officer, estimates Ihat
100 men will be given work for
Thy MeK.ee
five or six months.
Construction company of EI Paso
is in charge of the work, and its
first teams and construction foremen came in Wednesday after
noon.
Utility Officer Buiiey- receivcu
the blue prints for all buildings
rl
Monday.
from Washington
handsome, frame cottages lor commissioned officers, containing two
bedrooms, largo reception hull,
dining room, bath, kitchen, boaresix-to
There are to
be erected.
perteen cottages for "high-clas- s
sonnel," tho designation being the
government official one, meaning
heads of departments and adminThese will be
istrative assistants.
identical and will contain two bedrooms, reception hall, bath, sleeping porch and other conveniences.
Two large apartment buildings ol
stucco, containing six apartments
each, will be constructed for Mexican labor. All buildings will hav?
hot water heat, builttin fire places .
asbesto.-roofingyellow pine floors and

Sells the complete line of NEW PERFECTION OIL RANGES
with SUPERFEX BURNERS. See the display in our Stove

Department
"Headquarters for New and Used Furniture"
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Afir.r the mesentation oi i"
Islativo committee report, the fol
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-'
rPHffirma
.'
"
vemion
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adjusted compensation
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fi,wcn In the supportdocs
the American peoples, md
"
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,,nt onnl executive
national
leg
commander and the
to cu.iu..
islative commaniier
until it
. !,. lr.i?islation
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iTCHELt

imbuilding ot FortBayard will
prove the appearance of this his
toric old army post, because flb
the buildings have seen many dec
ades, except the new infirmai.
building, which was completed

It is pointed Out that Mr. Lloyd
rate
George will bo paid at the
of ten shillings a word. A political opponent is said to have offered to tell him one or two words
that would he wen worm
Punch.
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Indigestion

Says

Was Entirely
Overcome.

Hope for the millions of unfortunate men and women who are

is
trouble
victims of stomach
sounded by Thomas Fitsputrick,
Mission St., Kan
14t
was a victim ot
Mr
stomach trouble in its worst form
but was completely restored to
lie
health by taking Tan lac.
says:
from
indigestion lor
"I suffered
about a year and was in awful
pain after every meal. I had no
or energy and was just
on Averacie ot strength
Milno.
'all in." Tanlac fixed mo up so
are things
oo fih Mi es an nuw fine that my troubles
I
have put fin
tho past.
nuo'r a One - Kilometer of
weight, too, and I'm feeling liko
a new man."
Clemens
Mount
at
food ferments In
Course
Undigested
tho stomach and soon the entire
18.
. niAfflpm. Mich., Oct.
.
system is filled with poisons. Tanvi uiw...
lac was designed to restore the
Ttritradier General
stomach to a healthy condition
and build up the wholo body.
.
uuy n rncwoKi;dalorld'..P.ea
.
i
ftuiir a one Millions everywhere have acclaima
record wnen n "r "- - -- f- K(.if.
. ed its wonderful power. Get
.
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Special Features of New

1.

SUPERFEX

2. Clean, odorless cooking beat.
3. Absolute reliability, greater convenience.

stove with roomy porsturdy, long-livebast
celain enameled cooking top and extra-stron- g
shelf for menriils.
3. New Perfection quality standard the world over.
4. Handsome,

Look for the beautiful Cray Eoantet
Finih on all Saperfex Burners

7
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IHh Kneed.

INDIGESTION !!

Cbew a few Pleasant Tablets,
r, Instant Stomach Relief!
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Commenting on his great speed
General Mitchell said it might now;
foaf'j
bo considered "an ordinary mod-!
for on aviator in ono of the
ern high power planes to attain a'
miles
200
of
air
rate far in excess
h our.
Only mechanical develop-- ;
rr
with Increased protection for
pilots, was necuenury, no
to register even faster f lights than
(Pnf.rul Mlt-- i
i.n.. KAn marie
chell's leather helmet was slit by
the wind during his rush through
the air. This showed, he said, that
the aviator's headgear must be redesigned before the high speed
could be maintained with safety.
An tnclosed cockpit might also aid
in solving the problem, he said.
TV,. fnrfl. r.t llm ulnil nt the
speed he attained today, General
Mitchell added, probably would be
great enough to break a pilot's arm
were he to thrust out his hand:
during such a flight,
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LUi I
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cor- - day. The end, Captain Wilson and)
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is the oil range

d
Superpex Burners
The amoving speed and economy pf its
its clean, odorless heat its substantial construction and handsome appearanceand its ample cooking space are making this remarkable new oil
range popular for use in city and suburban as well as farm homes.
A demonstration will show you why Good Housekeeping Institute, after
actual kitchen tests, has placed itstseal of approval on this latest and greatest
New Perfection. See your dealer now.

needed.

newly-invente-

THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Also Makar of ALADDIN Utenaila and PERFECTION Oil Hatter
825 TRUNK AVENUE
DALLAS, TEX.

with SUPERFEX

Parcel Delivery
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Cooks With the Speed and Satisfaction of Gas

Cooking speed of the giant gas burner in the Giant

Burner.
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SUPERFEX Burner.
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Get the New Perfection at The Star Furniture Co.
A Complete Line Now In Stock

Come in and see our complete line of New Perfection products and let us explain the advantages of the giant SUPERFEX burner.
The New Perfection is many strides ahead of other burner oil stoves the SUPERFEX is a marvel of efficiency and genuine 'economy.
And remember, you can get a New Perfection at the Star Furniture Company on an interesting deferred payment plan.

Have You Seen The New Perfection In Ovens And Heaters?

A New Perfection oven, very reasonably priced, makes a range of . any oil stove. They're good bakers because the heat is steady,
New Perfection oil heaters are very extensively used in Albuquerque. ' They're not expensive and they heat quickly.
"
'
roomful."

unf- -

"Heat by the

.

New Perfection Ranges
Bargains InstockRenewed
Many
several New Perfection stoves which have been
in our
We have at
present

have been replaced

119 West Gold.

and the stoves can be purchased at real bargain prices.

.

in our own workrooms.
'

Star Furniture Company

"

Worn parts
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MURDER RATE IS

ID
m

01

NATION

TO

NOT

STATES I1ITTH AMENDMENT

Is

Detroit,

Oct.

Mich.,

riii
Washington, Oct. 18. President
in the Harding was quoted by delegates
in the to tho conference of Allied Chris

l!.--

United States, bemuse,
leading statesmen
opinion of
capital punishment is not inflict
ed in all cases of deliberate mur
der and because, misguided sentimentalists uro i't;erestlii!j them-sttlvIn behalf of the nnrdorers,
Chamberlain,
Henry
operating director of thu Chicago
Crime commission, doclnred tonight before the American I'rlson
association.
Crime, though Incurable, fan
be minimized and controlled r.nd
tt

Hiii-rel- t

capital punishment

Is

a deterent

murder, ho
speaking on the subject
"The Importance of the .Death
Penalty for the Murderer." to ex
"The right of the state
ecute a murderer does not exist
because of the gravity of the offense, but solely oecuuiio of the
necessity for
protecting itself
he said.
from the murderer,"
"Abolition of the death penalty
for murder in this country usually has been for short perlo-.lHfollowed by Its restoration when
the murder rate rose.
"Some, who admit that capital
punishment is Just, deny that it is
ever necessary.
They deny that
the death penalty horrifies the
The murder rate in
criminal.
the United States is rising, not
because capital punishment is not
the proper penalty for murder,
but in the opinion of our greatest
statesmen because capital punish
ment is not inflicted in all cases
of deliberate murder and because
sentimentalists, well meaning and
sincere, but 6adly misguided, are
giving most of their attention to
the consideration of the murderer
rather than to his victim."
and does reduce

yolden. Jiule

By GEORGE E. ROBERTS

(From the Monthly Bulletin for October Issued by The National City Bank

of New York)
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AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

is considerable discus- - be glad to sell the securities as have been the product of abnormal
difference of opin- - fast as the market will take them, conditions, while the price-levot
aa tn
run mn1r,v ih fnnrla in vr.ii.o
.....a
ft,tl,.r snnthr if
period of credit inflation and ris- - the service of their banking cus- - suit of the free-pla- y
of all economic
uig puges is in signr. i ne prices xomers ana to Dring new cus- - lorces over a prolonged period, ana
of many commodities are tending tomers.
nothing is more certain than that,

THERE and

Partially Due to the Fact Harding IS SaiO tO HaVej
That Capital Punishment
Told Churchmen the
Is Not Inflicted, in Al!
Country Will Never De
Claim.
Is
Cases,
part From Its Dry Policy.

murder rate is increasing
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tian societies who called upon him
at the White House tonight just
before the close of their two day
meeting ns declaring that the nation, in his opinion, would never
denart from the eighteenth amend
ment. The president, the delegates
said, expressed his further belief
that the country in us international relations Bhould do its utmost
for the rest of the world.
The president greeted the delegates in his study and listened to
nu address made on behalf of Fred
B. Smith, chairman of the conference, who said the conference was
interested in two things, enforcement of the eighteenth amendment
and the exercise of America's full
duty to tho rest of tho world. to
These two subjects were said
have been the basis ot tho president's response. He was quoted as
saying that it had been found difficult to carry out the provisions
of tho eighteenth amendment and
the prohibition enforcement act in
some of its minor details, inasmuch
as it was the administration's
opinion that the law followed in
every respect the fla'g. However,
he added, progresswas being made
along lines of enforcement and the
country, he was sure, would never
depart from the policy in this respect that it had emmrSed upon.
Speaking of the International
plea made by the delegates, the
president was said to have told
them It was exceedingly difficult
for the government to do all that
He emphasized,
it would like.
members of the conference delegation said, that this country ought
never to make a threat it was not
up
prepared and willing to backsuch
and assured them that
would ever tie his policy as the
chief executive.

wage advances signify
industrial costs and the vol- time of bank loans is now increas- ing. What is the difference between
legitimate and wholesome expan- sion and, the imhealthful
state
which is called inflation?
If comparison is made with the
situation before the war, conditions
arc' now inflated, but this is not
chargeable to the slight expansion
which has taken place in the last
few weeks. Prices have had a very
tirum .1.ti
nn.:,u..i.i. ion
ihc- vup, auuj
lunjiutiauic
a slight recovery from that fall,
but this gain cannot be called sec- ondary inflation. It looks like the
recovery that always comes when
the old stocks are exhausted and
industry gets fairfy under way
again. The fall of prices was un- even and in some cases too pre- ripitate, and the curtailment of in- dustry was too great to permit of
supplying the necessary demands,
e
wa, any- Although the
thing but a period of depression,
some of the effects we' similar to
those resulting from a period of
depression. Industry in some lines
fell behind the normal growth of
the country, creating a deficit of
supply, or accumulation of demand,
This is true in housebuilding, in
the construction of railway equip- ment, and in some other lines, and
a revival has occurred in those
lines. It is due to imperative,
needs, rather than to a belief that
the bottom has been finally reach- cd in construction costs, although
the feeling doubtless prevails that
prices are not likely to go lower
until the easting shortage ,s m
large part made up. Ihe advance
of wages i. due in part to the re- vival of industry, but in large part
to the immigration act
It is quite evident that abnormal
conditions in some of the indus- tries are directly influencing prices
at this time. The rise of iron and
steel is mainly due to the coal
strike, which has affected all indus- trial costs
There is nothing about the atti- tude of buyers of general merchan- dise that indicates a desire to an- ticipate future wants. They are
buying cautiously, for immediate
needs only, and fighting advance,,
which is just the opposite of the
attitude when inflation is
way
upward,

--

war-tim-

Furthermore, the Federal Reserve
banks are now liquidated down to
very small holdings, with their
gold reserves at the highest point
in their history, and have the ca- pacity to grant more credit than
ever before
And, finally, gold is
steadily (lowing to, this country
from the new production of the
world, and will continue to do so
as long as exchange rates are 111
our favor as now.
These are the conditions that
l.- .... i
lur casv money, aimj we nave
mic
never yet had easy money in this
country that inflation did not come
out of it. There is no such central
control over bank credit in this
country as in countries where the
banking business is handled by a
few corporations
comparatively
operating numerous branches. The
Federal Reserve banks have no
control over the member bank,
until the latter begin to rediscount,
and then only by means of the din- count rate, and popular pressure is
always strong for a low rate.
There seems to be nothincr in
sight to save us from inflatfcm but
an indisposition of the public to
borrow. The mere presence of
ample gold reserves in the vaults
of the Federal Reserve banks will
not cause inflation. It only serves
as the possible basis. Somebody
mult borrow the available credit,
and use it in buying things to such
an extent as will produce the con- ditions that characterize inflation,

given similar conditions perma-higlinrntly, economic laws will tend to
jay cat similar results,
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Wages and Living Standard
On the other hand, unless pro- dm tion is cheapened, the standard
of living is not raised for the wage- '
earning class by pushing up wages,
because the cost of living rises with
them. It is perfectly futile fool- ishly so to look for any general'
improvement of social con'ditfons
by merely raising wages in terms
of money. To talk about it is
nothing but a habit of mind
There are no gains from raising
Reasons for Caution
money-wageexcept as there are
Q
0
that ine1"a'i'i of ' the advances, some
. doubting
workers getting their
group,
the coun,
' ' w
nt compensat
, reaa"v
on raUi-Coats of Velour, flush, Cheviots and
st
" "
of
other..
Such benefiV, 7e nei- V
mixtures;
braid, plush, and fur trimther general nor permanent, for
ast
belts and buckles.
med,
Tan,
fancy
in
nm
thc
There would seem to be reason, to
,Jh' 'ong
eco.mi:
brown, navy and camel, sport models,
of equalizing con- believe that most of tne, b"s,ne" wi" find '
ditions.
etc., all sizes.
?
oV "S8
A Sound Ba
l?2 ,WJU
tot Prosperity
ATHLETIC COACH AT
,ak.
stud7
MURGUIA ATTEMPTING
. v"y
,
wc
fe
lubstan- UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
they.comm,t
,
a,cP'
TO ESCAPE FEDERALS
to extensive obligations tial
themselves
which hasv"y,
taken plare
TENDERS RESIGNATION
of price5 much above ,his
.
a.s a natur' recovery from
AND CROSS BOUNDARY
ne'
c"rtallment ,of
a?
f"
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 18.
a"d
""ural result of
ar,un,t,nt ,ry m 1921'made
Mexico
f .10 thf gold
City, Oct. , 18. Gen.
Thomas M. Fitzpatrick, for five
make progress
in restoring the
at; ,7 mPrtations
Murguln, accompanied
years athletic coach at the Univer- Francisco
1''briuin between the several
is attempting to
Sa'dvth?
'?
sity of Utah, today sent in a let- bv a fewthofollowers,
reto bmld b.rancl,.es of '"dustry, by reduc- I
m?t
ter of resignation to President escape across federal troops and line
UTSe
the international
fabnrl,c (of cre
4" a.'m- - tiona m,n some quarters and
George Thomas of the school. treat
convinced of the comwe
.
If.t!,is lnflux vanc.e9
daj,on
?r!2
0.then,j
Fitzpatrick announced his inten- into Texas,
for
In
his.
breakdown
plans
8
put prices up, by vor in a spirit of harmony and rj- tion of retiring from, the post at plete
rea
a
the
dispatch
same
rebellion,
an
says,
efflux
1922-2of it would operation to restore the equilib- - HONEYMOON OF AGED
WAnUHN.CROIAT CO'
3
logic
the close of the
school
from Gen.
Put them down. Nothing can be num more completely, in order ta
year, next spring. Fitzpatrick as- ceived at the war office
in
COUPLE IS CUT SHORT
Kugenio Martinez, commander
Conditions Favorable to Inflation more certain than that the pres- - obtain such a free and full inter-- .
signs "business reasons" for his the
It is said
district.
ent situation, in which gold came change of goods and services that
step, adding that he sees "no fu- that Chihuahua
not
hns
General
Murguia
ture for himself as coach at the
It is true that conditions are very to the United States last month everybody shall be employed and
Springfield, 111., Oct. IS. A honmore than six men with him and
university under the present sal- that the little band Is evading all favorable to an inflation of credit, from 31 countries, is abnormal and production shall be to the limit of eymoon which began three months
Lion Brand Macaroni, Spaghetti and
of
office
and
tenure
We have a great number of inde- - cannot be permanent.
ary
ago In order that they might spend
contact with the federals.
capacity, we may hope to have
I C
Gen. Ireneo Vallareal, who on pendent banking institutions, act- better vear in 192.1 than in 1Q?
ineir iwingnt day together, was
Egg Noodles, each, package
several occasions has crossed the ively competing with each other
That is the method by which pros- - fit short tonight for Mr. and Mrs.
0ver
th L
prices
R
to
J' 1'0S,,r.
be for customers, and the most effec"3 and Ofi, of
Bio Grande, is now. reported
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perity is achieved
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fortv
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by
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while
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that . the pre-wwinning customers
by , some. quarters
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TO JAIL AND FINED Leon,lth a small band of men. , I'. J
u
mea tnat a tDoom is comma and ln-- r husband.
KU,ie lorever, anai it
He escaped Inlury.
..a.c ii4uiu.nu
uc icduuy agreea tnat there is willing to borrow and
Pure Lard,
(T 4
iinumii oi
The aged couple were delegates
TROPICAL STORM.
ipemi
oi an eany return to upon that Delict, it is possible that j' t,le ,)lJJ bellows and Hebekuh
San Bernardino, Calif., Oct. IS.
l"u I"
10
'.c",",'
Washington. Oct. 18. A tropi
pounds
John Schaffer, a railroad shop cal storm centering In the vicinity while they have shifted a large t. The fluctuating prices that we a short course of inflation may bt convention hero ami had combined
of it into securities, , they will have had since thc war, however run.
lno honeymoon with u trip to the
craft striker, wag sentenced by of the Yucatan peninsula is movpart
Fresh Milchener Herring,
'
..
rtfT
capital.
They were married last
Judge J. W. Curtis to serve one ing west -- northwestward through
luly. Mr. Foster said, for compan
year In the county jail and fined the Gulf of Mexico, with increasP
keg
per
in
$500 upon his conviction today by
their old age.
ionship
intensity and apparently has
TWO-CEN- T
A
a jury on the charge of rioting. ing
AlXII.IAItY
RISE IN
TOJtFSIGV.
become dangerous," according to
"
Xotv York, Oct. IS. The wom-en- s'
'
Fish Flakes,
Oeorge B. Stoudt, aged employed a warning issued today by the
K
STERLING EXCHANGE
of the Atchison, Topeka a'nd Santa weather bureau.
auxiliary of Belleau Wood
can
per
post, Veterans ,of Foreign Wars,
Fe railroad, identified Schaffer as
tho surrender of the
the man who beat him with a black
New Tori;, Oct. 18. A sharp
rntajflKmagg following
Ads
Results
JVant
Quick
r;
Bring
kicked
him
in
charter
on
and
the
face.
In
carpost's
the
rise
jack
yesterday
sterling exchange,
BIG DEMONSTRATION ON FOLGER'S GOLDEN
grounds that national leaders wero
BY XOBMAV 11. BROWN
rying the demand rate to $4.47 14,
the highest In several months, took
.Miller lliiirirlns' Ability
using the organization for political
purposes, today decided upon sim
As .a hnniiler nf iiiteliers
place In tho local market today.
GATE COFFEE.
The increase here was a reflection
Is again placed on the scales for ila' action, and will resign from
TRIAL TUBE
TO MEN SEND COUPON
of that in London, where It is re- careful weighing by tho latest act me national bouy.
G
Come in and have a cup of real Coffee with us.
ported there has been heavy buy'
...
l. ing of sterling for French account. i iiciieijjKiiy u uuui LU Hie in'u
to
Plan
Trip
A decrease in the offering of cot
'.
Soy to comnletn the trade which Y.ip ,. It should
bo a great home
and grain bills in tho local sent the infield
Joo Dugan.
Main Purpose of Its Exist ton
coming. Debs Magazine.
market also has contributed to the from the Red Soxstar,
to
Ihe
pasture
ence Is to Preserve, Un upward trend.
xankee stirtile.
critics who have blamof BOMBS THROWN AT SOI.IUKRS. ed Huggins'
touched, Examples
him for O'Doul's failure to deCork, Oct. 18. Two bombs were liver although possessing everyOriginal'America.
thrown at a party of national solshould have, will
a
diers in Washington street tonight, thing on pitcher
any flash of form O'Doul
hop
BY AUELA C. 1IOLMQUIST.
None of the soldiers was hurt, but may
show next year to point out
A national park is recreational two little children wero wounded.
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national
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Ban Francisco Pacific Coast
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American wilderness.
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Never, any time, or anywhere
Oakland, Calif., Oct. 18.
did any other nation ever possess
GerPalmolive Shaving Cream softens the
a system or national museums, a
Darrington and Mrs. nrrett
trude Styles, sisters, under
beard in one minute. Within that time the
thousandth part as wonderful as
here today in connection with thoo
our national parks. For museums
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of water.
beard absorbs 15
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so
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put on roar shoes
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DAREDEVIL FLYERS ,
B0XERS: RISK NECKS FORI EUROPE NEEDING
PULITZER TROPHY
AMERICAN GOODS
INTO
GRADUATE

International

Boxing Among the Leading,
Athletic Clubs in the New
'
York District Is Reported
on the Increase.
Oct.

York,

1

IS. Americans
Oct.
Chicago,
who have made the most money in
last
European trade during the done
four years are those who have
the smallest amount of European
business, George A. Hanney, treas'
urer of the International Harvester
W-'ff-l
;
company, declared in an address
.
today before the National Association of Farm Equipment Manufacturers on European conditions.
Ho said
conditions in Europe
have improved but that time, as
well ns an agreement on debts and
indemnities, will be needed to re
store, normal conditions.
"Taking Europe as a whole." he
said, "the conditions are not favorable for American exports,' except
in the firm of raw materials or
foodstuffs, and even as to these
conditions,
Europe's
purchasing
power is limited.
The great barrier to commerce
with Europe today, he said, is the
confinancial inability of the
sumer to buy. American farm im
ashe
plements
manufacturers,
serted have a lino of goods both
needed and desired by Europeans.
the means ot manufacturing them
on a Ronnd business basis and the
organization properly to represent
them to European
markets, but
consumers cannot pay.
Itussia, he said, must be capable
of recognition by other countries
before American
manufacturers
can hope to resume trade relations
Jj In this once profitable field. Dig
cussing the decreased purchasing
',
Pulitzer trophy.
power or Russian and German
Scores 'Of aviators annually risk money, he asserted that the main
in Germany Is one of ren
tneir lives in we air races ior tn question
famous Pulitzer trophy and sub- arations and until some agreement
witn the nines is reached little im
stantial cash prizes.
jiiuvcmeni in tno linanclal or
economic conditions of the coun
try can he hoped for.

Amiiteur

S.

are being graduated in ever
increasing 'numbers to the jirofos-Hionranks.
This is particularly true of the
Metropolitan district which in recent years has contributed several
amateur glove nights who immediately established a permanent
footing in the ranks of the purse

"boxers

chasers.

'With the inereusing popularity
or boxing among the leading athletic clubs of this district il is expected that during the next few
tteasons there will ho further and
to the

additions

more Impressive

ranks of other professionals.
Indications point to the most active winter in the history of amateur boxing, both in this city and
and the
throughout the country, from
the
support sport receives
is
such
pretenthat
general public
tious tournaments are constantly
being arranged.
Those amateurs who decided to
follow the boxing game into its
prove able
higher flights usually
pupils and easy to handle from a
"business

'

No less

standpoint.

a

promoter than Tex Tiicknrd has
stated that he always likes to talk
boxers and
terms with
there is seldom any difficulty in
side of the
financial
the
arranging
liouts in which they are to engage.
That those who graduate from
the amateur to the professional
3lng have the necessary training,
Hkill and intelligence to succeed is
proved by the mention of a few
who have made boxing history in

recent years. These are Harry
dreb,, Joe J,ynch, Dave Rosenberg.
Augie Katner, Pete Zivlc, Nat

.Fincus, Sam Mossberg, Willie Plng-- r
and other well known boxers
of
who received the groundwork
their ring education in amateur

WORST OF TOE

louts.

REQUESTS COURT TO
DETERMINE
: ; OF

GEM MARKET HAS NOT
BEEN INFLUENCED
BY
SALES IN PAST YEAR

FARMER 'S HOUR

PATERNITY
CHILD

'S

Of

St. Louis. Oct. 18 (by the Asso-

ciated
Press). Herman Henry
Laumeicr, wealthy real estalo dealer, today filed a petition In circuit court, asking the court to determine the paternity of the child'
of his former wife, lie expressed
the belief that he is not the father
n); the child, a boy, and adds that
he is compelled to support the
ybungster.
Mr. Ijaumeicr, who is 47 years
old, declares he separated from his
wife the day after they were married in August of 1918, and that
ihe child was not born until ".1
.
months later.
Ho cited the testimony in his
he
in
which
wife's divorce case,
alleged she testified that the relations of man and wife ceased the
day after their marriage, and that
no children were born of the
union.

TIL

Is Doing
Administration
Possible to
Everything
Aid Agriculture.
Washington Court House. Oct.n
IS. What the Harding
admin-istratio-

and the republican

con-

gress have done for tbo farmer
was reviewed in a speech here today by Secretary Wallace of the
dedepartment ot umieuuure,IS who
month3
clared that for the past
the energy of the federal Government has been so directed as to
give the fullest possible measure
of relief from ibo previous periods
ut agricultural ciepi ession.
Much remains to be done, the
at- -'
secretary said, including the low-i
taimiient of higher prices and
er freight rates for farm prod-- !
nets, but' he asserted that the
worst of the farmer's hour ot trial
wia ,.vii. (mil ihnt conditions every
where are bound to continue looking up.
enact-Among the legislative
its of the last congress, the
these
eight as
speaker enumerated
"of major importance" to the
farming, industry: tariff.
"The emergency
"Tho War Finance corporation
act.
"Increased capital of the iarm
land banks.
"Modified interest rate on bonds
of Joint stock land bank.

.

BEATTY IN FAVOR OF
: ENGLAND ABIDING BY
?
NAVAL POWER TREATY

...

Great Britain
should fully maintain the standard
th'?
18.

m

of naval power laid down by
Admiral
Washington conference,
y
Karl Beatty, wJio received the
degree of doctor of laws de-a:
tlio University of Leeds today,
clared in an address.
, The world recognizes that the
government's- acceptance of that
standard was unimpeachable evident:: of the empire's desire for
peace, ho said.
j The standards of strength adop"Agricultural representation on
ted at the Washington conference
were those which offered the federal reserve board.
"Packers and stockyards act.
brightest prospects for peace, he
"Grain futures act.
declared.
"The act to protect farmers' cofrom imassociations
operative
,'M'IiEAX TO MEKT GARCIA.
prosecution."
proper
t
Stew-.Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 18.
Among the things which remain
McLean, St. Paul featherweight
to be accomplished, Mr. Wallace
meet
Frankio
Garcia,
is
to
loxer,
(aid, are readjustment of freight
an eastern boy, in a
rinu und some arrangement by
27. the which the necessary industries will
nn October
was
it
nnt hn interrupted by disputes be
weight to be 125 pounds,
announced today.
tween labor and capital.
hon-(trar-

-

--

d

in hr

UNGOMFOHTABLE
MEALS?

AFTER

.

fhen Try a Pinch

of

Black--

l

This White- Draught
Haired Alabama Lady
Says It Helps Her.

:

New York, Oct. IS. Austrian
and Russian jewels worth "OU,
000.000 to 400,000.000 francs have
been purchased during the past
year by middle class men and
women in America and Enronwithout influencing ttfo price, ten
dencies ot the gem markets, Pierre
Cartier, head of the Cartier Jewel
firm, declared today following hi?
return from a trip abroad.
Jewels are considered the staple
medium of exchange in Europe today because ot the fluctuation of
currencies, Mr. Cartier said.
The jewels which have found
tho greatest market have been
diamonds
and colored
pearls,
stones which formerly belonged to
the nobility and the imperial
houses of Austria and Russia
Grand dukes and other refugees,
he said, personally disposed of
their treasures in Paris.
The precious stones confiscated
from religious edifices have made
little impression on the markets
because they were of lesser value,
he said.
--

OVER

Secretary Wallace Says the

.

!

Harvester

Official DiCompany
scusses Conditions Existing Among Nations.

VE

BUSINESS TAKES

available
WITHIN

A

YEAR

From Eight to Ten Million
Feet of Helium Will Be
Ready for Use, Patrick
Reports to Weeks.
18.
Oct.
From
Washington,
eight to ten million cubic feet of
helium gas will be
available within a year for the inflation of army dirigibles, Major
General Patrick, chief of tho army
air service, reported today to Secretary Weeks. The war secretary
conferred personally with General
Patrick in his effort to ascertain
just what steps had been taken or
to avert,
would bo necessary
helium instead
through the use ofaccidents
as the
ot hydrogen, such
destruction by fire ot the dirigibles Roma and tho
General Patrick explained that
the envelopes of the dirigibles now
in service permitted helium gas to
escape, while they would contain
hydrogen gas for a considerable
time. At tho present time, it was
said, the army has only one million
cubic feet of helium on hand.
The four new army dirigibles
now in process of construction, it
was explained, would bo equipped
with envelopes made of materials
different from those on craft now
in service and of a texture which
would conserve the gas. Three of
the projected vessels, Secretary
Weeks said, would be of the same
while the fourth
type as the
would be much larger..
, General
Patrick also inform ?d

con-irro-

A

TT

j

Farmington, N. M., Oct. 18.
The quarterly report of tho Farmthe
covering
ington
postoffice
months ot July, August and September ehows a remarkable business growth it the postoffice receipts is a barometer ot business
conditions as It Is usually considered to be. The receipts of July
this year were $727 compared with
$424 for tho same month last year,
Tho receipts for August this year
were S 1,452 compared with $61!
last year, while September thin
year shows $2,645 compared with
$1,277 last year, thus showing an
increase of a little over 100 per
cent over last year for the same
Ptrlod. The heaviest months last
year were Ootober $1,855, and November $1,840, so that September
this year is heavier than any
month last year and the heaviest
in the history of tho postoffice at
this place. The receipts for October, so far, show a proportionate
The postal receipts are
Increase.
running close to. $100 per day so
far this month.
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FOR THE BIG SALE CODING SOON

Our Big 1c Sale
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Some Real Values in Drug Store Merchandise

Foley's' Honey and TaV stood
tHo test'bfJtirneTiarving
&
tKreeVgencratloria

',,

WOODWORK'S PHARMACY

.
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0Uti bjrtJk-- b fi"-- m vnppw
i Uttiett 'Sitting! Couth' Mtdiclne
- ih'tha World
..
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d

Phones
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222 West Central.

197-19- 8.

EVERYWHERE.

SOLD
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the secretary that the Fort Worth,
Texas, helium plant had recently
resumed operations and he estimated that within tho next year it
would produce from eight to ten
million cubic feet.
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I The furniture You W ill Eventually Buy
'

For the living room, den, sunparlor, porch,' in fact most any room in the home. Its practicability for New
Mexico's dry climate is unquestionable. We have just unpacked two carloads of this wonderful fur.
niture, and our stock is most complete, allowing you a wide range of styles, and coverings to select from.
FOR THE LAST THREE DAYS OF THIS WEEK ONLY WE OFFER THE UNUSUAL BARGAINS

'it:

LISTED BELOW.

I

MAYFIELD ON STAND
IN HIS OWN BEHALF
IN INJUNCTION CASE
Corsica na, Texas, Oct. 18 (by
tho Associated Press). Enrlo H.
Mayfield, railroad commissioner
and democratic candidate for
United Slates senator, took the witness stand at 4:30 b'cloek this
in the injunction suit seek
ing to keep his name off tho ballot. Ho was on the stand when
court adjourned until tomorrow.
Luther Nickels, leading counsel
for the plaintiff, seeking to keep
Mayfield's name off the ballot,
This
the candidate.
iiuestioned
questioning concerned an item- of
it
is
alleged by the
$200, which,
plaintiffs, was collected by Mike
iNJcN'amara of Graham, Texas, and
sent to Mr. Mayfield, to be used
in his campaign.
Mr. Mayfield declared he had
never received such a sum or that
he had ever authorized or requested Mr. McNamara to collect
funds for his campaign.
The suit to make permanent tno
temporary injunction keeping Mris
Mayfield's name oft tho ballot,
being heard before a Jury on its
Hawklr.i:
merits before JuJg-.Scarbrough. who granted the temporary injunction. Selection of tho
jury was completed this afternoon.
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Fibre Suite,- similar to the above, consisting of
and Table. Regular price $100.00 Special
Fibre Suite, Box style;
Davenport,
Rocker and Chair; upholstered in A A grade Tapestry or Velour. Regular price
AA
72-inc-

Settee, Rocker, Chair

h

$70,00 i

..........

h
Fibre Suite,
Davenport, Chair and
Rocker; upholstered back, spring seat, also spring
cushion. Regular price $135.00;
72-inc-

h

Ci2C

JQQ QQ

cDlOO.UlP

$210.00; special

40-inc-

IT,

Nomore

MEETING TODAY

Rheumatism

TO BE 'PACKED.'

ENEMIES CRARGE
Carlton Club Conference at
London Will Not Be Representative; Political Activity Is Unabated.
Ixnddi.

Oct.

17 (by

tho

Assoof dis-

ciated Press) Development
satisfaction on the part of conserv- 'ative peers and the rank and file
!w1lh

t

tm nllorrofl nnrWpri cliiiraetor

!of the proposed Carlton club meet
ing tomorrow, was the only new
feature today in the political crisis.
resentment
There is increasing
over the limitation of tho meeting
to members of the house of comAMUNDSEN'S FLIGHT
mons and the exclusion of the conservative peers, it being contended
WILL BE SUCCESSFUL
that such a meeting would fail to
PREDICTS be representative of the party as
CAPTAIN
a whole.
Moreover the meetini Is regardSeattle,' Wash., Oct. 18. Cap- ed as an attempt
to forestall the
tain Roald Amundsen will make a annual conference of the conservsuccessful flight from Wainwright, ative party in
next
Alaska, across the north pole
hence the executive committee of
C. S. Cochspring, predicts Captain cutter
National Unionist association
Bear, the
ran, of the coast guard
called a special meeting today. Sir
which returned here from a long George Younger, chairman of the
voyage into tho Arctic ocean. Cap-in party, presiding, and unanimously
who left here
tain Amundsen,
a resolution instructing
,,.. ai !.,!,! in June, spent adopted
i.
.u.
the committee to summon forthmuch time aboard the Bear in the with an emergency conference of
Arctic.
the party. This emergency meetis much more likely to reveal
He In the Arctic is the worst
rc- - ing
Cochran
the complete extent of the split in
since 190, Captain
the conservative
party over the
intends to question of Mr. Lloyd
Captain Amundsen
George's
this
Alaska,
make a trip to Nome,
leadership than is the Carlton club
return
to
and
team
winter by dog
his meeting.
Political activity is unabated and
to Wainwright in time to startLieuwith
or
June
in
May
gossip concerns the possibility,
flight
Cap-ta- n
told
he
should parliament be dissolved, of
tenant Oskar Omdahl,
Cochran.
holding general elections on armistice day, November 11.
A passenger on the Bear was
sent
nno r,f a nai'ty
at
museum
north by the ColoraCft

v rr na
imi has'aotip

m

,

la

from fourjace, mother!9
S. S. S. Is

the Great Builder of Red.

and Rheumatism
Must Go! Just Try It!
- "rtheumatlsm?
Me? No, Indeed, it's
e
sll gone, every bit of it: II '
nd Joy for me now for the firm
time in years.
I feel a wonderful
glory again ia the free motion I used
to have when my dayi were younger.
I look at my hands and think f the
twiats and swellings they used to have.
I bend way over to the floor. I haven't
been able to do that in many yearn.
I can thank S. S. S. for it all! To
me it was a rlslnc tan ot Joy and liberty. Brothers and alslers in misery,
do not close jour eyea and think that
health, free motion and atrength are
It ia not so.
gone from you forever
It Is here and now for all of yon.
S. S. S. ia waiting to help you." There
H.
Blood-Cell-

s

I

S. will help
ia a reason why S.
yon. When you increase the number
d
of your
cells, the entire aya-ter- n
undergoes a tremendoua change.
Everything depends on
Blood which is minus sufficing red-- ,
rella leada to a long list of tronhlea.
Rheumatism is one ot them. S. S. H.
blood-builde- r,
r,
la the treat
syatera atrcngthener, nerve
It stops akin eruptiona,
too, pimples, blackheads, none, bolls,
eczema. It bullda np run down, tired
men and women, beautifies complexStart
ion!, makes the flesh .firmer.
S. 8. S. today. It la sold at all drug
The
two
sizes.
In
stores
larger alze
bottle is the more economical.

Individual Rockers, same as
above; spring seat, and inner
spring cushion. ' Regular price

Sf:.:.:.... $16,50
Rocker,

High-bac- k

27-inc-

h

Fibre Rocker, same as above,
upholstered back, spring seat,
spring cushion. Regular price
$25.00; special
'. .
price
,

tD)

I

$22.00;

$16.50

special

price

ackers, re gySar
10.00; Special

up-

holstered back, spring seat,
spring cushion. Regular price
$35.00; special
COf7 fZ(
price
tyU i

xf

Beautiful fan .back Rocker,
spring seat, spring cushion,
same as above.
Regular price

ry

..tPAU.eV

Fibre Desk, quarter-sawe- d
one drawer.
Regular
$37.50; special
price

$8.50

top,
price

$27.50

OL&CO
jvmss
f L-

-

213 215

V Gold Ave.

a

URNISHERS

Where CLualitv is JiiGHEFc than Price
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Black-Oraug-

4

ht

ti

TO-DIN-

By George McManus
"

51

j

HE'S TriE ONE THAT
AbKED Ot.TO OINNffR
Hl5' NAME. I.MR

ht.

'.ff

Black-Draugh-

lor

tilack-Draug-

t
'

common

simple,

ailments,

Fuel and light

matorlufs

were

due to disordered stomach, liver chiefly responsible for the reducand bowels, you will find Thed- tion, the estimate said, having
a useful dropped 10 per cent during the
ford's
The purely month.
Farm products, building
uirii valuable remedy.
which materials, textiles and clothing an
of
ingredients
vegetable
is composed gently showed small declines.
the
stimulate the liver, increasing
flow of digestivo Juices, ther-b- y
CIiniCHII.Ij OPEKATFD OV.
conrelievo
or
to
London, Oct. IK (by tho Assoprevent
liftlplnff
ciated PreHs). Winston
Spencer
stipation in an easy, natural way.
"Insist upon Thcdtord'i. the Churchill, secretary of the colonies,
on
was
for appendicitis
operated
original and only genuinemid root
this evening. The operation is depowdered herb
lilack-Uraug-

ht

V

ht

"Black-lraug-

Adv.

liver medicine.

I

ht

clared to nave been successful.

.- i-

SI

is
1.1

iDutton, Ala. In recommending
to her
Thedford's
friends and neighbors here, Mrs.
n
JackT, F. Parks, a
son County lady, said:
"I am getting tip in years; my
MJJ maket yon fttl
i,- -i
nrnttv white. I have seen
, like yourself again
medicines and remedies come and
came
and
old
reliable
but the
I am talking of
BRINGING UP FATHER.
stayed.
Qopyrlght, 1321, by the International News Service.
a liver medicine we have uenver.
Registered O. S. Patent Olflce.
be
used for years one that can,
LEVELOF
AVERAGE
one
will
NOW VrlY
that
and
0':T-VOO CANtr
YOU FRIEN
depended upon
l NTT
VANT "YOU TO TAKE THIS RlCHT
IN WTH MEK UKETHAT
ET
PRICES
HAD
dp th work.
THE
WHOLESALE
MOORE
NERVE
rAWS
TO
THE.
EACK'
THAT
will relieve Ini "Black-DraugILL
AT
TO Abl Ub
SENT-- IT WD TEt.u HIM I
SHOWED A DECREASE
digestion and constipation if taken
TELL
TAaUE eOT "YOU
I know, for I tried it.
Hltt
WOULDN'T
AX.THE
right, and best
EAT
HIM- thing I have ever
It is the
Oct. 1 8. The aveHIM
TABU.E, WITH HIM.
found" for the full, uncoinfortuble rageWashington,
of wholesale prices in
level
500D'.'-ftEPUI THINK HG.
A
meals.
of
after
A.e.(
tb
leeling
the department
September,
"Sour stomach and sick head- labor reported today, was aboutt.
XZ2S' LOAFER
cent
lower than in
ache can be relieved by taking jl
per
Ulack-DraugIt aids digestion.
Tho index number, repref4lso assists the liver in throwing senting comparative
price levels of
1
reto
am
glad
404
different commodities, drop-'pe- d
Impurities.
t.
and do,
from 13.r, as determined in
commend
,
to 153 in September.
io my friends and neighbors."
Black-Draug-

uT

WAIT

News-Leade-

GAIN

PHENOMENAL

c.

Until the emergency is past,
mleht arrange to let us have
a little coal on a doctor's prescrip- - U
r.
tion. Richmond

POSTAL

FARMINGTON
fl-EXPLOSI-

BUT CANNOT PA!

RANKS!
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HUSBAND DEEMS

Worn an s

agazine Page

IRAPHER'S ROMANCE
IX HElt NEW
POSITION.
CHAPTEH 27.
Monday morning Nellie was up
early, making herself nice enough
lor her new job, bo she told the
Yet she Insisted upon getBlrls.
ting the breukfast as usual, and
,
in clearing away.
'If it turns out to be a hard
Job, and I get good pay, we'll take
turns, each take a week at it,"
their objections.
he answered
"And if I am too tired, or they
pay mo so much I don't know
what to do with it, I'll hire a girl
when it comes my week."
"That's a good idea, Nellie not
your hiring a girl but for each
of us to take our turn doing the
housework," Cora said. "I wonder none of us thought of It before."
"You, and I were too comfortable letting Nellie do It," Gladys
declared.
"Why work when we
didn't have to?"
Before Nellie came into their
lives both Uladys and Cora had
been far too serious for their
ages, took themselves too seriously. The gay little Nelie, Who
aways had a Joke and a smile, no
matter how dark things looked,
bad been good for both of them.
They realized this and often said
they owed her far more than she
did them.
"You look, very nice this mornCora said as the
ing, Nellie,"
three girls started out together.
They could do this, now as they
loft the subway at the same, station, were expected at their respective offices at about the same
time.
to do. I've got on
"I'll ha-all I own," Nellie said patting her
white cuff. Her gloves and shoes
were mended, but the one was
clean, the other polished until
the patch scarcely showed.
"If you suit them you'll soon be
able to buy yourself all you need,"
She had seen
Gladys consoled.
the rueful glance Nellie cast at
her feet.
"You Klrls will have to spend
your Saturday afternoons shopping with mo when I get enough
ahead to buy anything!"
too glad to!
"We'll be only
Tou aren't the only one who
loves pretty things," Gladys replied.
"Wish me luck, girls," Nellie
said when she left them.
"My
knees are knocking together already. And I've got queer, little
tingly things playing tag up and
She looked
down my spine."
flushed, excited.
"Don't let them see you "are

Bj

"Walk
nervous," Cora advised.
slowly, you've plenty of time, and
before
you gat.
quiet yourself

BY LENORE

fkom PAras.

e,

business-lik-

WALT

BEGGARS.
The poor men come to my
abode, and ask for bread and
their
chicken;
they've dragged
forms along tho road, and they
are sorely stricken, and I might
hand them out un ode, their
lint
sluggish blood to quicken.
these are worn and weary men,
their stomachs all in creases;
when fed they'll take the road
again, and walk it till it ceases;
and so I go and kill a hen and
Some
let them eat tho pieces.
wise men say my courso is
wrong, they Jeer at what I'm doing; "Y'ou pauperize the errant
throng." they cry, with much
"let beggars work for

rv.-

there."
"I'll como up to the scratch all
right when the time comes! I
always used to get this way when
1 was
sneaking aivay from Miss
Carter, but once I got whero I
was going. I never thought of
being afraid of her or anybody."
It was a very composed Nellie
who answered the few questions
put her by the old gentleman into whose private office she was
taken.
"You look very young, but I
in Misb
have every faith
in her Judgment, and she
says your reference was all that
iould be desired." He had bidden her to be seated, had smiled
Yet was
kindly as he talked.
very

answered:
"No and thank God for your
Then:
your health."
youth,
"Please get ready to take dictation. This is a very busy place.
We haven't much time to get
save
through our
acquainted,
work."
Nellie
until
He kept
busy
lunch time. As he dismissed her
he said:
"Because you are so young I
am going to give you a bit of
advice.
Kat a good, warm
can work
one
No
luncheon.
properly If not properly fed. Cut
out the fancy things, especially
in hot weather, but eat plenty of
plain food."
That's what Cora
"Y'es, sir.
tells me. We all eat hot lunches,
cold dinner."
a
and then have
"Who is Cora?" Smilingly the
man arose.
She's
"The girl I live with.
older than I am, and so good."
"I see you did not need my
advice, but remember it Just the
same. Y'ou have an hour."
Nellie felt as if she were walking on air. He had not praised
her work; but Ue had foirnd no
fault. And she thought she noticed a pleased look on his fare
when she laid her pile of neatly
written' letters on his desk.
meet Cora at
She was to
luncheon.
They' would often be
able to see each other at the noon
She almost ran to the
hour.
little restaurant, so anxious was
she to tell of her new place her
employer.
Tomorrow Nellie Is Enthusl- antic.

START FILMING

women

Most

are, of course,
for the continuance of
straight lines'as the prevailing silhouette of the season. The mode
lends itself to such a variety of
treatment, and is undoubtedly
youthful in effect. In the street
dress illustrated today the idea is
expressed in tho manner of the
coat frock, with lines that are sim-

well.

they are strong before you start
them
But I can't
chewing."
manufacture jobs, I can't invent
a calling, for all tho tired and
hungry swabs who come, for fodder bawling; and so I let them
gnaw tho cobs I'm from the corn
field hauling.
I might explain,
when they arrive, that charity's
a flivver, that none's entitled to
survive unless ho sweats a river;
"So buckle down,"
say, "and
strive to earn t lie eggs and' liver."
But ah, I liato to preach and
men are
scold whero hungry
trading, to hand out maxims
flat and cold, in place of prunes
have a rooster
and bedding;
nine years old that's ripe for the
beheading.

Pictures of Railway Shops
and Saw Mill to Be Taken MOTHER JONES, NOTED
This Afternoon for the
LABOR LEADER, IS ILL
Chamber of Commerce.
W. Va..

:

1

''

H

Ethel Dane.
Ethel Dane, actress, is suing

Then niako u change of stockings
and shoes, taking an extra minute
to rub the soles of tho feet to improve the circulation in them.
The mark left from burning off
If it does
tho wart may bleach.
not, consult a dermatologist.
Theso littlo lines
Downhearted.
in your Nliin are not serious at your
age, as they merely denote that
you need to be built up. Massage
some cream into your skin and in
crease your weight by drinking
more milk.
Huth. At 16 years of age, with
a height of 5 ft., tl ins., you are
not underweight at 112 pounds. It
is quite possible that you have attained your height and will now
develop in other ways.

CROWDS ATTEND
PUBLIC CONCERT
OF MUSIC CLUB

Shampoo your hair as usual, taking the usual care to rinse out all
soap. Roll tho towel nround the
head and wring out the hair in it.
A crowd that filled every seat in
Do not dry further with the towel
but part it ns you do when you the Presbyterian cnurch attended
dress it, or comb it and form the the annual open concert given by
hair into waves. This is difficult the Fortnightly club on Monday
until you are used to it. Hold the evening, 'the affair , which was
and
them open to the public, launched the
waves in place by pinning
ple
pleasing.
The material used is taupe col- with invisible hairpins, or bind the musical season in tho city and
ored rep cloth, with bands of the head round and round with a nar- struck the keynote for other enter
k
same material Joined in
row ribbon, pulling the hair loose tainments to be given by the club
with
hand stitching, which gives the between the bindings
the during the winter.
All of tho numbers on the vagown a touch of individuality. comb.
Put In side combs bo the weight ried program arranged by Mrs. D.
There is just enough width to the
W.
Faw were beautifully rendered.
not
skirt to make It comfortable for of the hair will
pull the waves
was opened and
walking, and the height of the fig- out of place. Pin a hair net over The program
ure may determine the length oi the head and keep it on while the closed by pipe organ numbers by
hair dries. When it is dry the H. G. llunjes. His first number
the skirt.
waves will be very solidly in place was a gavotte from Mignon instead
of the sonata .lumber announced.
and should last for a long time
The selections by tho Yott trio
if the hair has been permanently
By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
waved, until the next Bhampooing. composed of Mr. and Mrs. LeKoy
il
Yott
and Miss Eleanor Lynch, vio- If your skin becomes
Eighteen.
well relifeless toward tho end of the day liniste, were especially
it is because you are tired. Many ceived. Many in the audience
TlfiTEFTTi FTRXITCHE. RVGS and two arm chairs) is upholstered
were
nervous temperaments affect one
surprised to hear Mr. Votl
FOK THE in a blue mixture. Blue mixture
AM) HAXC.1XGS
thus, and a warm bath and a few as a flutist in the trio, his popu
Wilton rugs cover the hardwood
LITTLE HOME.
comnlete
moments
of
relaxation
having been won previously
larity
valances
A reader friend has asked me to floor. China silk old blue
will bring the color back to the'0" nls talent as a violinist His
net curtains
cream
over
the
a
hang
for
violin
tastefulfurnishings
solo, "Vigeunet weiseit
face. If this is not possible, meresuggest
hy
If portieres are
small house which has two bed- at the windows.
lv bathe the face, throat and hands harasole,
bv Mrs
accompanied
needed, these are of dark blue
Yott
at
rooms and bath upstairs, and a liv- velour
the
mushowed
coolhot
with
a
tho
followed
piano,
by
water,
or sunfast chenille. A makitchen
!slrinn si f- hin Laut
ln.
t..ii.. ........
..vu.
v
ing room, dining room and In
ci aim.j Liiiutiy
t;uiu wa cr.
with
bench,
gate
j
piano
hogany
mind
idea
the
Itev.
Jho
With
downstairs.
Charles It. McKean
(br massive ' library
sang two delightful baritone solos,
that one bedroom (over the living legged table
table), book case without doors League of Women Voters,
"I Did Not Know"and "Carry Me
room) hus a northeastern exposure and
are used, also a "wing"
Me Over Jordan." lie
Gets Favorable Replies
and that the other bedroom (over chairrocker
After-Dinncovered in dark blue rep or
Tricks
with a rollicking song,responded
the dining room) has a southeast"Gipsy
(to stand by the fireplace).
From Four Nominees forj
John." 'Frank W. Darrow sang
ern exposure, I make the follow- poplin
in
The gold note Is introduced In
voice
"Life's
good
rennd
Twilight"
ing suggestions:
Public
Office.
brass
candlefittings,
fireplace
As
this
bedroom:
sponded by a song written for
Northeastern
Mrs. Lewis II. Thompson, his acroom gets little sunshine, it needs sticks, parchment shade of ma- a
hogany drop light (which has
Pour replies have been received
companist, by a friend.
a light color scheme, plain buff-col- golden
when
yeland
sent
tho
glow
from the questionnaires
lichted)
Mrs. Itay C. Bailey sang a soby
paper covers the walls. Lavlocal League of Women voters to
prano solo, "I'll Weave You a
ender rag rugs cover the hardwood low pottery.room:
This
room
1
will
Dining
polit-for
the
candidates
the
curmajor
Song"
scrim
by Jesse O'Hara and Joseph
"glass
floor. Cream
have a prominent note of dark blue leal offices in the state. These have
played u selected
tains" are at the window,
in it also; for in a small home the been returned
Adelina
Mrs.
number on the zither. Mrs. Faw
by
vith valances of lavendar downstairs rooms are
candi-i
generally
and
Miss
republican
Helen Gurule did excel
The
and yellow floral cretonne.
one big room widely opened date for congress; John Morrow,
lent worn as accompanists.
Mau-ric- o
rame cretonne forms the back and- like
to one another and sharp color- - democratic candidate for congress;
Klein, who was on the proseat rinds of a comfortable Ivory- contrasts
between
rooms
are
A.
the
Jose
democratic
candidate
gram for a vocal solo, made it n
Raca,
Either
rocker.
uainted willow
"recitative" instead and announced
enai.-ielee
wood furni unrestful. Green may be used, how- for lieutenant governor, and Ste
with
blue
instead
of
ever,
the
B.
candi
some detail the Fortnightly club
in
Davis,
gold
phen
republican
used
is
ture, or birdseye maple,
a
box
window
stand filled date for I". S. senator.
artists series of concerts
which will
the pieces being a bed, bureau, with green
a
on
subon
to
All
fruit
be
bowl
flowers,
questions'
replies
given in the city this winter.
dressing table with stool or bench, the buffet and green
JectS
were
silk
of
shades
state
said
Interest
green
The
ushers
at the concert were
and a bedside table. An
on
silver table candlesticks. A to be favorable at a meeting of tho
Mesdames M. J. McGuinness, J. L
fidi
willow desk with a glass bluethe
and green cretonne in conven league at the Chamber of Com15
R. E. Marsh and C.
and
Kcgensberger,
of
lavendar
the
top (a piece
The
i.. Carey.
uesign covers the cream merce yesterday afternoon.
lies under the tional
yellow cretonne
n Information
scrim
A
window
the
stand
of
curtains.
So.
16
To
regarding
Find
of
Total
addition.
Scae be a?1,,next mecti"S of the club will
glass) is a comfortable
mixture rug is on the floor. the several candidates was sought
held on November 7 at
The silver ornaments on the dress- The furniture
for the use of tho league to assist
of Miss Louise M. Nichols,theithome
table,
dining
(buffet
A
Dumber
handled
are:
was
is
table
mirror,
on
written
of pa
long
ing
t
slip
not
members
in
was
and
its
six
is
table
serving
and
voting
chairs)
The year books will
hook, American
per which is folded and tiren to soon announced.
oval photo frame, button
out
No
for
bo
walnut.
given
publication.
distributed
nt
one
hold. Various persons then s
that time.
shoe horn, jewel case, pin tray and
stand will be taken by the organi iownto numbers
between one and ten oi
clothes brush (brush and comb, or
zation in favor of any candidate.
luiotlior
OF
sheet
no
INVESTIGATION
of
are
manicure
longer
one's
articles,
paper. Any
inj. BOWLERS TO BE GIVEN
Mrs. William It. Walton, presi tuU. r written on
used as generally on top of dress,e
this sneet for
dent of the local league, gave her
BUMP'S DESTRUCTION
The
in.
are
flfures
added
CHANCE TO ORGANIZE
em
ing table or burenu). The bureau
up
report of the recent state convento equal the unknown numbei
ornaments are: small china clock,
HAS BEEN COMPLETED tion In Santa Fe which she at- found
written
on
WINTER TOURNAMENT!
the
folded
and
frame
slip.
square photo
fancy
tended as representative of the AI- Suppose the number the performei
A drop light with
work basket.
Another
buquerquo
organization.
A
18.
Oct.
rote
San
en
was
the slip
30. He watehei
Antonio, Tex.,
yellow silk shade stands on the
Invitations havo
sent to
of. the state league will the figures that
board of officers at Brooks Field conference
the spectators are writ- about 40 howlers of been
bedside table.
tho city to atIn Las Vegas In January
be
ing and when their total reaches 2T tend tho
This Is completed tonight tho investiga and held
Southeastern bedroom:
annual conference will be r more
Howling Dinner tonight
is within 9 of 36), h at the Y. M.
furnished exactly like the other tion of the destruction of the army held the
C. A. The dinner will
in Albuquerque next April, she :akes the(whichand
which occurred Tuesasks for some one'i be for
slip
bedroom except that a different dirigible
the
announced.
purpose of filling the
.nltiala.
As he writes the Initials oi
color scheme is used old rose day morning resulting In injuries to
bowlers with food and enthusiasm.
Plans were
at the state the paper he secretly adds the
with a touch of green. This scheme seven passengers and members of conference fordiscussed
missluj If the enthusiasm
Is sufficiently
adoption by the lumber at the bottom of. the column,
is brought out In old rose flora! the crew. That a part of the fabric local leagues ofthe
strong, a bowline tournament will
study pro- ind thus brings the total to 30.
n of the envelope,
where a handling grams on the several of
cretonne with a prominent
be
interna- Covrrlcnt. 1B21, by PubUo Ltdnr
organized, and scheduled games
subjects
note In it. The wall paper is guy was fastened, was not strong tional
Compaa win oo
affairs at Washpiayeu regularly.
buff. The drop light has a rose enough to endure the strain of a ington, relations,
and
the
direct
primary
silk shade. The furniture may be stiff gale from the north was the laws. It was decided to
develop
of
Tho
the
board.
.
report
either American walnut, Circas- report
STAGE LURE GETS
classes In each comsian walnut or North Carolina pine bears out the statement of Major citizenship
and endeavor to lift the
Stained gray. The raj rugs are H. A. Strauss, commander, which munity
N. Y. SOCIETY GIRL
public institutions entirely out of
either old rose of sage green or a was made soon after the accident politics.
no
now
been
and
thrown
has
mixture of both.
light
Mrs. Gerald Cassldy of Santa Fe.
Living room: This Is done In old upon the cause of the disaster.
president of the State League of
hliie and dark blue mixed, relieved
Women Voters, will viRit the AlbuConstantine's mistake was In not querque
with a gold note. The walls are
league on October
the
"
"overstopping the Turks with an In- day before tho opening of the23,state
plain buff. A
stuffed" tapestry set (davenport junction.
Brooklyn Eagle.
federation of women's club. She
will assist the state organization in
organizing nn Intensive member'.
ship campaign.
open-wor-

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

QUESTIONS

ANSWERED
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husband, Cyril
for divorce on
patibility. She
deemed her his

Fig-ure-

C-- 2,

sage-gree-

CORNS

Save and Beautify
Your Hair With

ADMINISTRATION
IS
READY TO ASSIST THE
NEW MEXICO CITIZENS

ubro'sHerpicide

w
KT
Afr.

Annm Cwuwr

"inferior."

Nourishing-Nocookio-

5"

.

Meuibrolslferpicide
Remove Dandruff

Stop Falling Hair

Bead what Mrs. Anna Conner (pictured
here) says of Newhro'a Eerpicida:
"I me Nmwbn't HirpMd Jolly. It h m
wondmrful preparation for tho hoi aneT ecafo.
My hair cooctM th ftoor".
What Herpidda has don for lira, Conner
and thousand of others, it will surely do for you.
Begin the use of Herpicide today. You will like it
f rum tho flnit application. Every bottle ia guaranteed to do all that is claimed for it, or your dealer
is authorized to refill id purchaa price.
Sold By AH Drug anil DepL Store

I

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. IS. "Just going down there to he with the
boys," On. John J. Pershing said
here today, en route to the American Legion convention at New
Orleans. "I'll do a bit of talking
to them," he added.
During his stay of several hours
the general visited Fort McPher-so- n
and later went to the United
States Veterans hospital, where he
delivered a brief address to a gathering of patients who greeted him
He left this afternoon for New
Orleans.

MR

URDEI

Mm

Obeyed

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freestone" on Rn aching corn, in- - Mis9 Mary Hone making
up In he?
slantly that corn stops hurtlnB.
dreiwiinr mom
.
; "
right off ; .
JbnOthpT V;fk11 tnnnm Maw VawV
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
haB contributed h daughter
of "Freezono" for a few cents, uf- - family
.
v..-.-.
tn
flclent to remove every hard com.
,AK
"J? Sone
Augustus
Hone,
soft corn, or corn between the loos. iauf
n.ew
agency nnd the directors oti the and the calluses, without soreness
"?.
"R.
U.
'drama,
loan company,"
. ,pr irritation.
Adv,
Ry recently

-

pos-sib- le

Application At Barber Shop

;

'

c-

I

1

ers,

1

caddie CrackEgg Beater, for
65c.

ttlf YOUfOCirtuSAVE,"

m
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Special Prices on

Real Phillipine Undies
Philippine Gowns
&

"You surely
Chicago, Illinois.
gave women one pood medicine when
you put Lydia ii.
Vega-tabl- e

WFm

il- -

'ii

Pinkham's
Compound
on tho marKct.
After I had my
baby I was all run
down and so ner
vous it kept mo
rrom gaining. My
doctor did everything ho could to
build me up, then
he ordered me to

take Lvdia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound
with his medicine and I am now a
new woman. I have had three children and they are all Lydia E. Pink-hababies. I have recommended
your medicine to several friends and
they speak highly of it. You are cer-"
tainly doinggood work in this world.
Mrs. Adkith Tomshrck, 10657 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
There isnothing very strange about
tho doctor directing Mrs. Tomsheck
to take"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. There are many
physicians who do recommend it and
highly appreciate its value.
Women who are nervous, run down,
and suffering from women's ailments
n
should give this
root and
's
herb medicine a" trial. Mrs.
experience should guido you
towards health.
m

Tom-sheck-

FOR

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

SOLD EVERYWHERE-

-

Almost
Unbelievable

Mm::,

Monarch
Red
Titted
Cherries, No. 2 can 40c.
Monarch
BlueMaine
berries, No. 2 can 40c.
Monarch Cut Okra, No.
2 can, 20c
Monarch
Whole Okra.
No. 2 can, 23c.
Monarch Tomatoes, No. 3
can, 30c.
Sunshine Krispy Crackers, special,

Vegetable Compound
and is Now Well

--

hriH-:-

Items, All 1922 Pack

Took Lydia E. Pinkham's

Stomach
Trouble
'
)

Includes These

GOING

re-cc- nt

j

A Shipment 6f
Monarch Goods

DOWN TO
BE WITH THE BOYS,'
SAYS GEN. PERSHING

'JUST

INDIGESTION

Special to The Journal.

Santa Fe, Oct. 18. Uovernor M.
Mcchem wired Eugene Mover.
Jr., managing director of the War
finance corporation, after his
visit to the state, thanking
him for what the corporation,
was contemplating
; through him,
doing for the livestock interests of
stute.
the
Mr.
Meyer replied to
'
the governor's message as follows;
j
"Greatly appreciate the kind ex- -,
pressions conveyed In your teje- I am confident tlutt the
gram.
administration stands ready to do1
j everything
that can properly be
done to heln the people of tie
Mexico In this time of trouble and
I feel sure that they will justify
our confidence by handling a difficult situation in Ae very best
manner. We are relying upon you as governor of the state,
and other lending citlrens of tho

nection with the killing of Depiuv
Sheriff Gore dining the armed
march on Logan.

Food-Drin-

Headache

C.

Oct,
Charlestown,
Jones, noted labor leader,

is ill at Washington,
D. C, nnd
will not be a l.lo to attend th
trial of C. Frank Koeney, presi-dent- ,
of district No. 17, United
.Mine Workers,
who' :s chars-eewith being nn accessory in con-

000.-00-

Lift Off with Fingers

three-piece-

1

KeiKhtley, actor,
grounds of incomcharges that he

were completed
Arrangements
yesterday for tho filming of Albuquerque from the air, tho picture
to be used by the Chamber of Commerce in its next Albuquerque
booklet. It was expected that the
pictures would be taken Monday,
but several necessary appliances
did not arrivo until yesterday.
The picture Is to bo taken by
Tommle Thompson, aviator, who is
attending the State university, and
I.. J. Waterhouse,
who was an
aerial photographer during thci
war. The picture, when compkt-- j
ed, is to show the entire city from
nn altitude of 700 feet. Many of!
will bei
the important buildings
brought to the foreground and en-- ;
largcd. This work will be done by
artists of the Santa. Ke railway who
will retouch tho films und fit in!
the enlarged buildings. This type
of plctmo has only been made a
few times in America for commer-- j
cial purposes. New York, Hostonj
and New Orleans havo been sol
filmed.
The aviators will take the rail- way shops and tho saw mill this
afternoon, starting at 2 o'clock. Oni
Saturday afternoon, they will start
at Old Town and fly slowly to the
university, picking a course direct-- '
Picture.!
ly over Central avenue.
will be taken every six seconds.

Chicago, Oct. 18. The political
issues this year are practically the
s:mo as they were In tho Tall of
lSL'U, W. Ij. Harding, former governor of Iowa, declared at a meeting here tonight to stimulate interest in local republican candidates.
Those issues, Mr. Harding outlined ns tho league of nations and
the questions of whether or not the
government shall live within its income nnd United States government bonds fsliall bo worth their
face value.
Declaring that the government
is now living within Its income and
Infant.
that tho national debt has been reInvalids &
J 1.000,
duced approximately
Children
Mr. Harding t.nld that the
restored The Original
for All Ages.
Harding administration
confidence and made government 0uickLunchatHome,OfTiccft.Fovmtains.
bonds worth par and above.
UichMilk, Malted Grain Extract lo
g.
"Issuing bunds and going in
debt is a democratic accomplishAvoid
Substitutes
Ixitaticns
and
off
a
is
them
repubment; paying
lican virtue,' he said.

j

blue-gree-

hex

SAYS THE POLITICAL
ISSUES ARE ABOUT
SAME AS 2 YEARS AGO

ivorv-whlt-

ivory-paint-

m
g

Bj Edna Kent Forbes.

grateful

Portland. Ore., Oct. IS.
than 300 alleged members of, ill
I. W. W. had been arrested f.
.!;
up to 8:3m o'clock tonight, .4".
lowing the 'Issuance of orclcrp't.,'
the police to round up nil men
having membership cards of h;it.
orgnnizn'ton in their
Among those arrested was
Kurd, who has lieeii dliN'et'-intho longshoremen's strike.
VViln-ia-

MASON.

BEAUTY CHATS
HOME MADE WATER WAVES.
The woman who has had her
hair permanently waved will be
told that every time it is shampooed
afterward Bhe should have what is
called a water wave. As these cost
two to three times tho price of nn
ordinary shampoo, and wi they are
almost to difficult to do by oneself, tho woman will probably deckle the upkeep on permanently
waved hair Is so great that, considered in with its initial expense,
she cannot afford to repeat her
first experiment.
It is possible to give yourself a
water wave at home, though it Is
not particularly easy, and you may
not succeed as well as a professional. If you happen to bo one of
those fortunate beings who possess
a drying machine nt home it is
much easier, although sitting in
front of a hot stove or fire or outdoors in tho hot sun will do very

I. W. W.

ALLEGED

MEMBERS ARRESTED
M-i-

e.

he

300

ILL

THE- CTTY TODAY

--

"I shall do my very best."
Nellie answered, "and I can't help
being young."
A quick smile lit his eyes, ns

HarpIcM b best for the hair bacuue of Its
potltlva action in eautifying tho hair, (amoving
dandruff; stopping falling hair.
Aftoran application : BerpleMe tho high
lights of your hair gin to gleam and your aealp
begins to ton up and become healthy, in a few
days your hair will bo completely tnnifarmad,
You will bava the beautiful hair
hava
jm from
always longed for. Your ealp will be free
dandruff. Your hair will atop falling out. Your
appearance will be greatly improved.

5

WIFE "INFERIOR"

RIPPUNG RHYR

BY JANE TUELPS
NELLIE

Pace Five

You canhtrdly realize
the wonderful im
provement to your skin
and cot.iplcxion your

mirror will reveal to vou
after usingGouraud'sOriental
Cream for the first time.
Send 15c for T rial Stm
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
New York

Envelope Chemise

$2-9- 5
This
pine
hand-mad- e,

hand-embroider-

ed

d
and a
value, at
its true worth. Here are fine
chemise unusual, extremely
Lay in a goodly supply while
hand-picke-

Just 3 More
Days of tho
La Tausca
Sale
If you're

the

and

dainty Philip-- "
underwear is
hand-draw-

n

:,

$2.95, a fraction of
gowns and envelope,
feminine, plcasinjr.'
this special lot lasts.

New

Ship-me- nt

of

.is
V

Royal
Society

average A shipment of Royal
Society stamped goods
is always welcome new3
to the Rosenwald customers. This shipment U
an unusually large one
embracing women's and
children's dresses, underwear, scarfs and so
on. See it in our Royal
Society department on
the first floor. The new
designs are good.

you've put. oif
and put off getting that
string of La Tausca
Pearls you've wanted for
so long. Don't procrastinate much longer because the special sale
ends Saturday with the
closing of the store. All
"prices, all sizes each
string in a satin lined
boudoir case.
woman

About Our Blanket and
Corduroy
Robes
These are the mornings milady appreciates
the close embrace of a
warm blanket or corduroy robe. Our stock
this season is unusually
diversified, displaying,
in the blanket robes, an
unheard-o- f

variety

of

good color schemes and
designs, and in the
corduroys, a complete
range of colors. Priced
from $3.95 up.

ALBUQUERQUE

Vajre Six
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m

01

0

100

LEFT SANTA FE

WIFE DECLARES

Indiana Woman Is Accused Frances McCrary and Edna

Coffin Believed to Have
Been Here October 7, on

Murdering Her Twin
Babies; Denies Charge;
- Gives Her Version.
of

Hammond, Infl.. Oct. IS. Testi1icl
mony tliat doll occupied the
the
contain
to
her
by
thought
twins which Frank McNally declares were born to his wife, who,
ho charges, murdered them, wac
Riven by a neighbor, Mrs. Agnes
healHphirmer at tho preliminary
of
ing in municipal court MrstodayMary
Mv. Hazel McNally.
who
Griffith, a nurse and neighbor
cared for Mrs. McNally. said that
anyone
not
let
the latter would
handle the babies.
alThe fact that tho twins wereroom
ways kept in a darkened
aroused
suspicions of neighbors,
testified.
Mrs. Pphirmer
she poke to Mr. McXally about it,
she. continued, ho gave her permission to visit the home in the
absence of the wife The witness
entered the
wild that when she
room and drew back the coverlet
on the ted occupied by the twins
the saw two large dolls.Home.
Called to SlrXally
The nurse snid that she was
two
.ailed to the McXally home
to
days after tho twins were said
have been born.
me
not
let
"Mrs. McNallv would
ettend the babies," the nurse testime
told
they
"Sho
always
fied.
were weak and that their eyes
were too weak for light. One day
I went to her bedroom and saw the
"nose of one of tho babies bleeding.
Mrs. McXally was wiping away the
blood. I saw only tho face. Mrs.
McNally took off the baby's dress,
which was stained with blood, but
she did not give it to mo to launder.
"I frequently saw her nurse
them. At least the appeared to

nurse them."

Chief of Police Kmil Bunde testified that after McNally came to
him and wanted him to arrest his
wife for murder, he questioned the
wife, she declaring, he nam. mat
she had bought the dolls to make
it appear that she had children.
Belief that the twins had been
born was.expresscd by Mrs. Cleona
of McMcNally. daughter-in-laXally. She testified about a shopacping trip to Chicago with the
cused woman who, she said, showdoll
in
dolls
and
ed great interest
clothing whllo visiting stores. The
witness declared that she knew
last year that Mrs. McXally was to
become a mother and that the latter resented the fact that a child
was to bo born.
Arranged tlic Doll Hoax.
Mrs. McXally, in a statement
yesterday, declared that an operation previous to her marriage had
made it Impossible to give birth to
a child, and that she had arranged
the doll hoax in an effort to appease the paternal desires of her

Way to California.

Ba-rel-

The disappearance 01 iwu aumu
Fe high school girls, Frances McCrary, aged 13 years. Miss Coffin,
Octoaged 15 years, on Friday, discusber 6, has aroused much
sion in this part of the Rtate and
the question: "Why did these girls
leave home?" is unanswered.
The search ice the Santa Feans,
who dropped out of sight so mysteriously, and who have been gonea
now ten days without sending
line to their parents and relatives
here, continue.
Two Morn Runaways.
When it was reported by Captain
Richard Guest that two girls whi
imiH hetm piven into his custody as
luvenile court officer, stated that
they had run away from fcanta ic.
it was believed they might be
Frances McCrary and Edna Coffin.
The girls, however, proved to bo
Mary Garcia and Louis Eareln.
who said they left Santa Fe a few
days ago, hoping to find employThe girls said they
ment here.
were 19 and IS years of age. fo'H
look much younger. Captain Cue?'
said he intended getting them
in homes, and would tch
their employers not to allow them
to go out at night.

hr
:

dolls?"

"Dolls don't bleed," the witness

retorted.

Dr. Cyrenus Cnmpbell. who attended Mrs. McXally prior to the
alleged birth, was not permitted to
testify when the defense objected
on the ground he would be violating professional secrets.
I

ILL

Shanghai. Oct. IS (by the Associated
Press). Dr. P.ml P.
Tiinsch. counsellor to the Chinese
government at Peking, arrived here
today on a ste.'imer from Hankow,
critically ill. Dr. Rlnsch. who is
suffering from neurasthenia, has
been placed in a Shanghai

CITY OF HONOLULU IS
SUNK IN THE PACIFIC;
Oct. IS. With!
Snn Francisco.
colors flying, the liner City of Hon
olulu, gutted by lire inursuay.
sank in 2.50O fathoms of water yes
terday after the const guard cut-- i
ter Shawnee naa pourea ,u miuu
into the hulk, according to a ra-- ;
dloeram received by the coast
guard here today.
--

1
A
SPECIAL
ARRANGEMENT
WITH THE JOBBER ALLOWS US
TO SELL A
NER HOT PLATE AT. .$O.L,D

S3

,

in particu-

This two unit hot plate has been
for general
designed especially
household use, as a standard cooking device for all forms of cooking.
It is finished in black enamel, has
e
asbestos heater cord,
plug, etc. It is well constructed to
withstand heavy duty, has four-poiswitch control.
two-piec-

nt

And it ii absolutely guaranteed for
one year.

The jobber gave us special
to sell these at .$5.25 n
great bargain. Our stock won't
last long at this price SO GET
YOURS NOW.

n

..., .rMtU

VALUES

Spark Plug Testers only.

--

. . . .

111

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

II)W. OOIO

CO.
AVC

MONE.

409 Vv

e3

V.

...'.$1.00
..25c
$1.00
, . . BOu

$1.00
$1.00

Get This

09c and 7Db
Oil and polish mops
One mop and one large bottle o oil for only
$1.00
(one to each customer)
. .
Large bars of laundry soap, 5 for
.( .250

Notice
JV YOU WILL BRING THIS AD WITH YOU AND
PRESENT IT, YOU CAN GET A BOTTLE OP POLISH
FREE WIH EACH 70c MOP.
Watch Our Windows for Winter Hats.

Reduced Prices
ai:iJEbiEal

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299

Price.
SPECIAL CLASSES in Telegraphy, and Business and
Spanish now beins organized.
DAY AM) NIGHT SESSIONS in nil commercial subjects.
1'iivnte" and individual attention to backward students.

TELEPHONE

027.

WHERE WILL
HINKLE CUT?
In the city of Albuquerque each $100
paid in taxes is divided as follows:
State City County Highway Education
$4.86 $22.64 $11.94

$49.96

$10.60

In the county of Bernalillo outside of
the city, the division is as follows:

State

County

Highway

$6.90

$16.94

$15.04

Education

Mo'del

'

New Prices

$298
t
Touring, Standard
Touring with starter and Dem. Rims $393
$269
Runabout, Standard
Runabout, starter and Dem. Rims.. $364
$235
Chassis, Standard
Chassis, starter and Dem. Rims. ... .$330
.$530
Coupe, starter and Dem. Rims. .
$595
Sedan, starter and Dem. Rims
.
Ton Truck Chassis, pneumatic tires $380

Wssm (sas&a
pm gammas

Prices F. O. B. Detroit.

WHERE WILL
HINKLE CUT?
of the state's $4.86 is spent
for purposes required to be done by the
constitution. Mr. Hinkle knows that as
governor he can not reduce this.
The $22.64 for the city of Albuquerque
is entirely under the control of the people
of this city and its commission. Mr. Hinkle knows that as governor he can not
reduce this. No one but the city authorities can cut this tax.
The $11.94 for the county of Bernalillo
is entirely under the control of the people of this county and its commissioners.
Mr. Hinkle knows that as governor he
can not reduce this. No one but the county authorities can cut this tax.
The $10.60 for highways, with twice

cipiy

T;

Just the word "COAL" ought to be enough at this

time of the year to bring you in with an order.
Everybody in town ought to know the kind of coal
.
we sell and the way we handle it.

Those Who Have Tried Our Coal
Say They Want Nothing Better.

Place Your Orders at Once
The New Models on Display.

Try One Ton at Least for

$61.12

Mr. Hinkle has traveled all over the
state telling the people that if elected
governor he will cut down taxes.
What the people of Albuquerque now
demand to know is
.

Nine-tenth-

Ford Cars Have Never Been So High in
Quality.

Quickel Auto & Supply

Your

Own Satisfaction.

Company
Phone 750.
Sixth and Central.
Branch Belen Auto Co., Belen, N. M.

s

HOOVER

It BE A TS. . . as it Sweeps

v;

as it Cleans

The Hoover
is guaranteed
to prolong the
lije of rugt

I that amount furnished by the

governcommisis
the
highway
ment,
spent by

Save Your Rugs by Using a Hoover
Model 105

$65.00

Air Attachments $12.50 Extra

i
i

WHERE WILL
HINKLE CUT?
f

(Political advertisement.)

....

Please do not Hesitate to ask us for a demonstration of the Hoover
as we are anxious to show our patrons of its unusual usefulness to them.
The Hoover has our unqualified endorsement and represents our
opinion of the best value in electric cleaners. It combines the three essentials of thorough cleaning. It is light in weight. It is built to last a lifetime and is guaranteed by the world's largest makers of electric cleaners.
t
Convenient terms of payment gladly extended, p

know

STAR

.50c
9Sc

Men's heavy work shirts
Men's 25c socks, 5 pairs for
Men's leather palm gloves, pair
Ladies' union suits
Ladies' hose, good grade, 4 pali B
Ladles' thread silk hose, pair
Children's 39c hose, 3 pairs for

1

.

Ford Cars Have Never Been So Low in

A small part, about 60 cents out of each
$100 in taxes, goes to the University of
New Mexico. Mr. Hinkle as governor
could veto this 60 cents. That is about
the extent of a governor's power to cut
taxes. Is this "What he is talking about?
The people of Albuquerque wish to

v

- .,...,

REAL

Effective October 17, 1922

tax.

Another advantage over the ordinary hot plate is that the heating
elements can be replaced in a moment at a small cost.
per-missio-

iri.

r--

1

sion with federal approval, and by the
county commissioners. Mr. Hinkle knows
that as governor he cannot reduce this
without repudiating the state's obligation
and forfeiting the federal allotments for
New Mexico.
The $49.96, is for education, including
the University of New Mexico. Most of
it is under the control of the local boards.
Mr. Hinkle knows that as governor he
can not reduce this. No one but the local
boards and commissioners can cut this

nr

TWO-BUR-

El

In North capped were it not for their ability
to ship a large part of their prodmills are able to uct by water. As it is those mills
lar, many of t
obtain only a small percentage of which can not make water shipunsatisfactory
the number of cars needed. Some ments are in a very
The demand for hardmills which can ship by water are situation.
a
steady expansion
the present woods shows
taking advantage of The
Douglas and recent price advances have
very keen narket.
maintained
well
been
coast
by the volPacific
the
fir producers of
handi ume of buying.
would be tremendously

shortage of cqui: ment.
Carolina' pine territory

'

Mrs. McNally," she replied:
"Well, it makes me mad to have
say she had dolls when I know
she had twins.
"Makes you mad?"
'Well, to sit up there nine days
with dolls makes me feel foolish."
"Ton mean it hurt your reputation as a nurso to say you nursed

DR. PAUL S. RINSCH
IS CRITICALLY

CURRY CO. FARMER IS
STEADY INCREASE IN
IN HOSPITAL
DEMAND FOR LUMBER
WITH A
BULLET HOLE IN LUNG
Speclnl to Xbe Journal
Chicago, Oct. 18. There is a
- tfouronl.
Xhiin
Special
in demand for in
C'lovis, N. M
Oct. lb. Carrie steady expansion
to the
Kaulic, a farmer of tho Texico dustrial stock, according This exLumberman.
American
casuto
was
added
tho
district,
is attributed to the steady
alties In tho Baptibt hospital here pansion
improvement in general business
For example, it Has
today with a bullet hole through conditions.
his right lung, received who'll a been many years since the United
so
from strikes
pistol dropped from the holster of Statesishas been Thefree
Increase in deas it
today.
Deputy Sheriff Jean Houston, in mand from
Industrial sources, of
a fist fight at Texico at noon to- course, takes up part of the slack
day.
from
the usual curtailIlaulie and Houston met on the resulting
ment in building at this season
Is
street and Raulie
alleged to have Lumber which has been manufac
attacked Houston over a search of tured to suit requirements of .
tho former's property several days
building operations, however,
ago. While tho two men were has no other outlet, and that is
Houston's
pistol was why somo gi ades of southern pine
scuffling.
thrown to the sidewalk and dis- stock have shown a weakening in
Knulio in a price. This seems to be a local
had
Houston
charged.
bent-ovposition and tho bullet condition, because there has been
entered the latter's right breast, no slump in corresponding Items
reof fir or ii the middle Atlantic,
penetrating the lung, and was recoast producing regions.
In the
moved by operation from tho
His
blade.
shoulder
south
the car situation has shown
of
the
gion
condition is not considered danger- slight improvement but It will take
ous. Raulie was brought to the many weeks to bring it back,, tq
Elsewhere
reports indiimmediately normal.
city by ambulance
cate a continuance of the severe
after tho accident.
.dl-nar- y

Alliiutu
'lie police stated yesterday thai ..' Krancos McCrary and
Edna Cufftn, tVi tvo girls who disappeared from Santa I'e on Friday evening, October 6, had been
seen here, no report had been
made to headquarters. Tho statement was made in response to n
two
report from Santa Ko that tho Sn
girls had been seen here en
October 7, crossing the
bridge.
Mrs. Jennie Vigil, who lives on
South Third street, reported to her
sister, Mrs. W. It. McCrary, mother
of Frances, at Santa Ve, that the
Girls has been seen here.
The following is from the Santa
Fc New Mexican:
School girl friends of Frances,
who was born in Albuquerque, told
Mrs. A'iKil they had seen Frances
in Albuquerque, Saturday, October
i, and that she rcmurkod: "We are
going to walk until our shoes gUu
out."
The Eirlfi may be hiking to Call
fornia, in the opinion of Mr. .McCrary, who has been working dailj
to get information on their whereabouts.
Mr. McCrary says he thinks it !s
quite possible that tho girls left
Santa Fe in a truck. He received
a report that two youns girls wcro
seen at Domingo Saturday morning, sitting in the back of a truck
eating sardines and crackers. The
girls had no money for railroad
fare and all efforts to trace them
on trains going east or west Friday night, was unavailing.
Hiking to California?
that both
The theory is
girls yearned for the life of adven-to
hike
to
ture and had planned
California, to see the country and
uirhnni in act into the movies.
In the meantime, efforts will bo
made to get the police in various
cities to watch out for them nu
have them returned home.
01
A description with pictures
the girls, will be sent all over the
Coffin
country. Friends of Edna
are requested to send any snapshots they have of her to her sister, Mrs. L. T. Clark, fiUT Snn
Francisco street, Santa Fe. The
onlv plcturo Mrs. Clark has of her
sister is one taken several years

husband.
When Mrs. Griffith, who acted
as nurse for Mrs. McNally, was
asked If he had "anything ngalnst

October 19, 1922
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Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Yoftr Servic."

Phone 98

October 13, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
POLICE NAB TWO
SUSPECTS IN HALL-MILL-

PRECINCTS ARE

EXPECTANCY OF

Page Seven
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KILLING CASE

SUBDIVIDED

HUMAN L FE GA

FULL'

PROLONGED
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Arcola

ELECT1

Is Increase in Population of
Maximum Expectation
Been
Precincts 1, 13, 15 and
Far From Having
Public Health
26 Makes Subdivision
Attained,
.
Association Declares.
Necessary This Year.
Cleveland, O., Oct. 18 (by the
Associated Press). Efforts of the
American Public Health assocla
tion to prolong the expectancy of
life which now .prevails throughout
the United Stages at least twenty
years within the next fifty years,
was set as the goal of the association In a resolution adopted at the
annual convention here tonight.
The resolution stated:
"We, the health officers of our
communities, are confident
that
there Is nothing impracticable or
extravagant in the proposal we
make that many nations may attain such knowledge of tho laws of
health, appropriate to each oge
and occupation, to such climate
and race, that this may be accomplished.
The resolution was passed as "a
message to the public."
It was
pointed out that "within tho last
e
seventy-fivyears the average
duration of human lif has been
extended by not less than fifteen
years in many of the great nations
of the world," and that "gains in
length of life have been greater in
the last twenty years than in the
previous fifty."
"The improvement in the pros
pect of long- life is not only continuing, but at an accelerated rate,"
the resolution said. "Nor is there
reason to doubt that certainty of
still further great additions
to the
expected span of life may be expected for those .peoples who read
aright during the next fifty years.
"Is is the opinion of the American Public Health association that
the maximum life expectation is
far from having been attained even
with no further additions to our
of the causes and
knowledge
means of preventing disease."

shop-craft-

T
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Carrie
In Stock

r H:jM

All sizes of Arcola are always part of our stock.
We are equipped to render a complete and correct
installation service on short notice. We furnish a
complete plan service with each installation and

9

for one week only

guarantee satisfaction.

Call and let us show you samples and quote you
prices for your own home. Remember, Arcola cost3
less during Arcola Week.

MOV E

I

Strumquist Engineering Company
107 North Fifth Street.

'

0

TO PROTECT ALL!

Phone 122

Agents for

The '

Hot-Wate-

RADIO

r'

u

Heating System, with magazine
feed and down draft feature.

j

,

-

SEE ONE ON DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW ROOM
f

THE YOUNG F OLK
'

Health Department Is Vaccinating Children for
Diphtheria as Rapidly as
Work Can Be Done.
,

s
One hundred children at
de Atrisco will be vaccinated
C.
for diptheria today by Dr. O.
Dr.
West, public health officer.
West th'.s week has vaccinated
about 1E5 children at Ranchos de
Albuquerque and T,os Padillas. All
the rural school children are to be
vaccinated.
"It is only by Immunizing the
children that we will ever bo ablo
to stamp out diphtheria," said Dr.
West yesterday.
"For this reason,
we are getting the consent of parents, and having the vaccinations
mitrte as fast as possible."
There is much b'ss opposition to
vaccination than there was a year
ago. Dr. West says. There Is great
difficulty, however, in getting tno
vaccine, as it is in great demand
in tho large cities. In New York,
were
over 100,000
vaccinations
500 ARE RELEASED
made in August, and Chicago Is in
FROM RUMANIAN JAIL the midst of a campaign to vaccinate 200,000 children.
have
So far as investigations
Bucharest, Rumania, Oct. 18 shown,
Dr. West said yesterday,
(by the Associated Press.) Five the
immunity conferred by the dipwere released
hundred
persons
from Jail today after being con- theria vaccination is permanent.
fined during tho three days of festivities that followed the coronaFerdinand and
tion of King
win
Queen Marie.
Every one of whom the police
was
had the slightest suspicion
George II. Hunker, democratic
locked up during the period of state
chairman, was here yesterNot even in Russia in
celebration.
for a conference with promithe days when czars appeared be day
demonent
Bernalillo
county
fore the public were such stringent crats.
for his
Before leaving
assassi
taken
precautions
against
in Las Veoras on train No.
nation as those which surrounded home
2 last evening.
Mr. Hunker -- pre-!
the Rumanian king and queen dur- dieted
a
democratic
victory in tlie
ended.
ceremonies
just
ing the
state this fall.
"The Hinkle candidacy is popu- COMPLETE PARDON IS
lar in the southeastern part of the
where Mr. Hinkle is widely
GRANTED CARLEKLUND state,
said Mr. Hunker, "but
known,
It Is proving equally popular in
Bpeefal to The Journal
the northern and central and
Santa Fe, Oct. 18. Full and southern sections as well. Jones,
complete pardon has been granted for senator, is growing in strength
by Governor M. C. Mechem to Carl daily, and he had great strength!
Eklund of Union county. Eklund before beginning
his campaign, i
was sentenced in September, 1915, Indications
are for a
to Berve three months In jail, with victory by a substantialdemocratic
majority.
the sentence suspended by the The democratic appeal for
votes
court.
for the state ticket, an the basis
A conditional pardon has been of
common
and
sense
economy
granted to J. O. McKinney, senis proving poputenced from Curry county in Jan- administration,
lar
the
with
people."
uary, 1922, to servo four to five
months in Jail. McKinney was not
Berlin should exercise
committed to Jail until June 20.
by adopting this motto: "Ml
following the affirmation by the the money
fit to print."
supreme court of the Judgment of The Americanthat's
Banker.
the district court.
Ran-cho-
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I EndsStubbornCoughs
in a Hurry

9Z
IX

For rral

this

old

e
remtdr ha noraual.
iaalljr and cheaply prepared.

taome-niad-

ou 11 never know how quickly a
until you
pad cough can be conquered,
try tins famous old home-mad- e
remedy. Anyone, who lins couched all

day and all nijrht, will
that the
immediate relief given issay
almost like
macic. It is very easily prepared,
nd there is nothing better for couchs.
Into a pint bottle, nut 22 ounces
OI linex; then add plain
granulated
sugar syrup to make a full pint. Or
you can use clarified molasses, honey,
or corn syrup, instead of sugar syrup.
Either way, the full pint saves about
ot the money usually
pent for cough preparations, and
gives you a more positive, effective
It keeps perfectly, and
remedy.
tastes pleasant children
liko it.
You can feel this take hold
instantly,
toothing and healing the membranes
n all the air passages. It
loosens a dry, tight cough, promptly
and
rou will notice the phlegm thin soon
out
ind disappear. A day's uso will
usually
u? nwdinary throat or chest
told, and it is also splendid for
croup, hoarseness, and bron-Ihiasthma.
a
valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
tine extract, the most reliable
rem.
for .tJir1.at "d chest
lo avoid disappointment, ailments.
ask your
iWK'! for "m ounces of Pinex"
and don't accept any.
Biing else. Guaranteed to give abs'o- two-thir-

bron-lliiti- s,

'Z

Hiiwi w

Che

money re unded.

Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
'.

:';..-

'

Adv.

'

self-contr- ol

nECor.ir.iEND

'
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Cm)

the

special prices are for
one week only. A
week from Monday
you will pay more.
See your Heating
Contractor NOW

CD)

These approximate figures give you an idea of how
economically Arcola can be completely installed to

heat:

- Rooms

ARCOLA with 2
rooms ARCOLA with 3
5- - Rooms ARCOLA
with 4
6- - Rooms ARCOLA with 5
3-

4- -

$

radiators.
radiators.
radiators.
radiators.

.
.

.

.

.$236.05
.$335.20
.$434.95
.$531.35

a

AxWRICAN JRADIATOR COMPANY

OFF ABOVE PRICES PURING ARCOLA WEEK

Come in today. We are equipped to give you an
estimate for your home while you wait. You can
have Arcola installed connected with a Radiator in
each room in three days.

Beauchamp Heating and Plumbing

iDEAVBoilcrslind MtECAKdiators'forTevcheaUn

u

need.

402 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo.

YW

X

Company
222 West Gold Avenue.

Phone 261

Install

OTallon

Areola-NO- W

ARCOLA saves your fuel it burns
d
less than stoves or a hot-ai- r
furnace.
ARCOLA saves your time it is easy to
one-thir-

operate and requires little attention.
ARCOLA saves you extra work no dusf
and dirt from its tight-fittin- g
ash

Manufacturers and Distributors of

PLUMBING, HEATING, STEAM, ELECTRICAL AND

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Jobbers of American Radiator Company's Products.

Why not find out from us how cheaply Arcola
with an American Radiator in each room, can be
installed in your home.

Phone

Monday when Heating Contractors"
stores will be crowded. You can place
your order today and your Heating
Contractor will give you the benefit
of the special price.

INSTALL ARCOLA NOW AT LOWEST PRICES

WE INSTALL ARCOLA

1111

-

re-mov- er.

arcola

Thaxton Supply Go.
North Fourth.

,

But you don't have to wait until

Remember

minute rush.

Supply Co.

The Wonderful Hot Water Heating
System
WE SELL ARCOLA

y

hot-wat- er

hot-wat- er

Mo Jo

ARCOLA

we

Of having Arcola, the wonderful new
heating system, installed with a radiator in each
room. This winter everybody will want Arcola at
once. We'll probably be too busy to do the work.
Even now we are busy, but we can install
Arcola at lowest figures, without even disturbing your home. Don't get jammed in the last

democratswill

j

Beginning next Monday; prices on
Arcola
heating systems
will be lowered for just one week.

Telephone or call on him today. Find
out how little Arcola and radiator
warmth costs and how it pays for
itself in the fuel it saves.

The more you delay
the poorer your chances

hunkefTdec'lares the

'

n

JXIGHT NOW you can do the thing
t you have talked about for years.
You can install radiator warmth in
z your home and you can do it at a
,

Michael Schneider.

A

i

o ft

Ail Sizes

WORK OF SELECTING
Michael Schneider, who with
Miss Pearl Bahmer, discovered ti.j
A JURY FOR BURCH'S
bodies of the Rev. Edward Wheeler
THIRD TRIAL BEGUN Hall and Mrs. James Mills near
New Brunswick, N. J., has been
T,os Angeles, Oct. 18. Denials arrested in connection with the
that church or fraternal organiza- double murder.
Another man,
tions were soliciting funds for the Clifford Hayes, is chargi
with
son
C.
Burch.
defense of Arthur
murder.
Schneider says Hayes
of the Rev. William A. Burch. of killed the couple
"by mistake."
Kvanston, 111., whose third trial Hayes denies the
charge.
for the murder of J. Belton Kennedy last August commenced here
todav, were made on the witness
stand by Paul Schenck, chief of

s.

T

l
MX:
Y
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Due to the fact that several
county precincts have a voting
strength of more than 300, county
at their meeting
commissioners
13,
yesterday divided precincts 1, vot15 and 26 into two or more
ing districts.
Precinct No. 1, San Jose, was
divided into two voting divisions
to be known as Division A and
Division B. Precinct 13, Old Albuquerque, was divided into three
Prevoting districts, A. B and C.
cinct 15, Santa Barbara, was divided into two voting districts, A
and B. Precinct 20 in the city
of Albuquerque was divided into
six voting districts, 1A, IB; 2A.
2B; 1C and ID.
In the motion passed by tho
the exact bouncommissioners,
defined.
dary lines wereboard
will meet at
The county
morning to
10 o'clock Friday
name the judges of elections for
the various voting districts in the
county and to select the voting
places.

defense counsel.
Only eight of the 15 veniremen
called today were examined. Three
RAIL SHOPMEN WILL
were excused for cause and five
accepted.
SEEK DISSOLUTION OF temporarily
This will make the fifth time
FEDERAL INJUNCTION that the facts in the case Ithaveis
been presented to juries.
third trial and there have
Chicago, Oct. 3 8 (by the Asso- Burch's
ciated Press). Notice of a mo- been two trials of Mrs. Madalynne
The
tion to dissolve tho interlocutory C. Obenchaln,
Juries disagreed in the previous
injunction
restraining
striking trials.
railroad shopmen and union officials from Interfering in any
way with rail transportation was JUDGE BLACKENS THE
served on tho Tnited States district attorney today by Donald K. EYES OF MAN ACCUSED
Kichberg, counsel for the
OF BEATING HIS WIFE
Tho motion will be pre- . . ,1
T
.J .
I
annlnA tn
l.'.
.
UUIUBS
lu
II.
i curl ai iluugu
10
r,
ociiju
Wilkerson tomorrow with requert
-mat jt be set for hearing.
mntiKhv
.h
r'ronwn.,i
One of the principal objections
h Incident bv
to tlio injunction are that "the
fine.
conditions described in the bill of imposing a J10
comprint, if they ever existed, )ward Burk ot vittston, had heard
no longer exist.'
..,
It is claimed
f
f .v,
vif, tenHmonv
that a large proportion of the wncn he Bhouted:
-involved
railroads
have settled j
i am going to see how he likes
their differences with the shop-i- it
anj jumping over histhedesk,
men and that the settlements
Anthony Azakas,
disposed of the griev-- 1 f endant t ostand up. As Azakas
ances alleged.
did
so, the magistrate hit him a
sham blow over the left eye. The
conservative .man-i- s one wao defendant .fell, but was ordered up
nas ins. Sharon Herald.
again and received another judicial punch over the other eye which
once mora sent him down.
Azakas promised never to strike
his wife again.

puce

Week

"

IDEAL ARCOLAS ALWAYS CARRIED III STOCK
'

612 North First Street.

Phone 1518.

ARCOLA saves your health your house
is warm all over, fewer coughs and colds.
ARCOLA saves you money for it costs
less NOW installed than ever before.
Call or phone today for an exact estimate for the
complete cost of placing ARCOLA in your home.

Albuquerque Plumbing and Heating Co.
511 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.

PHONE 179

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
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ASSERTS

HOOVER

i

does not add to the wealth of the
farmer, but is a direct charge
against his just profit.
"There also exists a premium
on soft coal ranging from 35 to
(;o ner cent above the normal price.
If
because of the car shortage.
there were sufficient cars to transport the coal which the t.iines are
capable of producing, there would
be no such premiums.
"It is safe to estimate that the
car shortage levies a direct charge
each year on both the producer
and consumer of necessities of life
which amounts to no less than the
entire annual copt of administering the affairs of tho federal gov-

that waa to personally meet the
sweetest mother of the movies,
Mary Carr, who was appearing
daily at the Apollo theater, New
York city. When he urrived at the
theater, they would not soil him
a ticket, as his oge was only fifteen years. Ho cried bitterly and
pleaded with both the treasurer
and the door keeper, but these
iron-cla- d
two
employes refused to waver from the
rules laid down by the management of the theater
and the
laws of tho state of New York.
However, just as the boy was
leaving the theater, that dear little mother, Mary Carr, arrived In
her limousine. She not only took
him back of the stage to meet
her little daughters, but after the
she took him for
performance,
an automobile ride and although
for a whilo
everything seemed
gloomy to the Mt. Kisco youth,
ho went home extremely Jubilant
over meeting this charming lady
and receiving the protection of
her "silver wings."
i

NEW YORK WOMAN
IS FIRST OF SEX
TO HEAD HOSPITAL

TEAMS

IN

Y.M.C.A.

MEMBERSHIP CONTEST
For the T. M. C. A. Red, White
and Blue membership campaign,
to be conducted October 25, 26
and 27, the city has been divided
of Central
North
as follows:
avenue, the Blues; south of Centhe
Reds; the railtral avenue,
way shops, and offices, the Whites.
Guy Lauderhaugh will be the
general in charge of the Blues,
and Dr. F. E. MacCracken will
have tho generalship of the Reds.
D. E. Barton, or a man to be
selected by him. will head- the
The generals each will
Whites.
have five team captains, at the
head of as many organizations.
The generals will meet today at
luncheon at the Y. M. C. A. with
the team captains and the membership committee to plan the
campaign and complete the workEach captain
ing organization.
will Kelect his own workers from
among the present membership
of tho association.
A big dinner will he given on
the night of October 24. when the
entire working organization will
be present, and the plans for the
campaign will be announced. The
The
goal set Is 1.000 members.
workers will meet at luncheon
each day during tho campaign to
give reports and receive Instructions.

Borden Building

New York

f

Makers aha
Borden's Eagle Brand Milk,
Borden ' Mallei Milk and Btrdtn 's Confectionery

.
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Theaters Today

I

"IV Theater For tho lastl time
today, tho management is repeating "The 1.111 lu Minister'' picture,
featuring Betty Compson as tho
leading star; tho "1'nlhe Review"
and "Current Events" pictures are
also being repeated.
l.vrle Tlieatciv

Rcneating

tndnv

"Remembrance," with an
cast; also repeating the comedy.
"Law and Order."
all-st-

"Auld Licht Kirk,"
Kirriemuir,
Scotland, is one of the fascinating
scenic biis in "The Little Minister,"
which closes an engagement of d few
days at the "11" theater tonight. It
U a Stanlaws production, a Paramount picture tmd Betty Compson
is the star.
The reproduction of
tho old church is said to be accurate in every particular.

AlTiroit PITS

HALO
"DAI)" IN Till-"REM KM BRA X ( 'E"
:

For the first time in the annals of motion pictures the father
of a family has been made tile
principal character in a stcry of
such depth and
Sinrui.it
and
truth to life that it cannot leave
the spectator unmoved.
What
Mr. Hughes did for tho mother
it: "The Old Nest" ha has done
for the father in 'Rfimriiibrance,'
and the result Is the most genuinely worth whilo picture that has
come to tho Lyric theater for

WIT

Good morning! Wings of

ES
OTHER

OF

DAYS

the morning to you!
Say it with good coffee!

Inventive Genius Visits the
Scene of His First Exploits Toward Electrical
Development.
Schenectady, K. Y Oct. 18.
A. Edison,
Thomas
inventive
genius, today visited the scene of
his first efforts toward electrical
development; heard and saw the
new "talking movies," "home made
lightning" and kindred wonders;
toured the General Electric works
and rounded out a busy day at a
The main purpose of
reception.
his visit, Mr. Edison said, was to
see "many of the stunts" which
are "attracting so much public attention." He admitted that he saw
today many of his own ideas, put
aside years ago as vague impractl-calitie- s,
by others and
developed
he marveled at the devices which
had wrought.
his contemporaries
After making a rapid but closely
of
tour
the
attentive
huge plant he
paused nt noon for dinner with his
associates of early days In the old
Kdison
works, as the General Electric plant was known
when Edison was In Schenectady
years ago. Mr. Edison foresook
his daily
nap because,
as he said, ho "didn't want to miss
anything."
Mr. Kdison nnd Charles Proteus
Seinmetrf, contemporary Inventive
genius, were inseparable companions throughout the day. Dr. Steln-meputting his artificial lightning
through its paces for his friend's
nmusement nnd pointing out features of the other "stunts" in
which Mr. Edison manifested In-

mm

it with cheer and good feeling.
Say it with Schilling's!

Money back if you want it.

Elt.-etrl-

post-dinn-

chillin

tz

terest.

PROPOSED
FLIGHT

NON-STO-

P

IS POSTPONED

San Diego, Calif., Oct. 18

Foggy

weather at Temecula pass, through
which they would have to fly alp
most at the start of their
flight to New York, caused Lieutenants J. A. MacReady and Oakley Kelly, army aviators, to announce tonight that they would
not take off tomorrow as they Intended to. Thev flew to the pasj
today and found heavy fog there,
making the proposed flight dan-

many months, and it is being reTho patrons are
peated today.
introduced to an extravagant family mother, sons, daughters, all
of them spending money recklessly in order to maimiin their social position and n"ver thinking
d
of the poor,
head of
tho household who must pass his
and
a
days
large part of his gerous.
rights slaving to pay the billn
Then he breaks down under the
strain. It is a serious illness that
NOTICE.
threatens to result in his death In the District Court of Bernalillo
and for the first time Ik- sHfi.sh
County, New Mexico.
family realizes what it has done. State of New Mexico. Plaintiff, vs.
At tho close of the picture one is
Delinquent Property and Persons
made to understand that at last
Shown on the Assessment Roll
Dad Is going to have his in- the Year 1921. and All Owners arid Persons Having Any
The story Is suprrblv presented ' Estate, Right, Title or Interest
and acted, with Claude Gilling-wato- r
Therein, Defendants.
in the role, of the father, a
Notice is hereby given that purcharacter that he pnrtrava with suant to judgments in rem entered
It Is the kind in the above entitled cause, I will,
perfect sympathy.
of a performance that
reaches on the eleventh day of November,
straight to the heart nnd leaves 1922, beginning at 10 o'clock a. m
one better for having seen tho at the front door of the courthouse
of this county, offer for sale at
picture
public vendue, to the highest bidbar roy from show:
der for cash, the properly describmary
ed In said judgments, to satisfy the
kencie:
ski: "silver ayixgs" lien of the state for taxes thereon
and In accordance with the law in
The young lad came all the such cases made and provided.
E. R. KVVOPE,
way from Mt. Kisco, New York,
.
his carfare amounting to
County Treasurer of Bernalillo
He had onto purpose In view and
County.
over-worke-

i

W he Scientifically Built Watch

carr to

N
Waltham Octagon Opera

?''.-10-

GERMAN ARTIST SKETCHES TURK LEADERS

FUNERALS

TOW thin it is : yet not too thin How
I
- nnkinrrO it IS! How refined! A
JL.
J fcftnnr
gentleman's watch. A man's watch! A
Waltham Watch!
A lifetime of dependable
built into it. A watch to be proud of. A
watch for any occasion. A 14K solid gold
case. An investment worth any man's
investigation.
Here is a watch worth looking at and
looking into. Ask your jeweler to show it
to you. He knows Waltham Watches.
T
I

TEMAN Dr. George Rheuben
Teman, aged 36 years, died yester
day morning at nts home on North
Sycamore street. He came here
about a year ago from Aberdeen,
Wash. He Is survived by his wife,
who is In Aberdeen, his mother and
two sisters here, ana a brother and
sister In the east. The b- :y will
be sent on No. g tonight to Aberdeen for burial, C. T. French Is In

charge.

VALDEZ Miss Trinidad Valdez
died yesterday morning at her residence north of town after a short
illness.' She is survived
by one
sister. The body will be taken to
Rernallllo for burial. Crollott will
be In charge.

ng

CHAVES
Lillian M. Chaves,
aged 21 years, died yesterday afternoon at a local hospital.
She is
survived by her husband and one
child. The body will be taken to
Peralta, N, M., for burial.- - Crollott
will have charge.
'

Otero-Warre-

HARRIS--r-

he

funeral, of

Miss

1

cease
painsu relieved
lagging
iMOTi
congestion
Remember: most of the pain
and inflammation of rheumatism
comes from congestion. Start the
congested blood flowing freely
and even chronic, nagging pains
cease. Sloan's does just this
It penetrates without rubbing-Stra- ight
to the congested spot. It
warms up, stimulates the circulation. It stops pain, brings quick,
comforting relief. Many uses-- all
in one 35c bottle.
Keep Sloan'l hndv. It 1Iit pain of
all achtnr muscles Relaxes and eases
backs. Ends neuraU-ia- .
tired,
Halts cold in chest, Relieves all cases
'
oi congestion.

(Sloans

LinimentZ?nj

'ROUP
Spasm odic

Croup is frequently
relieved by one application of

MlVapo Rub

Josie M. Harris will be held this
afternoon at 3 o'clock. The funeral
cortege will leave Crollott's funeral
parlors at 1:30, going to the ImCi tt 17 Million Jan Usid Yoarly
maculate
church.
Conception
Rurial will be at Calvary cemetery.
Tho pall bearers will be Al Flores,
R. V. Hparr, Green Watsor. C, II. ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Jones, A H. Adams. H. Duncan.
All friends of the deceased arc InPublic notice Is hereby given
vited.
that pursuant to paragrapn 1977 of
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER TIME
the compiled laws of 1915 a genCOLLIERS WEEKLY
.
eral election for the selection of
Where you we this titntbtjKttWahham Watches
state and county, officers will be
SUED FOR $500,000;
'
fa i A
r
quality Speedometers and
held In Rernallllo county on the
Make" of tho famous Waliham
care
uorid's
used
the
on
leading
Automobile
'
next after the .first MonLIBEL. IS CHARGED Tuesday
'"
day In November, 1922. which date
GIFTS THAT LAST
;
of said
election Is November 7,
Chicago. Oct. 18. 8uit for
1922; and that at said election all
damages for alleged libel of qualified voters will be entitled to
the
Society of Ameri- vote for their choice for the fol1
FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT
ca, was filed today against the P. lowing named officers, viz:
.
F. Collier and Son Publishing com For United States Senator to
Rep.
pany, publishers of Colliers' Weekresent New Mexico In the l ulled
Left to right. Ismet Pasha and Mustapha Kemal l'asha.
ly, by Harrison Parker, president
States Senate
COMPANY
'
of the board of trustees of the soSteven B. Davis, East Laa VeMustapha Kemal Pasha and Ismet Pasha, Turk leaders, who agreed ciety and the other trustees. The
gas, N. II.
cast
near
of
for
to
settlement
difficulties,
for
the
allied
posed
program
Name"
Is
of
Our
article
Guarantee
A. A. Jones,. East Las Vegas,
"Your
complained
published
thin sketch by a German artist behind the battle lines whilo their forces appeared In the periodical on OcN. M.
... Dr. T. C. Rivera.
tober 21, according to the suit..
CUamlla, N. M.
105 North First Street.
Opposite Y. M. C. A. were driving the Greeks from Asia Minor.
'

Write for a valuable booklet that it a liberal "Watch" education
Sent free on request. The Waltham WatchCompany
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

WALTHAM
-

,

c

600,-00-

IV

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY

Edwin B. Swope, Albuquerque,
Ono Representative to Rppresci t
- N. M.
New Mexico In the Lower House
of Congress
County seiiooi superintenaent
Irene Burke, Albuquerque, N. M.
Santa Fe,
Adelina
Atanacio Montoya, Albuquerque,
N. M.
N. M.
M.
N.
John Morrow, Raton,
A. E. Moon Otto. Santa Fe, N. M. County Clerk
J. A. Werner, Albuquerque, N. M.
Governor of New Mexico
Lucy M. Harris. Albuquerque,
C. L. Hill, Hill, N. M.
N. M.
M.
N.
James F. Hlnkle, Roswell,
Three County Commissioners-Dist- rict
Lieutenant Governor
No. 1. Nicolas Herrera.
Eufraclo
Callegos,
Gallegoa,
San Ignaclo, N .M.
N. M.
David Armljo, Ranchos de Atrls- D. D. Gregg, Columbus, Luna
co. N. M.
County, N. M.
District No. 2, Jesus Rom,ero,
Secretary of State
Old Albuquerque. N. M.
J. A. DcsOeorges, Taos, N. M.
James Bezemek, Albuquerque,
Soledad C. Chacon. AlbuquerN. M.
que, N. M.
,, awii i.aiin.ii, Al
D. a. Blgshee. Encino, Torrance
buquerque, N. M.
County. N. M.
Frank
Butt,
.liifitlce
One
Albuquerque, N. M.
of the Supreme Court
This is to give further notice by
of New Mexico
that the foregoing
R. I. Rarnes, Albuquerque, N. M. proclamation
are the names of the candidates for
Sam G. Bratton, Clovis. N. M.
A. J. McDonald, Clayton, N. M. each of said offices to be filled at
Commissioner
Ono
of
Public the said election and the same are
on file In the office of the County
La
.,
. .....
rMA.i
t.i.
Mueller, Santa Fe,
r
address of each said candidate.
N. M.
It Is further proclaimed and orJustiano
Baca,
Albuquerque, dered
that the nnllo In onph vntlm.
N. M.
W. D. Berry. Abbott, N. M. .
place of Bernalillo county to be
opened for voting from 9 a. m. of
Attorney Gonernl
n. vn.
A. A. Sedillo, Albuquerque, N. M. said date until
Milton J. Helmlck, Albuquer By HOARD OF COUNTY COM- MTSSTONERS
OF BERNA-t.ttt- n que. N. M.
enmiTv
Thos. S. Savage. Clayton, N. M.
MAX GUTIERREZ.
State Auditor
Chairman.
Hilarlo Delgado. Santa Fe. N. M Attest:
1' i.ULr
Juan N. Vigil, Telpa. N. M.
s'
nULLfUil)
E. M. Keegan. Canton. N. M.
County Clerk.
Slate Treasurer
O. A. Matson, Albuquerque, N. M.
!
LEGAL NOTICE
J. W. Corbin, Estancia, N, M.
M. A. Higgins, Springer, N. M.
, NOTICE OF KXKCLTRIX.
State fitperlntendpnt of Public In-- , In
the Matter of the Estate of J. P.
struct Io- nGlrard, Deceased.
Maud I,. Blaney, Carrlzozo. N. M.
Notice is hereby
given that
Isabel ISckles, Silver City, N. M, Julia
M.
Executrix of the
Mrs. Hattlo
Kimball, Estancia, estate of Glrard,
P.
deceased,
J.
Glrard,
N. M.
filed in the Probate court of
Ono Member of the Corporation has
Bernalillo county, New Mexico,
ommission
her final report as such Executrix
Pleasant A. Hill, Espanola, N. M, and
the court has appointed MonBonifacio Montoya, Bernalillo,
day, the sixth day of November,
JN. M.
W. R. Green, Albuquerque. N. M. 1922, as the day for hearing objec- ,
there be, to the ap-mreo Representatives From the tions. Ifof any
said final report and tho
Third DiRtrlet, Rernallllo Comity proval
discharge of said Executrix.
to the New Mexico Legislature
Witness my hand and the seal of
Primitivo Candelaria, Los Du- cuuri mis sixieenm
saia
ranes, N. M.
of October, 1922.
day
Sidney M. Well. Albuquerque. (Seal)
FRED
CROLLOTT.
'
N. M.
Clerk of Bald Probate Court. '
Herman
Mohr,
Albuquerque.
N. M.
NOTICE.
. EXECUTOR'S
,
.11.- DHntn(. i' ...
Anastaclo
Griego, Los Giegos, Taa
N. M.
County, New Mexico.
Dennis
Chavez, Albuquerque, In the Matter of the Estate of Ber-- .
N. M.
nard O'Loughlln, Deceased.
Jose Jordl. AlbuoULroue. N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that the
County Sheriff
undersigned was, on the twelfth
nick Lewis. Albuquerque, N. M. day of October, 1922. duly appointZamora.
Ranchos
de ed Executor of the estate of Ber-- .
Felipe
nard O'Loughlln, deceased, by the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Probate Judge
Probate court of Rernallllo
J. R. Sanchez, Albuquerque, and having qualified as suchcounty,"
ExeN. M.
cutor, all persons having claims
W. W. McClclIan, Albuqudrque, against the estnta nf aoM Ay.A
N. M.
are hereby notified and
to present the uame to therequired;
County Assessor
under- J. Felipe Hubbell, Albuquerque, signed in the, manner and within,
4I.A
N. M7
uiiiv (,0"':i.ueu v law,
W. A. KELEHER."
,
County Treasur- erAntonio Garcia
Sanchez,
Executor,
t
.
Dated Octpber 16, 1922.
N. M.
'

GRIGSBT Funeral services for
Jesse Draper Grigsby will be held
this afternoon at 3 o clock from
French's chapel. The Rev. W. A.
Guy, assisted by the Rev. H. A.
The
Cooper, will be In charge.
following will act as pall bearers:
John Ogllvle. Walter Wolklng.
Victor Duran, Addison S. Moore,
W. A. Keleher and Walter Kissel.
Burial will be In Falrview cemetery.

MATT Joseph L. Matt, aged 85
years, died yesterday afternoon at
Scholle, N. M. He had been there
two years and was a miner In the
employ 'of Col. G. W. Prltchard.
The body will be taken to Ribern
Mils afternoon for burial.
C, T.
French Is In charge of arrangements.
Mr. Matt was a pioneer
miner and prospector.

Look At It
time-keepi-

AND

DEATHS,

-

ul Roid open face case
Special 17 jewel movement
Adjuslcu lo temperature and positions
Price $ i4I oo
Cat. No. 7ii.
.

1

Say,

non-sto-

Borate?.
"v

Miss Marian VVhiddcn.
Miss Marian Whidder. lias the
distinction of 'jeing the first and
only woman superintendent of a
the
large hospital. She directsStreet
operation of the iieekmaii
hospital, formerly the Volunteci
hospital.

AROl NI
GREAT

THE BORDEN COMPANY

I

EDISON LUNCHES

THE LITTLE MINISTER."
SHOWING AT "IS" THKATF.R
CLOSES THIS EVENING

grocer asks you to pay no more for
WHILE yourEvaporated
Milk than for other standard
kinds, he sometimes pays more himself. The extra
care taken to safeguard this brand of milk makes it
actually cost more to produce itv
In Borden's Evaporated Milk, you get
pure country milk
with the cream left in. It is entirely
pure, and of high
nutritive value. Ask your grocer for Borden's.
-

"Silver Wings" is being
peated at tho Pastime theater

Pastime Theater Mary Carr, the
"Silver
in
character
leading
Wings," a great motherly-lov- e
is
story,
being repeated today, with
afternoon and evening shows.

No more expensive
than ordinary brands

October 19, 1922

hard-hearte-

This Is Responsible for Their
Inability to Meet the
Transportation Demands ernment."
of the Country.
CITY DIVIDED AMONG
Detroit.
Mich., Oct. 18. Too
much regulation of the country's
railroads is responsible (or the inability of the roads to meet the
transportation demands of the
country, and this failure of yio rati
eystem costs the producers and
consumers of necessities of life a
sum equal to the cost of administering the federal government,
Herbert Hoover, secretary of commerce, said in one of two addresses
here today.
Secretary Hoover completed here
a series of speeches on behalf of
who
Chase Townsend,
Senator
In November. Senseeks
ator Townsend should be returned,
eald the secretary, because of his
close contact with administrative
affairs and his prominent position
In congress.
Discussing the rail situation as
It now relates to rail coal shipments, Mr. Hoover said:
"The American roads have been
so
during the last
score of years that they find it
difficult to finance the cost of acquiring rolling stock and equipment necessary to keep pace with
industrial and
the
agricultural needs of the country.
"Every year there has developed
a serious car shortage and as a result, there is today in New York
a- - five
per cent premium per bushel on wheat for export, due to
the inability of the roads to move
grain in sufficient quantities to fill
This premium
foreign demand.

'
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FREIGHT RATES
TO MIDDLE WEST

Rlii

PEASANTS TO AID
SCHLATTER DIES
POLISH PRESIDENT
IN NEW ELECTION
III A ST. LOUIS

ROOK

EXPUNED

BOARD

ROUSE

C

L

HEAD

s

EVERY

TO PROBE

INDUSTRY
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WITH REFUGEE S

Bake r s Bake
It Fo r You-

Fox, Managing
tor of Chamber of

Alleged "Divine Healer" a Fact Finding Commission It Is Impossible to Get Suf-t'- o
Victim of Hemorrhages
Organizes; Is Required ' ficient Ships
Take Off
Superinduced by Tuber
the Tens of Thousands
by Law to Report Upon
culosis, Autopsy Shows.
Its Work Next January.
of People.
St. Louis. Oct. IS (by the As18.
Oct.
Tho
Washington,
Kodosto, Oct. 18 (by the Asso-

merce, Blames Panama
Canal for High Charges.

k

Piya

-

Direc- Com-

M. L.

J--

Why freight rates into the
west and the west are httfh
sociated Press). Francis Schlat- United States coal commission
ciated Press). Tho evacuation of
to the rates for
In ' proportion
ter, widely known ns the "King
transcontinental shipof Healers," who died In a room- created by congress to Investigate the Greek army in the area ascomplete
ment was explained to Kiwanians
ing house here Monday night, and report the facts on all phases signed to the Italian battalion
noon by M. I box,
came to, his death as a result of of the coal industry with recomyesterday
completed and the Italian:-- ,
of.
the Albuquerque
manager
hemorrhjages Induced by tubercu- mendations for possible legislation have been requested to take over
Mr. Fox
chamber of commerce.
lous, according to the coroner's or government regulation, at its further
territory. The military
placed the greater part of the
autopsy, which was announced first meeting today, organized by
no
Limj8--evacuation of other districts is problame for the high rates upon
today after his wife had expressHammond
selection
John
Hays
the ranama canal, which fured the belief that her husband chairman and laid out a program ceeding satisfactorily, but the problem of moving the large civilian
from
nishes a short water-wa- y
had been a victim of foul play.
for future operation.
raisins. The raisin flavor permeates the
favorite
coast to coast and with which. the
population Is becoming more serThe police, however, continued
your old-tim- e
As a preliminary step, the comious
must
bread.
You've never tasted finer food, i
compete.
railways
their search for a woman who mission telegraphed John L. Lewis, far todaily. It is impossibleto thut
raisin
bread
take
get sufficient ships
"J'he people of Albuquerque
acted as Schlatter's nurse and president
of the United Mine
Order a loaf now and count the raisins,
are interested In high freight
raisins
with
at
who disappeared shortly after he Workers of America, A. M. Ogle, off the tens of thousands of ref
Ipast eight tempting
ugees crowded In every Thracian
rates, and have a right to be,"
died.
Raisin bread is a rare combination of nupresident of the National Coal as- port.
to the slice already baked for you
Mr. Fox doclarcd.
"Not only are
bituminous
sociation,
representing
cereal and fruit both good and
tritious
of
Great
hu
columns
some
serpentine
times
the
rates high, but
ASSERTS 1KAI MA V
operators, and S. D. Warriner, who manity, cattle and wagons block
by master bakers in your city.
rates are made an excuse for abgood for you. Serve at least twice weekly
WAS AM '1MPOSTEIV has served as chairman of the polall the roads and overflow into
normal profits by tho middle man.
to get th benefits.
Simply 'phone your grocer or a
icy committee of anthracite mine
j
Ualns multiply the misery
;
The Bloty is told of a man who
Los Angeles, Oct. 18. A man operators, asking all three, to atPils
Marshal
dskl.
bake shop and have
of
Greek
Most
of
the
exiles.
Use
the
for home cooking of puddings,
neighborhood
went into a store to buy a needle,
who said he was Francis Schlat tend informal conferences
with
n
is
but
army
peacefully,
leaving
etc.
eakei, cookies,
lie protested when the merchant
a fresh loaf for lunch or dinner to
The Peasant party is cupporting ter, formerly termed "The King the commission next week, for tho considerable
of the Vcnlz- quoted ten cents as the price,
Vou miy be offered other brands that you
Marshal Pilsudski, present presi- of Divine Healers," visited the purpose of suggesting methods of eliHt officers portion
men show a ten
and
" 'But. man,' replied the merfolks.
Los
Times
and
delight your
Angeles
know lesswell than
tonight
dent of Poland, for
procedure.
but the kind
to resist.
dency
declared
man
is
chant, 'think of the freight I have Tho Conservatives
the
who
commission
The
bj
required
recently
We've arranged with bakers in almost
favor Ignati died in St.
battall-iyou want is the kind you know is good. Insist,
A French
which ar
reto pay.'
a
that
law
Mo.,
to
under
Louia,
render
preliminary
Padere-vsknoted
rit Adrianoplo began
rived
brand. They cost no
therefore, on
d
every town and city to bake this
name and reputation was an
"Freight rates are high not
port upon its work next January, taking today
more than ordinary raisins.
steps to protect the Mos
raisin bread.
only in New Mexico, but throughbut is authorized to continue in lem
population against thi Greeks,
Mail coupon for free book of tested
out the whole of the Interior
The Times visitor said he was vestigation thereafter.
who threaten to burn Adrianoplo
WiMade with big, plump, tender seeded
that Francis Schlatter who was
country between the two oceans.
"The sole object of the commis in
Recipes."
o1
the
for
destruction
Los
for
the
and
revenge
railroads
for
good
sentenced in the United
Generally speaking, the railroads
States sion," said a statement issued ny Smyrna. The Greek government
and
of
Pacific
all
the
Angeles
are not to blame.
district court hero in 1917 to its members, "as declared at the
all stocks of
"Let us grasp one fact firmly: coast; but they were bad for Gal- serve 18 months in a federal pen- lneetimar today, is to endeavor to lias requisitioned which
it is transgrain
That is, that it we are to have lup and Albuquerque and for the itentiary for using the mails to get all he essential facts touching wheat and
porting across the Maritza river
rail transportation the roads must people in all of the interior
defraud in connection with re- the coal industry to the end that for
the needs of the population anil
be allowed to charge enough to
ceiving fees for "blessing" hand- practical measures may be found refugees.
took over kerchiefs
of this
constant
a
to
insure
were
supply
which
pay operating expenses, interest the When the government
purported
railroads in 1918, a rule was to havo power in them to heal. most necessary commodity at as
on legitimate bonds and reasoncould not be
The man looking for trouble
able dividends to the stockhold- made that freight
to the Times, its reasonable prices as are consistent
According
carried
'
through a town or city and caller
and profits to does not have to take out a search
ers. '
is the original of photoCUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT
with
fair
wngos
a more distant point
warrant. Greenville Piedmont,
i
"Tho alternative is government laid down atcost.
graphs it has on file of the man those engaged in the industry."
at
a
lower
Re-:
o
Raiiin Growers.
the railroads. '
here, in 1917.
nershlp
of that order made by convicted
He said his former affluence
lit to government ownership as W."Pecause
Dept.
Fresno, Calif.
G. McAdoo, goods cannot be
n. solution
of our transportation
in
he
lived
a
that
gone;
. Plrase send me copy of your free book.
cheap
shipped through Albuquerque tQlwas
mucn
ana
nousB
problem would be, I greatly fear, Los
passea
miming
Your retaler should sell you
will, ,I1S1(13.
Angeles, El Paso, Denver or of
jumping from the frying pan into Kansas
d
the a his time In a park sitting on
Raisins for not more
City at a cost below
the fire.
bench dreaming of his old days
'
cost.
than the following prices:
Name
"I personally believe tho rem- Albuquerque
of prestige as a "healer" or givHow It Works.
Seeded fin IS K. t!t pit. ) 20c
I Street
edy lies in control by tho InterA car- ing an occasional extemporaneous
how
works:
is
"Here
it
commission
of
state commerce
.
Sedln in 1 5 et ui p ) 18c
BlutPackagt
ot oranges, for example, is lecture on healing.
you all the pure, clean soap vou
I
coastwiso shipping rates, including load
"The papers say I am dead."
Setded and Seedless
15c
and .u
to RaLos
from
Jr
Thii''--Angeles
City
-- State.
shipped
Home
J..che
3 'ana ma
At
By
It
as
the ton at a cost of $1.6U a hundred ne said. "Tins Is not true. I am Make
canal tolls, just
jaundr,
now
controlled
are
in
tariffs
Take
rail
by pounds.
Easv Process
poor circumstances. Tho
Vou will find simple directions
But for 11 cents more, merely
the commission.
on the label of
tor BOMpniHklng
will carry that car of papers say I havo a wife in St.
Less Than 30 Minutes.
;
"The original ship service be- the railroad,
My wifo has been dead
every can of Merry War Lye
to Uoston or New York, LouIb.
orai.ges
tween Atlantic and Pacific ports twice tho distance from Los An- for years."
lalso tnanv other recipes such as
was direct sailing by way of Cape
Francis Schlatter's former comve hominy, how tb
Nowadays, more Mid more
,0
blaWUlalJh
to Katon. The rate from Los
mothers
us
men
are
their
Morn or through the Straits of geles
in
to
how
make
doing
water.
poften
"healing" and alleged did
Angeles to Katon is $1.62 a hun- panion
own
their
case
are
in
and
distance
each
a
to
In
how
making
to
Magellan,
using the mails
r,,thes washing easy,
pounds and from Los) An- accomplice
ot approximately 15,000 miles. A dred to
defraud. "Prince" August Schia-de- r, soap. It vou have never tried H. brlshlen cooking utensils, etc.
Boston it is $1.73.
will bo surprlsid to see howl
you
in
railroad was built across the Isth- geles
died
Los
the
Merry War I'owdered Lye Is
of
dried
Angeles
same
fruits,
is
true
"The
and
mus of Panama in 1SB5 which beans, and other California prod- countv S'ispital
of pneumonia eni y It Is to make good soap. 'aia0 n' wonderful cleaner
or
hnrrt
soft
ror use about the home,
floating
soap,
soap
to
reduced
ship transportation
ucts that would go through the during the government's Investikitchen puniier
.1int
by
soap.
using
hdrn. chicken house and out- about 6,000 miles, only involving Panama canal if the rail rate were gation of the case.
and waste greaSb together houses.
Conies In a convenient
unloading from ship and then
They wore flowing beards, silk scraps
between the coasts.
War Lye, can with revolving sifting
wtlh a can of
top
loading on cars, and after a rail higher
us illustrate by means of hats and frock coats and were the saf and sureMerr.
"Let
come off, cannot get
cannot
that
toapmaker.
haul of fifty miles, then unload- steel
from the east. From said to have organized cults In
products
was
In
old
the
when
soap
recloses
preand
days
lost,
cars
tightly
from
and again loading
ing
and Birm- California, New Mexico and Ari- made by the boiling process It serves contents. It Is economical
Cleveland
In 11107 another rail Pittsburgh,
(ui ship.
steel products are carried zona and to have mall customers took nearly
Nil day to make a to buy and easy to use.
lino was built, this time across ingham
to
ttience
the coast,
tnrougn for "blessed" handkerchiefs in
by mil
Ask your dealer for Merry Wai
tho Isthmus of Tehuntepec. It the canal by water, and laid down all parts of the United States and kettle of soap. Now It Is hardly
no
work at all requires
nny
sure you get "Merry
shortened lh water haul a little at about 80 cents a hundred, in- Canada.
Lyobe
SO
minWar" the lye that has made
boiling takes less than
and correspondingly
lengthened cluding port charges and insurutes.
Saves
and
you money
gives good for 33 years.
the rail haul. It, of course, in- ance. A few months ago the cost
ltWO(
a it
volved the same break-bul- k
swas2sp
prob- was 9f cents a hundred.
lems that were encountered In
"These same stoel products cost UUiV
across
in
shipping
Panama,
$1.65 laid down
Albuquerque.
"on account of the time required
"The water rate is so low that
in sailings by way of Cnpo Horn the railroads cannot compete. They
or through the Straits of Magellan, are now cut off entirely from parrailroads could carry freight across ticipation in carrying steel and iron
You will not have to worry about the coal shortage or the high price
the continent about as cheaply as from coast to coast. They cannot
of fuel this winter if you are using an ECONOMY STOVE, They are
it could be carried 15,000 miles now, as before the war, carry to
me say here that Los Angeles, San Francisco or Seby water,
designed efficiently, according to the very newest and most advanced
FRIDAY
h
attle at a loss and make up the
freight by water is from
principles so that they will not only burn practically any fuel that is
d
to
loss by imposing high tariffs on
of the cost by rail.
"The Panama and Tehauntepec reshlpments.
but will cut your coal bill 25 per cent to 40 per cent.
obtainable,
"Tho canal tolls are now $1.25
route, because of the shorter Ballto
Election
a
Be
Promises
ing distance, reduced the cost of a gross ton, which is about $2.40
orean to ocenn freights below net ton, as shipping through the
One of the Hardest)
roast to coast freight rates, despite cnnal works out. A bill has passed
We especially ask you to see the new "Burnall" Stove.
he fact of unloading from steam-f- f, tho senate, and la in the lower;
Fought in the History of
loading onto train, unloading house, to make shipping through
Every Stove Guaranteed.
the Organization.
from train and again loading on the canal for American coastwise
a
mean
will
free.
vessels
That
.'learner.
'3
further reduction of freight rates
Canal Opened.
New Orleans, Oct. 18. Having
"T hen the Panama canal was to the coasts and will prohibit re
In
paraded with colors flyingr
the
in
should
interior
duction
the
opened in 1914, it made a direct bill become a law.
thejr annual review, voted to
sailing distance from New York to
continue the fight for adjusted
A Boomerniisr.
Am Francisco of approximately
emreceived an
"The Panama canal was built by compensation,
5,000 miles, and avoided all transbossed message from the British
Tho payment of the taxes of the American people
fers en route.
the
Legion signed by
prince of
$1.25 a gross ton on shipping at a cost of about $400,000,000. The Wales, and an Ivory gavel from
mountain the Alaska
people of the Rocky
.
through the canal still left the states
the elec
leglonalres,
of
the
put up their share
water route much cheaper than the cost. Is
it fair that the great en tion of officers was almost solely
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store. Just across from City Hall.
route. Also while ships do
should be made an engine occupying the attention of delenot sail as fast as trains run, the terprlse
gates to tihe fourth annual conor
of
of
tne
the
people
oppression
Is
water travel between the oceans
est and Itocky mountain vention of the American Legion'
middle
ilmost continuous, therefore the area?
in session here.
Ime is the same except in the fast-- t
Tho election to be held Friday
areas of the Pa"The
of rail freights, and much cific and populous
Atlantic coasts arc fighting promises to be one of the hardtaster than most of the freight car- for abolition
est
beof
fought in the history of the
the canal tolls,
ried even In carload lots.
cause it means cheaper freight legion's four years' existence.
"Tho railroads had permission of rates for them and
With nine states
fathe further
he Interstate Commerce commis massing of factories in their com- vorite sons and each running
one claimsion to carry freight In competl- - munities.
means
votes
But it
to givo seriing sufficient
ilon with the canal up to 19 IS. freight rates for the middle higher
west ous consideration to their candirhey carried much of their
and the driving out of such fac- dates, delegates attending all o:
freight below cost, tories as now exist and the prohi- the national conventions adnil:
making up the loss by shipping bition of factories In the future.
they are at sea as to the final
ack to the Interior at a rate suf"We may abuse the railroads result.
ficiently high to make up the def-c- it until we :.re black In the face, but
It was definitely announced bv
and add a profit.
such abuse will not change the the Texas
today that
"For example, goods were car-le- d fact that the roads cannot run the name ofdelegates
Alvin M. Owsley oi
from New Tork, we will say, without revenues sufficient to pay their state, and
now chairman of
o Los Angeles and shipped back operating expenses
and Interest the Americanism commission, will
is far as uanup ior tne same and dividends on the money in be formally presented
to the conreight charges that Albuquerque vested.
vention with the state
'aid.
"There are Individual instances
"Such discriminations were good In which freights can be reduced.
but the problem as a whole, as it
We should like to know whr'
applies to Albuquerque and all the General
Sherman would have sni.
KBCKy
mountain slate. is the about
peace. New York Tribune
problem of the Panama canal."
Y
1' Allowing Mr.
Fox's address J.
The Agricultural Credits Act, passed by a RepubliH. Coons added'a few remarks on
the same subject.
It was an
can congress, saved the livestock industry of this
nounced that the club will entertain the federated club women at
GOAT III its
and
other western states from ruin durinpr the
next luncheon meeting. A box
'
of cigars was donated as an atperiod of deflation.
tendance prize by George M. Williams and won by Jack Stutz.
Dll
Cigars were also passed by Mr.
To achieve the complete rehabilitation of the agriWilliams In honor of his new son. Let
P.rrnmid rile Kappoalrorlm Ttr- Silent boosts were presented by
cultural industry the operation of this act must be
nove
ou.
,na
ana
tne
i
I'nln
L. A. May, E. N.
the state
Strain and JlrluK Comfort.
"Diamond Dyes" add years of university and the Boule,
extended
for such period as will permit livestock
Y. M. C. A.
Tf VOII APA etiffnl-lnA-.
vrltti t.M.I. r
to worn, faded skirtB, waists.
or
or
bleeding
cover-ng- s,
piles
and
protruding
farmers of New Mexico to recover
growers
oats, stockings, sweaters,
300 STOCK DIVIDEND
hemorrhoids, and hove never tried
I
,
hangings, draperies, every- from
effects
of the present disastrous drouth. $
the
1
DECLARED BY OIL CO.
it
hing.
Every package contains
so simple any woman
'
ft put new, rich, fadeless
New York. Oct. 18.
I intend, if elected, to use every effort within my I
S00 per
Into her worn garments or cent stock dividend wasA declared
never
has
if
she
Iraperies 'even
today by directors of the Ohio Oil
power to secure such extension of the provisions
Just buy Diamond company, another of. the Standyed before.
of the Agricultural Credits Act as will enable the
yes no other kind-tth- en
your ard Oil group, payable December
laterlal will come out right, be. 30 to stoek of record
December 1.
livestock growers and farmers of New Mexico to
lause Diamond Dyes are guaran
A stockholders' meeting has been
teed not to streak, spot, fade, or called for November
24, to vote on
restore
the state's most important industry to
Tell your druggist whether a proposed increase in the commi.
he material yojuwlsh to dye Is pany's
stock from $15,000,000 to
uoi or biik, or wneiner it is 160,000,000.
and authorlzine dis
ticn, cotton or mixed goods.
tribution of tho Increased $45,000,-00- 0
flv.
in a stock dividend.
This will be the company's first
since 1915, when
0
distribution
. Tl'BERCtXOSIS.
shares of Illinois Pipe Line
Dr. Giass f
puelliva
formed to take over
company,
Pile Suppositories, you are
roof ha la able in our
Ohio oil's
line facilities, were Pyramid
an
utierciilnale
exception. To avoid the pain and
by Inbalatlis LV
1 distributed. pipe
.isircss,
get
quick relief and a new
h'an climate.
411.
ease of
ask your druggist
further Informatloa
:
JR."
.STEPHEN , B. ; DAVIS.
:or a 60 comfort;
cent box of Tyramld
Pile
The Near East seems to be
irtren THU T. F. GLASS
Take no substitute,
Suppositories.
closer all the time.
uianv
unii.i.ncn.
f
advertisement)
(Political
candidate
for
United
like
would
you
to
them
Republican
first
Or call at Room 8, Wright Bid?., Fourth and Gold
try
iniLI'lSo, LOS ANOtf.
Star.
ilease send name and
address to
States Senator.
CAI.lf"
vramld Drug Co.. 632 Pyramid
Mr. Ford may shut down, but Jldg., Marshall, Mich.
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Wearing the new stylish Mexican trousers, the
boys would resemble comic opera stars a little more
closely if they would wear a. red handkerchief for
a headpiece, and a butcher knife In the belt.

Denver.
Denver. Oct.
18. Cattle
Re
2.89o.
Market steady. Beef
ceipts
o.uww
cows
Biacrs,
1.&0;
and heif
ers,
J.0(g)6.25;
calves, $6.00
K.uu; DU11S. I2.25 013.2fitneUn,.c
uiu leeaers, 4.6US 7.00.
726.
Hogs Receipts
Market 10c

told
"That mirror is taxed sixty per cent
4
(
"
more
We know they are Mexican trousers, for we have
ia fn vnrl
rnnt
r
Trrseen Mexicans wearing them in moving pictures
i Jink vvniw
"
and nowhere else.
more
"That hair brush is taxed sixty per
A nice motherly police woman is needed In
"
cent more
n
tooth-brusCity to protect the boys from the innocent little
is
h
taxed
"That
dear who accepts an auto ride and guides the wan"
cent
more
per
dering youths right Into the hands of a couple of
"That towel is taxed sixty per cent 'stick-umen.
"
more.
n
"That soap is taxed
per
Said the handsome Dan Padilla to the writer
"
cent more
for the paper; "Babe Ruth is coming hercward for
"That bathtub is taxed
'to frolic, swat and caper. And 'the recompense
"
Babe's asking is much like a kingly reason; largely
per cent more
"That bathrobe is taxed fifty per cent based on the assumption that he is both cuto and
"
handsome. That Babe Ruth will lcavo mo flatter,"
more
"Those slippers are taxed forty per said the anguished Dan Padilla," than would that
noted bandit, the renowned Panchito Villa."
"
cent more
"That window pane is taxed
To find a room in Santa Fe. has been akin to
"
hundred per cent more
Hell. But they'll improve that right away, with their
"That carpet is taxed
handsome new hotel.
"
per cent more
A Chicago educator, a woman, says that
under the protective' tariff!
girls
It is almost Unbelievable that CVCn the should wear short clolhes and few of them. This
Democratic party is SO Stupid as not to sounds like old stuff. The educator probably be- o me
10nES
V.

3

v.--

fn-rt-

v

-

1"

sixty-seve-

Chicago.
r
Chicago. Oct IS T5.f.
"
ket steady.
extras
Creamery
ts' 3638c: extra firsts.
aVAV,,
.v w
seconds.
721,
.iiifT..

one-hundr-

standards.

with nsperity. "Not so you could
notlco it. My old mini is sittin'
back there In the kitchen this minute."
".Sorry to have disturbed you
then, ma'am,"; replied the deputy
politely. "Guess th'e boys down to
ioopenholler must have gone and
lynched tho wrong feller.'' American Legion Weekly.,

-- ,

j

one-hundr-

j
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Switzerland demand, 18.44
demand. 15.40. Greece de
2.10.
Poland demand, .01.
mand,
a
demand, 3.30. Ar
centine demand. 3G.37. Brazil de
mand, 11.25. Montreal, $1.00H.
20.07.
.Spain

Czecho-Slovaki-

All Kxplalncd.

Book
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to
so
of
above
the
articles
long
any
ply
He Wants to Know.
as they are American made and that the
We have received the following Inquiry:
was in the setting room reedtax applies only to foreign made goods.
"Dear Mister:
ing Tliroo Peru with Perkins, beOr is their estimate of the intelligence
"The guy in the next bed is an Inquisitive cuss. ing pi'itly ixciiing all about getting
of the average voter so low that they Here are a few of the things he wants
neerly stabbed in gold mines and
to know. almost
bit by snakes and different
hope, by these methods, to catch votes? Can you oblige?
things, unci my lister Gladdis came
To attempt to make voters believe that
"Would it be feasible to cross the T. B. with in all lxcited saying.
I cant go
the new tariff law "taxes domestic coin sleeping sickness so that a fellow could snooze until out without my new bag, its got
my powder and everything in it,
modifies is not only the height of stir he gets well?
I never saw sutch an easy house to
Is it that after the nurse takes his tem"Why
is
also
but
the
of
lose
pidity,
height
deception
things in. Benny, did you see
he still has it?
my new bag erround enywhere?
If it is intended to frighten the voter perature do
the newspapers nowadays not 'say it
Wy, wat does It look like?
into the belief that under the new law in "Why
English' instead of talk about lire, kilometers and sod.O, like a
the tax on imported goods will be trans liters?
bag, its made of befcds,
"REKLAW."
Gladdis sed.
ferred to the American consumer, it is
Wat color beeds? I sed.
We need only to
Blue and green and red, and O
equally misleading.
for pity sake all colors, did you see
turn to the retail prices prevailing under
or dident you? Gladdis sed.
it
the Emergency Tariff Act of 1921 to find AiH!pB!rp8 Twenty Years Ag
Has it got a design of a elefunt
that they were considerably lower than
on It? I sed.
No and I never saw one that
the prevailing retail prices under the Unhad, its jest a perfeckly plane
derwood low tariff, which was the DemoThe Shrlners, yesterday, with great splendor, beeded
bag, Uont you know whethcratic conception
of protection.
The initiated the following candidates: James E, Grif er you saw it or not without all
Gladdis sed.
period following the signing of the armis- fith, Socorro; Gus J. Johnson, Madrid: T. H. Jenks, thisWatriggamarole?
kind of a fringe has It got?
tice and until the enactment of the Santa Fe; F. B. McKehan, Albuquerque; Samuel I sed.
M. H. Sabln, E. J. Alger, S. Stern.
s
I'ringe, wy, no fringe, my
Emergency law afforded a rich harvest Clark, Madrid; James
E. Johnson, Clayton; F. J
Albuquerque;
did you see eny bag at all ot
to importers, who bought in a cheap forBarton, J. J. Sheridan, J. W.
Albuquerque; eny kind no matter wat
eign market, paid little or no Huty and Ben L. Holmes, Gallup; R. S. Elder,
Gladdis sed.
Thompson,
No, I sed. and she sed, Well
reaped a handsome profit from the un- (.union j. cranoail, Santa Fe; W. A. Boyer, Raton;
Santa then wy in the name of goodniss
consumer.
And Fe; G. L Cook. Clayton; R. M. Parsons. Roswell did you liaff to ask all those quesprotected American
while this was going on, American fac- J. W. McQueen, Clayton; George E. Ellis, Santa Fe. tions?
and I sed, I jest wunted
to find out wat kind of a bRg It
tories were working on part time or were
is so in case I ever happin to see
closed and more han five million AmerAiDuquerque won the fifth game of the fair a bag looking like that
reckon-iz- e
ican wage earners were walking the series from El Taso by a score of 7 to 8. The teams
it.
In

Farmer "See here, young feller,
what are you doing up that tree?"
"One of your apples fell
Boy
down and I'm tryln" to nut it back."
The Antidote (reekskill).

1

1

good-nls-

discrlp-tlon-

?

111

administration.
LLOYD

GEORGE HOLDS ON.

IF WINTER

COMES.

you

dam-mag-

5.

Judge William H. Pope, formerly of Santa Fe,
has written from Manila, where he went to take
up his duties as a foderal judge. Ills work will not
be confined to Manila, but will take him from
prov
ince to province.
He reports having met Ralph
who
McFie,
.made a fine record in the Judicial
service of the islands: George Curry, who recently
resigned as chief of police of Manila to go into the
Philippine Mercantile company, and W. M. Tipton,
chief of the bureau of public lands.

The frequency with which those who
to down
were going
Premier Lloyd George of England have
failed, will cause the latest reports of
plans to force his retirement to be reThe tall form of Pat F. Garrett, ocllcctor of
garded cautiously. Not, of course, that
it is believed that he can hold on forever, customs at the port of El Paso, was seen here yestut that his numerous triumphant emer- terday.
gences from tight places make it advisaDr. J. P.
chief surgeon of the Santa Fe,
ble for those at a distance to withhold is here from Raster,
Topeka.
is
out
out.
him
he
until
really
counting
However, any policy that may mean
A. M. Hilton, the wealthy Ban Antonio
merchant,
war, whether it is wise or not, presents enjoyed the last day of the carnival.
an extreme test of a leader's hold. The
W. S. Prager, the prosperous Roswell merchant,
London dispatches indicate that while
Lloyd George's policies are charged with is here for the Shrine convention.
being too warlike in tha Near East, those
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Wlnsor. who keep the pleasof others are credited with moderation
in the situation. Cut not until the re- ant summer resort on the Upper Pecos, have resourceful Welshman has been retired will turned home after a visit here.
the rest of the world turn to talking of
W. R. Merrill, probate
judge of Luna county,
him as having passed from the stage.
is in the city.
e"

.

a minnit,
Gladdis sed. And she tried to grab
a hold of me and I dodged and
Bonnie Treasure, owned by W. J. Trimble, she took my book and threw It all
yesterday paced the fastest mile ever done In New the ways across the room and lost
e
Mexico and lowered the mark of the local track my place, not being mutch
considering the fun I had.
when she went the circuit In 1:05

Ill reckonlzo

have gone to El Paso for a series of three games.

When the Democrats say "Good Morning" to the voter on election day they
will find' him wide awake. His answer
will be a rebuke to the Democratic incompetency from which the country has
emerged under an efficient Republican

Miss Maud McFie, who was an attendant lo the
queen of the fair, has returned to Las Cruccs.

I

A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

j

An Instnllrni nt Marriage.
"Dcre goes l'a'son Tubble," re
marked Finney.
"Yenh dere he goes, an what
"Yeah!
of it?" Rastus replied.
What of it?"
"Well, he's de pa'son, y' know,"
Finney explained, with a certain
amount of reverence. "No need t'
ask what of it when Ah makes a
rema'k 'bout de pa'son, is tha?"
"Doan know bout dat,' Rastus
"Mo an' Pa'Bon Tubble
insisted.
ain't so friendly 's we can't stand
is sep'ratcd."
7
"Whas trouble twecn
Finney asked.
"Aint got no use fcr a man what
takes 'vantage of you when youse
In a tight place,"
Rastus an
swered.
man."
"Hplain youahself,
"Well, 'twas sumthin like dis:
Pa'son Tubble was do- preacher
whut married me an' mah wife.
Cou'se. Well, sah, when de cere
mony was pufo'rmed Ah ask de
pa'son how much Ah owes him.
Wha-J- u
think dat preacher tole
me? He says, 'May you two live
happily as many years rs de
In mah fee!"
Now Ah has
f give him a dollar the fust of
evah year so's Ah won't be
for one yeah moah!"
Kansas City Star.
you-all-

dol-la-

AVIint He Knld.
Rita So he praised my singing?
Doris Yes, ho said it was
t.

and all around are seen the
The trees and flowers
Rita Really?
a- -a
withering under the first chill of
Doris Well, something like that.
He said it was unearthly.
Winter. Is it Death? Is it not rather
Kansas
City Star.
"Thei trumpet of a prophecy?"
Each setting sun foretokens a new day
Krror,
Tour study window, however small, is large
The
sheriff was trying
and light follows darkness. And each enough
to contain the whole, procession of the to breakdeputy
bad
tho
gontly.
day is seasoned with morning, noon and stars; and if you dig deep enough In your back "Are you the news
Widow Jones,
night.
garden, you will come on the flaming genesis of the tna'nm?" he asked the Woman who
came to the door.
How like the life of man are these world.
KETTLE.
"Widow Jones?'' she
October

signs of Death.

roi--

PRODUCE

p

streets.

.

Lamba
$12.2513.60; ewes, $4.255.75;
feeder lambs, $12.00 13.25.

s

sixty-seve-

j

uull.

,?nep- - Top- 0.1 o.
oneep Kece Dts 7.9.16.
irauy 10 ,ac higher.

, ' En.

j

Knn-I'sa-

Stltl har.tr

heav-er.lj-

retorted

j

The Markets
liy Ita

Annvi'ialed

I'rcH.

4.

Liberty Bonds.
New York, Oct. 18. Liberty
bonds closed:
$101.22;
4s, $99.00; first 4 Us. $99.16;
second 4V4s, $99.02;
third 4tts,
$99.98; fourth 4 Us, 199.10; Victory
(uncalled), $100.26;
(called). $100.18; U. S.

3s,

I

!

FINANCIAL

New York Money.
New York, Oct. 18: Call money
BJasier.
High, low, ruling rate
and last loan, 5 per cent; closing
bid, 6 to 6 H Per cent.
Call loans against acceptances,
4'4 per cent.
Time loans Firmer. Mixed colto 6 per
lateral, 60 to 90 days, 4
six months, 6 per cent;
cent;
per
prime commercial paper,
cent.
,

seo-:o-

ia
4s

Vic-Uo- ry

treasury 44s, $100,10.
Wall Street.
New York, Oct. 18. Profit taking, combined with short selling,
based on the theory that the mart,
ket had been
caused
Chicago Board of Trade.
an aliost general
recession of
Chicago, Oct. 18. Although new
prices today on the stock market. high
records for the season
Trading was largely in the were price
registered
today by wheat,
hands of professionals.
Mexican
l
out later by heavy
VpecUlavethan
a radius! selling wiped
within
to realize profits. Wheat
of fourteen points and closing atcose(V
o
unsettled,
a net iua ui seven. Ctianaara uu lower with December to 1Kb net
$1.134 to
of New Jersey was strong, extend- $1.13
and May $1.12 A to
ing Its gain to 9
points. Steels $1.12. Corn lost lc to
and
were among the heaviest of the oats
c to lHo to
Inirovl
standard shares
sions the outcome varied from un
Rails again lagged behind the
figures to 22e higher.
rest of the list, but a brief rally changed
Rapid changes characterized the
took place in Northern Pacific trade
In wheat from start to finish
which touch 59. Fractional reces with
houses active on
sions were the rule among other both commission
sides of the market. The
standard railroad shares. All the final downturn
of
appeared
motors were weak. Rubber stocks to be due to belief values
on th Dart nf
improved fractionally on announce- many holders that a reaction was
ment of higher prices for tine natural on account of
the sharp
crude product. Total sales were advances
of late.
Comparative
1.236,000 shares.
which
I.tver
the
unresponsiveness
v.au money neia nrm at 5 per pool market showed to
yesterday's
ceni inrougnout tne session.
on
this side of the Atlantic
upturn
Heavy buying of sterling in Lonsome initial
advantage to
don apparently for French account, gave
bears here.
sent demand bills up to $4.47i', in
Estimates
that
the
short
this market, the highest in several age or corn tnis seasonworld
wou d tninl
weeks, but
rate
the
some- 500,000,003 bushels tended to
fell
back
give
what In-- later trading. Preneh
sirengtn to corn and
checks were heavy as were most of iiiueiJtfmieni
oats. May and
corn
reached
July
tne otner continental rates.
70 U cents a
bushel, hut than
Closing prices:
holders l"gan to unload on a big
American Can
72t3 "'""'. nn corn ana onts receded
American Smelting A Ref'g.. 61 ya with wheat.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 39
Provisions averaged higher with
Amerlran Tel. & Tel
123
hogs nnd as a result of the semiAmerican Zinc
19
statement of warehouse
monthly
Anaconda Copper
.
52 Vt stocks here.
Atchison .
.106 "
Closing prices:
Baltimore & Ohio . . . .
.
6314
Dec"
May,
.,Wh,?t,T
Rethlehem Steel "B"..
. 75
$1.1214; July. $1.04U.
Butte & Superior .
. 33
Corn Dec, 67 c; May. 68c;
California Petroleum ..
. S2
July, 68c
Canadian Pacific
. 14 7 aj,
Oats Dec., 41 He: May, 42c;
Central Leather
. 40
July, 39 Uc.
Chesapeake & Ohio . . .
. 75 Vi
Oct., $10.95; Jan.. $9.60.
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
32
Ribs Oct., $10.60.
Clilno Copper
29
'
Colorado Fuel & Iron
si
Kansas
Crucible Steel
ggw
Kansas Citv. rwcity.a
Cuba Cane Sugar
1414
nara, I.I ( (ff 1.28 ; No.
f.ne
2 red,
$1.201.22.
Great Northern pfd...
9411
Corn No.
as 4 No. 2 yellow, 75c.white. 69V470c;
Inspiration Copper
61
jtici, iunuiiu piu
Hay Steady to BOc higher. No.
Kennecott Copper . .'
8411 1 timothy,
$15.00
No. 1
16.00;
Louisville & Nashville
142
$14.00
prairie.
14.60;
choice al- Mexican Petroleum
21 9 U
ii'bt
m,xed
Miami Copper'
28 U
Missouri Pacific
21
New York Central
9974
Northern Pacific
8714
Pennsylvania
43 rl
Ray Consolidattd Copper..,! 14
Chicago,
Reading
rnst
Chicago, Oct. 18
S. DepartRepublic Iron & Steel
r6"4Z ment of Agriculture) (U, Cattle
ReSinclair Oil & Refining
94
ceipts 16,000. Native beef steers
Southern Pacific
95 4 and
yearlings
Southern Railway
comparatively
26 H scarce;
approximately one-haof
Studcbaker Corporation
.135-run
western
grassers;
better grades
Texas Company
. 50
,
native beef steers steady to strong-otheTobacco Products
. 62
grades and westerns slow'
TTnlon Pacific
.ir,0H steady; beef steers, $13.30; hulk of
fnlted States Steel
.108 14 native beef steers of
finality and
Utah Copper
.
60 Ti condition to sell
at $9.5012
calves steady to strong earlv'
Forcljrn
quality considered;
other elases
New York, Oct. 18. Foreign ex- fairly active, generally
steady-spotchange, Irregular.
Great Britain
higher on desirable heifers-fedemand, $4.
head highly finished yearling
cables, $4 46 ;
bills on banks, $4.44
heifers upward to $12.00; bulk
deFrance demand, 7.41 V4: cables, sirable bologna bulls around $4.25-bul7.42,4. Italy demand, 4.20; cables,
vealers largely $11.0f 011.60;
4.20 '.4. Belgium demand, 6.89V4; bulk beef cows and heifers, $4.38
7.50.
cables, 6,00.
Germany
demand,
Holland
,03Ui cables, .03
Hogs Receipts 16,000.
Market
demand, 39.08; cables. 39. 14. Nor- slow, strong to 10c higher; big
Hweden de- packers buying little. Bulk 170 to
way demand, 17.97.
Denmark demand.
mand. 26.70,
averages, $9.259.40;

GRAIN

over-bough-

elntI""f,?

le. lc

:

Ird

1

nn...

h

Vivy.
LIVESTOCK
lf

40c.

60-d-

46;

....

No agents.
number.
care Journal.

Ranches.

WJJu
Das a
A1,U OK 1 UAUIi
Wb
buuae end Jut tu trade tor a nice twenty- acfe ranch; one and unebalf mile
frum, ityre.i. brlge. bee Broad Blcycla
Co., 220 buuth Hecund, phone 736.
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
ft

with

five-fupoultry wire, three-fourt- m
mile west of Barelas bridge;
three screened lurches;
house,
wuter In house, new garage and chlyk-- a
chickens and turhouses;
keys; also furniture; terms. Call uwmr,
2416-J-

j.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE Of bVl'V.

In the District Court, County of
.Bernalillo, state of New Mexico.
No. 13563.
Augustine J. Ulrard and Augustine
J. Oirard, Administratrix of the
Kstato of Joseph F. Oirard, Deceased, Plaintiffs, vs. Mrs. Mary
Peyron, Anthony
Girard, Julia
Oirard, Mary Girard, Adele J. '
Girard, Klise Girard Davis, Sylvia
Girard, itose Girard, Emtio Girard, Frank Girard, Margaret
Morrison Girard, Charles Girard,
Joseph F. Girard. Adopted son.
of Frank Ferdinand Girard, Patrick R. Ward, Unknown Heirs of
Joseph F. Girard, Deceased, Unknown Heirs of Julia Emily '
Ward, Deceased, Unknown Heirs'
of August Girard, Deceased, Unknown Heirs of J. Pierre Girard,
Deceased, and Unknown Owners
or Claimants of Interest in the
Premises Hereinafter Described,
Defendants.
You, the above named defend
ants, and each of you, are hereby
notified that the above named"
plaintiffs have begun action against
you, tho object thereof being to
secure a decree of the above named
court adjudicating and declaring
me ngms, title and Interests of all
parties to such action in and to
certain property situate In Bernalillo count. New Mexico, being all
of the property left by
Joseph IV
Girard, deceased,
Heal property: Lots 1, 2. S, 4, g,
6, 9, 10. 11 and 19. nnd
Lots 7 and 8. Block 5 of the Girard
addition to tho city of Albuquerque; Lots 7, 8. 9, 10. 11 and 19
Klock "A" of the Durnn
,:
ander addition to the city of
Personal pronertv: P
note of A. Fleischer for
3,600
bearing interest at 8 per cent from
July 12. 1922, secured by,a deed of
trust on the west 40 feet nf
,o
and all of Lots 19, 20, 21 and
2'
1B- - Perea
"J0"
addition to the citv
?' Albuquerque, and due April 12
1923; promissory note of Patrick
,r$ and Ju,la Ward, for 32.- 000 with
interest at 6 per cent from
to-w-

Markef JittrVio
,n
3 ,961 cases.
Firsts, 3136c;tenuis
ordi- ' uliI'zsc: miscellaneous,
in Aoi
V4 c:
26
einseraior extras,
refrigerator firsts, 25 V, 26c. .
A
VP.
lOUIiry
linnhonJ
Potatoes Weak on whito Li.j
on Early Ohios.
snipments, 1.248 cars.
DUIK
rouna whites. 90c
r"ta
J$1.00'cwt.; dark and peely. 80
85c cwt.; Minnesota urlfiui
river Ohios No. 1,
cwt.;
Wisconsin sacked $1.0501.15
and bulk round
'hltes-J!0103 cwt.; unclassi0
fied,
0 860 cwt.? Nnrih rni,.,.- sacked Red river Ohios. ll.nsisi
l.lo CWt.; South Dnkntn
Early Ohios. $1.00 1.05 cwt.
January 8. 1921. and past
Jtansas City.
note of fhnrio.
Kansas Citv. Oct.
18
??'LnIaud Girard' tor the um of
eggs and poultry unchanged.
r
J'uuo shares of
tno capital stockless;
of tho ri,
New York Metals.
ew Mexico
tt!S,?"o?
New , York. Oct. 1 a
corporation;
War Savings
Stamps
Easier.
Spot and nearhv H7zn totaling
130.00;
miscellanem,.
14c futures, 14c.
household
and
goods
33,410.37
In
Tin -- Firm. Spot and futures, cash, and for a
u
partition nf
$34.75
property
to the respectIron Easv. No.
ive rightsaccording
of
tlm
t,artinorthern,
$33.00
34.00;
No.
northern, action and the appointment ot
No.
31.UO332.00;
southern,
quuanea commissioners to
$26.000 28.00.
make such partition
if same is posLead Steady.
and
sible
if partition cannot be had
Spot,
$6.50?
6.75.
1,11
ln3UI-to the
Zinc Firmer, tr.nar at
rih. : Vt a. Mf the Partles then
'or
delivery, spot and nearby,' $6,80 8
Snn
and a divi- Pronerty
D.8D.
of the proceeds between all the
Antimony Spot, $6.75 7.00.
Foreign bar silver, 68c.
ch other
Pt8".nii
foJ
Mexican dollars, 62c.
ther
order of the court asand furequity
may
require.
TVcw York Cotton.
Mnhtlff 8 nttorn,y are Downer
,
New York. Oct 1
whose address
tures closed firm. Oct.. S22 77
5
Cromwell Building. Albuoner!
,;09; Jan" 22'9: March que, xsew Mexico. Unless you enter
$23.05; May, $22.95; July, $22.6"! your appearance or
the m
to be entered on cause
or before the
DIRECTOR FORBES AND
of
day
Novembe
19Tyi"lrd

fr,tlni

1
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HIS ENTIRE STAFF HAS
LEFT CRESCENT CITY

New Orleans, Oct. 18
the
Associated Press). Colonel(bvC. R.
Forbes, director of the United
States Veterans' bureau, who came
here last Saturday as the invited
guest of the American Legion and
its national commander, Hnnford
MacNIder, has left New Orleans
with his entire staff and cancelled
arrangements to address the legion convention tomorrow. He was
scheduled to talk on the work of
the Veterans' bureau.
The repeated open charge, originating with supporters of William
F. Deegan of New York,
aspirant
for the national commandershlp
of
the legion, that Forbes hud come
here at the instance of President
Harding to "play politics," is understood to have been the reason
for Colonel Forbes' departure.
The Veterans' bureau head declined to make any public statement prior to his departure except that he felt his presence here
was not desired.

(Seal)

FRED CROLLOTT,

BTHARRT F. LEE, Deputy cSrW
We read In a
morning paper that
the coal strike is
unpopular in the
untry- -

strike
never a hit.Rurally.
New York Tribune
A

i.
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GIRL ATTENDS SCHOOL
11 Kill
M. DpWITT
AS USUAL AFTER BEING Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
vv. uoia
i
Phone 69
RUN OVER BY A TRAIN it
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Morrison, 111., Oct. 18. Bernice
Practice I Jmlted In
Witt, 6 years old, of Fulton, 111., UKNITO - U1UNARV llfEASE9
was run over by a Chicago and AND DISEASES, OF THE KKJN
Northwestern passenger train tn. tVamcrmaa LnlHirntorj in Cunnacttaau

day but attended school as usual.
Ahe little girl was on her wav
to school when she fell In front
of the train. The englno and five
cars passed over her. The trainmen pulled her out from under the
trucks of the last car and found
she was uninjured.
She did not cry but hurried awav
to school.

WORKING AGREEMENT
SIGNED BY SHOPMEN

Citizens

Hank Bloc.

Phono

:

use,

:

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the Eye. U lasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Bee- ond st. Ground floor. Phone 841.

DR. W. T. MURPHEY
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.

Barnott Building Phone 836.
Hours: 10 to 12 a.m.: 2 to S D.m.

-

CHIROPRACTORS
G. V.

CARMEN.

Chiropractic

i'

s

9,

FOR SALE

Receipts 18,000. Canners weak.
$2. 45igi2. 60;
all
mostly
other
classes around steady with trade
fairly active after first round;
best steers, $12.25; other dry Io'3
kinds, J10.50S 12.10;
long vear- ungs, xii. ib; bulk of cows, $3.75
5.00; some fed heifers
held at
o.ou; bulk bologna bulls, $3.25
cutters generally $3.00
3.75;
a.ou; practical top on vealers, $10
selected stock calves, $8.00.
nogs Receipts 10,000.
Early
market active to packers, steady
to
6c higher, closing weak
around
steady. Top, $9.15 to both pack- era ana snippers;
190
to 240
pounds mostly $ 8.4 0 9.10;
bulk
250 to 300 pounds, $8.80(9)9.00;
sows
15C
arounit
vnmg
higher,
mostly $7.85aGlB: few nt ts or.stock pigs steady, mostly $8.40
o.uv, UCBI, 59. DO.
8,000.
bneep Receipts
Lambs
Colo- generally steady;
ranos, 114.26; sheep strong; fed
light Texas wethers, $7.65: Colo- .ewes' 'u'6: feeding lambs,
$13.
choice western lambs due
tO

arrlvo

p

price, and street
Address me liox

Kansas City.

Kansas City, Oct. 18 (U. S. De
partment of .Agriculture). Cattle

President Harding has bought the
homestead where he was born. When
the time comes he will settle for himself
the question, "What shall we do with our

The protective tariff has been in effect less than one month, but Democratic
statisticians already view its pernicious
effect with characteristic alarm and, we
of
might add, with characteristic ignorance
the rudimentary principles of economic?.
As the reader scans his daily paper he is
srreeted with a cheerful "Good Morning 1"
only to find that he is the unconscious

victim of Renub hcan oppression,

d,

er

Roval Coneland. a rlorfnr isrriP t)pmn.
cratic
candidate
the senate
from ,New
. .. for
,
.
vxvin..
xnc ucuei seems iu prevail,., now- ever, that what congress needs most is
a dentist.

THUNDER.

Qmti&teA
7

jail or the drinking habit.

October 19, 1522

M

butchers around
top, $9.60: bulk pack
90
desirable
8.50;
ing sows, J7.
pigs mostly J9.00p9.2B;
heavy,
S8.859.60: medium. $9.25 & 9.60:
light. $9.159.50;
light lights. FUR KEN I
Office Rooms
$9.109.25; packing sows, smooth, ton
ouiue apacu, ur utait ruoui.
$8.00
8.75: packing sows, rough.
kj.m
20
Wi'st lii'lrt.
$7.50108.10; killing pigs, $8.75
KUK iiliM
otlc ruunia, central
9.25.
above Mutaon'a linuk Bture. Kor-h17.000.
Sheep Receipts
Fat
ant, Company. Auto Department
native lambs active, opening strone
to 15c higher. Early top natives. KOR REM f
Miscellaneous
$14.50 to city butchers; $14. IS to
packers; fat western lambs held FUK lili.Vi' Piano, Phone
25o
higher; best price above
$14.50; no early sales: feeder In
rent fur or
io
quiry good; very few sales about WANI'liD-'I'hona my agent,
furniahed house.
steady;
sheep steady to strong Van, phnne fi40.
heavy fat ewes, $4.50(3)6.00; choice
iH want a home
ot five or six roums
nanay wetgnt ewes, $7.25.
Giv
lowest cunt
in eoud locaLlun.
275-pou-

$9.409.55:

When saying that a man has escaned
from the jug these days, it is necessary to
explain whether it is meant that he broke

mijmkmii OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated press is
or an news ireaiieu iu
tha use, for
if nr not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.

MORE DEMOCRATIC

(210 to

There would not be so much war if
nations had to pay as they enter.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that it may deem Improper, res- l ull
fur society meetings, cards of thanks, no- :
i.i.nrfh ani'lAln. lectures,
tices, cuiis for ihurch meetings as (except bunduy
advertising mm
church programs) are considered
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.

THURSDAY,

THE BIENNIAL TUG OF WAR IS NOW ON.

k-.- ow

AN

JOSEPH TAUSEK

things we call the seasons. We cannot
tell the moment of transition from one to
the other, we only
that youth
which is Spring, passes and we stand at
the threshold of manhood. And then.
Winter. So it has been through nameless
ages. Ihe tree that dies today will live
anew in Spring. Is it Death?
"
Oh, Wind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far
behind?"
The Seasons are the visible signs of the
eternality of God!

October 19, 1922

Fort Worth. Texas. Oct. 18.
Shop craft employe of the Fort
worm and Denver City railroad
who took the tilace of strikers
July 1, today

signed

a. working

agreement with the road under the
name' of the Shop Craft Employes

Pay will be two cents
per hour more than the scale of
the United States Labor board.
An eight-hou- r
day with time and
a half for overtime, are Included
In the new agreement.
association.

SXOW IX SEW lORK.
Watertown. N.
Oct. IS.
Snow fell today throughout north
ern New i oru,

IS and 80 Armljn Bulldlns.
. T- Aiuu(jertjue-an- t
DAILY 8 1 AUK
' Tit Taos
(BmmI Doits)
a. m.
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1m law a Wild
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LA

TdlMksfli

Two young men with ears
for country circulation work.
in
Opportunity to make soodmen.
noiYNpaiJur work to right Morn-in- s
Sou Circulation Manager,
Joiirnui.
-

cash and ?3S monthly will
buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors: price Is
two of these left. See right; only

Ackerson

and

Griffith

120'S. Fourth.

.

AT SACRIFICE

Tin?
cottage new and
npat, lights, city water, garage,
complete: terms if desired. 1415
Call between 10
Xorth SiNth.
and 12 noon.

HELP WANTED
Mull.
Uelivcry bo

8

ul The

liiCon- -

FOE SALE
.,.,tnj

white stucco bungalow,
mod . hardwood flouts go.,.1
basement, furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
"ear I.una Boulevard.
54.000
brick cottage, modern.
Norm fourth St.
15.500
pebble dash dwelling, hath, en;., mrocr lot luuxHj. one
block from Central, Highland, dose in.
f 4, ., 00
fram modern, flnetHindo,
good location. 8. Walter St., close In.
Some good bu
In
Lola nd houses In all parta of property.
the city.

b'jtpeiieiirc.l laundry driver.
Addrefs Hox o. euro Journal.
licnlier, modern
plant: steady Job; good wages, lie
Line Cleaners, flullup. .. M.
WANTED
A gasoline
engine man to
pump water.
Apply Frank A. Hub-bol- l
company office today.
n.oo to ?3.:o per day.
lauoi;l'i;s
Uuod woman cook, ?50 per month,
110 .South Third.
Agency.
H AM
h'I.laii 4r, to yea re to cool."
for two men and do chorea around
U5
''..iintry store.
Call
"West t'opp'-r.N J t.l.1
vt
Experienced planer foreman
capable handling Ilcrllti moulder, also
rosaw work. Apply McUaffey company
'Mmniber of Commerce.
tt.VMl.u-.N- eat
man
appearing
for city circulation work, jounir
must have
car or motorcycle.
Good money for
live, wire.
Circulation Manager, Jour
nal.
vv A.MKD
One
First class bill clerk.
rapid on typewriter and adding nia- lilne.
ire
to
J140
Must
start.
Salary
l. A. 11. C. graduate preferred.
Buidiieas college.
AMKRUVAN man
for gehorai handy
work, including care of furnace. Married man preferred and cun furnish
iiouse for man and
ife without
Apply to lr. C. IS. Lukene, Sol
Kast flratid. oily.

Fire,

Acrl.lenl,

II

So.

nnd the price is only ifl.OOU
with good terms.
Five-roostucco bungalow,
with glassed slecpinj,' porch,
hardwoud
floors.
fireplace,
built-i- n
features, furnace hern.
S.'irniro, on paved street In the
Fourth ward. Owner m list
sell. See us for price and
terms.

Jas,

M,

Johnson

P.cal Kstato
Insurance
Loans
218 W. Gold
rhonolMO

NEW HOME
Fourth ward, four-roo-

Insurance,

An

THE

216 North Third,

National

Plumbing and Iieatlni,'.
Repair Work a Specially.
PHOMJ

brlelt, cement
porches, with
furnished housa In rear,
on n lot worth $1,200,
This property
for only $ U.500.
will yield an income of S 1 00
per month. Let us show it to
modern

base-men-

KALE

House,

p.mmre like rent.
chea.?

houd"FT,

"

e.

If you are looking for some
wo
have
business
property,
somo good bnyn in tlio business
district. H will pay you to
them.
Or if you want a grocery
store, we have the beat buy In
town for sale,
If you are lookiiiff fur a
rooming houue, we have a ifood
one for sale and t lie price is
right.
A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors
. Cold.
223
Phone ir.U.

FOR SALE

.

IN

T! AUG A

A

houe.

adobo stucco

1

milo north of mountain road,
Inquire at Kahn
U9 Xorlli First.

$1)00;' terms.1

LOVELY

Itoom.

i;t) south Walter.
Furnished room.

FOl! KENT-t- :' -- Seveiat minus, unfurnub'id.

n.,

FOR RENT

Houses.

$300. cash.
South Fourth. tOlt
110
UE.T one-ruocollage.
South Walnut.
"ouse, furnished. I'Ut! EKXT
One furnished room houso.
nce- - J213 Vlr'u:"

vh'

& Company
Iicaltors
Loans.
Insurance
Henlals
221 W. Goifi
I'lmiiu 5J.

South Edith.
Eol. llb.NT
Apply 414
KENT

Fyrrewter.
ItH.NT 'Thfc-ioo- iu
ir.'L""!!!!?:
f'17)v

unfunilslicii
l'eud.
IUCT I'oiir-roou- ,
modern f
house on Jlortli Kecuiid. l'luuie

Walter.
FOR KEN

1

West

room and garage

ISoillH.

furnished rooms.
Phone 1HS7-- m.
'

-

Pevenlh. phone

BEAUTIFUL HOME
READY TO MOVU INTO.
You may select your
bath

and electric fixtures
tinicU.

if you act

Five la go rooms.
adobe,
oak floors, fireplace,
Areola
heat, lovely porches, will build
gartiSH to match;
tills is a
bargain. Any Yral estate man
or see nie.

room,

very

l

riiuuc

410.

211

V.

ion & Wood,

ICIVII

(iold.

20G

W

Gold.

A

frame, lights, lot 2ox
north Mountain Komi S
50
- rooin
lot 00x240;
adobe,
north Mountain Itoad
$2,800
- room
adobe
stucco, two
porches
$3.H30
Very easy terms on all.

Realtors

Insurance

Loans

4-

5-

Shelley-Brau-

Co.
Insurance

n

Uealtors
S20 W. Gold.

Phono 223.

1

.)

jtRSALE--.rVlicenMneo-

hi:

York.
Office l'bone C10, Second and
Gold..

V..

For

,.m t.s.

w-

t

oil
1

tun

Rent-noom-

W

jll
No

does.

1"

Acorn

Cold.

SAI.E-N- ew

Zealand

Phono MO.
LUDDY'S .MILlv'7

Phone l'4l:.m,

FOU

"i"

ion

heuTcT;

large ei,:e.

and shotgun.

ler

sAi,E:::.si7-ho-

with Board runest

s

iBos-.- r

coai

::14.

SALE-Trai-

Foi;

DO.M1U und
i. $io peTeekTuSS
West Cop,.
UOO.Yt
AND SoAlllj, I J a week,

i'hone

SALK-ifi- Tfo'

hone

us

rsnge.
lied

w

J
.,:,,

in West

116

bred

UEiT IN TOWN.

rrl7r

sai.e-j,,,,,,-

100

A

Main !c.
vr.p

bed
USOlJ.

und

BEAUTIFUL

HOME

at a Real Bargain

140;

ZAPF

HOOM and I, ..aij r,.
Soung ludy.
"S Fust foil.
si, k.
FOU
E F I ;7, ,, a,' ainT lion id If
"In
, ne '.'tlS-.l- .
.,se h.

V.oj--

W

J, D, Kelcher, Realtor

n

FOR SALE

Soulh HiojtUay.

friristrer-roo-

Fourth
ward, two sleopinu porches,
shade, south front, nicely
furnished, all lor $ 1,200; terms.
New
home, Fourth
ward, modern In every respect,
south
Inrce lot.
lawn.
front,
built-ifeatures, hardwood floors
'throughout, $C,lo0; tonus.
In

Seven large rooms, modern
every respect, fireplace, all
built-iof
features,
plenty of closet room, fine
electrical fixtures, fine sleeping porch with eleven windows, good coal range, electric
marange, electric
washing
chine, laundry stove, laundry
tubs.
basement
with
large
wasli room, coal bins, fruit
tinsel, fine hot 'water licatiuu
plant, good mlube garauo with
servant's iiiiariers. This house
is built ot adobo und is ono of
the best constructed houses in
the city and in a fine location.
The lot is "extra largo with
good walks and shade.
'
It you are interested in a
real homo at a bargain this
property can be bought lor
less than it would cost to
build the house. Call us for
an appointment.
D, T, Kingsbury
Ileal Kstate, Loans, and
Insurance.
.
210
Phone U07-(iold.
in

n

Pay

lf you want a real home In
the Lowlands let us show you
these two:

IS'

ONE
A

five-roo-

brick

with one

.Massed in sleeping porch,
ple floors, liet nil' furnace,

ma-

also
largo
basement,
breakfast alcove, good lawn,
nice drive way and y good Ka
ra ee sidewalks aM
on pav- ins.
fireplace,

THE OTHER

IS
pressed brick
with two Biassed in sleeping
porches, maple fb,or, breakfast alcove, hot air heat, also
fireplace, In rue basement, sidewalks, lawn, shade trees, uoorl
and drive way. This
fisi'ttKe)
one is also on paving.
Or. If you prefer one in the
L'niverslty Heights, let us slvow
you this new
It has hardwood floors
ihroufjhuut. fireplace, also Areola in basement.
Just comWe can arranse sood
pleted.
terms.
An

New

List Your Properly With Us.
foil IIENT
I'liono 033 Second.
!(l6!i V. Gold.

"r t'Olt
""

Franklin

Home I'll, ,no

AH

iunsalow

Five-roo-

e.

lo

i

Investment Co,
Kinds.
Kstate

HEIGHTS

modern house on ex.
desirable
lot.
tremely
laruc
sleeping porch, adobe sarago.
owner leaving and will sacrifice; price only $2,000.

Phone 657,

"Our personal attention
every Utile detail."

AsuWfess,

0PP0RIUNITIES

UNIVERSITY

you.

414

I 10
Tt'iiL hoiiKi
with
and sides built up, ,ilB iB,'i.
15S3-.f- ,

ROOMING HOUSE
Consisting ot fifteen rooms
well furnished and the best location.
Short distance from
lie piistni'iicc. Dining room In
connection.
Easy terms.

tore,

Insurance
. Ileal

close In,

bOi

t.

1'

liealtora

201.

FOR SALE Houses
UH JtljT t'hean. tu,,
ami houe. Phone
.15VS.H.

tiivrKt mcnt.

1

Hurety llondi, Loan.
n. I our III street.
Phone

PAT,

Foil

Week

Six rooms and glassed slccp-In- B
porch, In fifMt class condition, located on paved street
In the Highland, paving paid

In
stucco, for only $3,900; small
cash
pnymetit, balance liUe rent.
M..
Wanted: Money to loan; I have
clients for $2. .100,
nnd
$1,500
11. McCluRhan.
$1,000.
Healtor,
AY'.
204
Gold, phono 442-PLUMBER,

Automobile

Martin's Specials. for This

PRICED TO SELL

A. FLEISC11E1, Realtor

WA.NTLD
WANTKD

IMionc 411.

JOURNAL

APVE ITS SEMEMTS

B

i

S5U0

Uealtors.

AN'I'KU-olnl-

SS-HFEE-

Health Seekers Paradise

WANTED

U

MORNING

ALBUQUERQUE

eik'lu-roo-

five-roo-

artoba-stuce-

H. Chas, Roehl
Ke.il 1,'siale. Insurance, Loans
tin, Jtentalsi.
Phono
Corner Second and Gold.

def? Fruit, phono
As Long As It Lasts
Foil SAI. -- Rase bun,,", kiicnen
l.'ONt;l.:M.l.
lo'Jlnfrt,
jjin
Bleeping porch,
nioileru I6!i:-.und ru?.
Inf?' poroh.
-- 11
sou h t'.i
Si, lllll Jll:.h.
Nlcel,om.', bun rd. I'hone 1I3II-; '00 terms.
Full I IK NT Light Yi. uui.1ieeping rooms, UOUIl lloanl. l:.,nip. glassed "slcepillg I'M I! SAI.E-Cllf- Hp,
ten. i.txr-h'o- ui
ll.'jlliu'
oom nou'e at
1' OK HA l.E
llililersl vo Eleelrb company.
""'t new, 10 .Norn,
So
No siek,
Fl
poi'eh.
UC'7
brick" house two
Forrester. '
Hoasonuhla
partly furnished.
A
ctter Grade $13.00.
41
2
Phone
GKAiVrONE rooms,
West Uold. OHIO STAII, bosriiini;
of
ill
luiiura
Dl'"P'''eH,I.
I,,k:
porcnis.
clTinl
owner.
L,r,'oL":
'uud
,
21
house; rooin
nie-w- .
:. cuidi.
North Waller.
MrK,
'
IViuuIe.
phone
1,1,1
fill'
Kusl Hell.
NEW
rt'H lil'jxT I'onr. room Jiouo Hnd sho p
T I
board,
BUNGALOWS
V
south Hroadway. Ph.
'"ap.
about
(Of
W A N'TFiD
SA LB
In? poreli,
u
1,000 feet)
ut FOli
polieneed salesladies
Mill KENT l', genlleinuii only, one
Six-rooI w o
partly furnished, lii'4'.j LALUE. cool room, beautiluliy fuiiilshed
IIOOHMj
bath, sleeping porch,
LXPFriT guaranteed
once.
-- oik.
The lOeonomlst.
porches, basement, line w.n'i..'., Cull West I'cntt'el,
priVH'e hslh U'll West Bonn
bed on t eeping
PI'oue S - J
120
Call
Eust
with
porch,
II
nt
furnuoo
Art
oalc
basement,
1
heat,
KurnlsTieTl
'
Wagon
-studio.
H'A.MUll-l- lhi
i
KENT
ItE.N
Oli
Foil
I'ol!
Vnlrnl
t'Tvc-SAI.H
ruriiiice
room,
for general work,
l oom
While olll I' smiiitr
I'unoy'i. J c
flooring, fireplace, hot water
ison ranch, phono ',!::s-J.
I'd It liA US sum n mo.7in funosiivii
heat, no slek.
chine, oli, St tll'W', ,',,,
Solth Walter.
modern, sol South Walter. In- Terms
FO
Cash
I;,", in und lioieh. Adjoin-PhonHigh.
valuable
heat,
on oouiii
corner, Just
Fnelflc.
MA. KA.Ntj C NC Eli
ll, ir li.U J.
WA.VJ'UD
ailer easy
Foil KENT Modern, cimci.ii7o7itsTi.r'iill ig
liirl for housework.
'!.'Jl'''
Hoard if desired.
Ai.li
Apply ,ul East S.nntii .'c
room, reilponalilf.
4111
finished, price $0,000; terms.
HELPS digestion s.'oi a Helve
Fito ,r.
iino West Uold.
rho house.
rtUt KE.T llouhcs. all Kliids;tuinistied
East Sliver.
Ionic.
'I'hrec-roound
Fhe
rooms,
btitli,
Foll'sALK-lj.-Imunfurnished.
l017sT
MeMillion
brick, large
WA.NTKD
Ft
i,'.'
at
Fill!
KENT
Bn
stucco
Wood,
f.,'"l!'ou
II.MsHEl) ro, iu. hoi wulcr heal ; no
&
rooms n 110
Lady to do light housekeepWiuehcsier pump
lot. price $5.2o0; terms: $500
corner; bargain fur uuick llealloiy "ml wfest Oold.
si.lt no chlhirm.
sol cell, ,1
414 West Stiver.
'v,-gun, good condillon,
loo .North
ing anil car for baby.
uud meals. l.'t
poi ciu a,
410 .N'oitli
,o.
,ipiy jbuo south Walter.
South
Three-looSixth.
Hdltlt.
FOli liKNT
Arno.
flown, balance less than rent.
f uml.iiie.l FOU 1!ENI' T
nice clear) sleej;iis
....
tun O'lUl AtW tlOnl,.,-,- h. ......
house and sleeninir noreh.
71 ,
i .'om
W A N T F. D
I.', m
Near Fourth ward school.
LOA f L
1'ult SALE . Airc,ij.ic' P'l P. six week.
rooirii.
'7 South Arno
Hood ii",ile cjoolng, ratus b
Itcasooahl'
pet en t irl or woman for
Two-famil- y
imi rVr.t. HliKeldlue ptione IL':,1-old.
after u p. in. 1'OH fiKN'T Nice, clean
the meal or tck. Mr. Knight, coiner
""'!', ."'"J """"HIc- -f payment,
Leaving
general houseuork.
brick; on good corpply 412 North
Apply 201 Noitl,
and
Albu iueriu!. New Mexico.
sleeping
aat
High.
KEN'T
und
Twelfth.
FOli
An fcxceplinuully alll'uel-- I
lold.
,l"r.
ner; fur only ,:j.0,0.
housekeeping rooms. F.'I'f Nonh'Thlnl. L'roadway
FOP.
e arid well furnished
""""-'"oitENT-ItaFoil"
FOR.
ve
modern
WANTED
four
Girl or woman for light
s.M.c.
cottase. on room
Here is a bargain: Six rooms,
! KNT
N
wumif in c.,,,,1
I'Oll
lovely vacancy for two
TuriilVhetl
rooni
M.''iTr;'."
.Udillon.
Iccly
ad
17S0-bungalow. Phone
alio Itlieluil cupboard.
email nuvinent.
convuieseenis. Mis. W. II. itetd. phone
Will
housework, 0 to 12 l ornlncs.
4:i
lint water it, 'at, full cemented
West
.ioining bath; steam heul.
Oil) North I5'J'.
''Ir"' '"'y
"'l"nnl bank huiunio FOIt KENT Clean and wel furnished, Third.
Santtt Fe.
J. 4ilS Soulh Wsller.
8?nay ft. 00. Illli South First.
basement with double laun-- v...
rd
four
i.i,-- iii
rooms
luiso
and
room
i'ourlh
euclusud
WANTED
Full
SALE
sunny
OOII1
i,
a,
llOAItli,
.Largo-haward, five
Elderly woman needing a
sleeping porch with
burns
front Itedrooln. No
I'oltllwTLovNy"
stucco bungalow, furnace
dry
tubs,
etc.,
fireplace,
or soft coal,
boms for light housekeeping, ainall
heat und sleeping porch, illj tjuuthlllgh.
BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
private
la,
Steam
.new
heal
slek.
atorj.
Uli
.North
Waller.
I, leak last
Eleventh,
phonu
Tim inns
loom.
corner.
nortimcst
l'houe Fui: riH.viw :;c"w7 thrco-roi.fl- ll
JS1S JJii.-- l
phone 17,
Addres Widower, care
1ll',l)-.Central.
ompensatlon.
eotlice.
.
utis-Jmornlngi,
beautiful
All Kinds uf Insurance.
two porches uud baih, runye und heal-r- r.
ion
siiti.il
loufnal.
in
cit
HOAIID
uiol
room
Kr
SAI.b Flu.
lVvogcu7h7inci7
I,
f-'VOU KALE By ownei. BUborbnn
re'u nt.A i .ice, cleuu apartments,
dry goo.is
710 East Santa Fe.
GOO, wllh easy
i month.
flfiA L KHTATK.
ulso
WANTED
price cut tu
Couineis.
und excellent
sleeping porch
Young woman to aell eduApp,
Eahn's
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, lli'.i West men's.
Siore. lov
four ronrns and sleeping wlcJ:. i',',.7 l oll II ISN'T
Mil
.
112
terms.
North
South
Sou III Third
cational devices in homes, Part time.
ihou"fte
First.
High., phone
Modern, unfurnished
titrcct.
w.ci, nun ircco. srana . ,h.,
with four rooms and glansed-l- n
n
Teacher preferred.
A'
Addresa S. J. V., flee
Foil
COME
TO
skep-lTUL'SUN'S
new
ro"
und inodern
box 213. city;
SALEcon;
Phone
FOl!
KENT
rul.blt
fuiiihiicd
front
Collier
KleUNinly
14
Joseph
are Journal.
W
porch
a Iter.
Appl y f,.'2 8 out h
Sanatorium.
a
Iteasouablo
1J111.
hutch;
rates.
If
bargain,
tukeii
lli'l
once.
at
bulrooni.
South Walter, phone ets
HJlt KALE I'liree-roo2(1" West Gold Avenue.
710 West Lead.
STth l''Oli
house
'JCA1PLBTJ3 Secretarial Course.
IIENT Unfurnished,
IClii-.F- .
Sunatollum, Tucson, Ar:r,,-nnBoard.
l'oijrroorji
fur
,lvo 1'undled clrlckens
h 'Use,
room and tuition may be earned.
VI A.N 'I EU
C,l,t,"!,' h?UM
g
modern, no sick, no ehlhlrcii. FOU IIENT
l.ii,ly homilcr, in nuloTTuiiHl FOIt"sAl',E-Thri- W
utimr
s ,,v es in l
wa,
Nicely furnished room In
lg,i.
loci Soulh UruudMay, phone litii-W- .
free. MucUay lluslncrs College, Los Iron,
y,r w
Ji-- t
home.
m
good condition, cl,, lip. 210 N, till .Ylul- the pla-.modern
home.
phone 4K0-321
No sick.
North
Vngeles.
eiiL
I..
FOU
rooin"
berri'. phone l!,(l-Address
MENT
',. p. o.. II t 47.
niodeTn
New
five
Thn
FOU SALE Bv
icenlh.
...
I...
DO YOU WANT
u,..r
WANifcOl
Middle-age- d
house,
no
furnished.
Foil KENT Nicely furnislieu, steam I' Oli SALE
lady l... Ue-- p
completely
oil
P. rivTtion
houso
e
l''OH KENT
An attractive
fourth ward, modern In children,
heater.
Cash, Balance $35
r,.oni.
house and cook for lady convalescent.
call i,IS North Thirteenth.
nieklc-platc- l,
lirsl-olurooms
with
healed
same
tablo
us
very respect: built-inew
710
Phone
Ileal and private lllllallce.
features; largo lot; Foil lili.NT-lo- Four-rooPrompl Adjustment and Servboard. Phone l;:';7-pply rear" of' 2Vi South llitrh, Mrs. terms, call Fisa-Kast Central,
llll South Ann,. lt::t-.- l.
modern
Per Month
West Lend.
ice? Let Van Monty Company
i.lnn.
Til
a7Tl
nicely
ROOM
fireplace, walor I'Oll ItlCN'T
BOAKD.
pTIvaTe Foil SALE -- Adobe Cricks.
Four
nice
have
per
WANTED
Sleeping rooms, steuill heut,
rooms,
your insurance.
Woman between ,10 and 40 Foil SALE Jual oompieted fine Uui paid, garage. Call at D?." South Arno.
sleeping
home: nurse care, truy service,
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A COZY

LITTLE HOML

FOSjAtEOultr.TEgg,

MAIHfc,

WILLIA.M J. LEVERETT, Realtor
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We united to order until it should
lie Good.

Should bo in today.

TARIFF ACT

Fioiiarch Extra Sweet Corn
Js again in tock. If you oior found a better corn, tell us
tllHIUt it.
Now a No. 2 size can of Pumpkin for flic small family. 12i!
each.
IVara
Tim Peaches, Tokay and Emperor ;rii'S,
and Tomatoes that were due yesterday Mirely Islll lie In today.
The
in.
best
Citron
and
Peel
Lemon
ami
new
Our
Orange
Poim-granltc-

wo could buy in ChieiiKn.

CASH

STORE,;

Phone 28

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

QHE6

Always
Worth

Albuquerque's

Finest
Theater

While

SHOWING

NOW

it won

york

KEW

IT TRIUMPHED ON BROADWAY
It charmed that hard city as it never
charmed before.
See it! It will live in beautiful memories,
your whole lifetime.

litis oil' to Will.
I ox.
The
lam
cleanest
plotur;!
ever screened.
New York World.

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

liver Wings
WITH

Mary Carr
ADMISSION:

Special

Matinee Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
Night Adults, 50c; Children, 25c.
Orchestra will accompany the Evening Show

E

at 7:40.
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Senator Says the

DAFICE.TOfllGIiT

j

4

0.

P. Theory of Protection
for Infant Industries Has
Been Discarded.
Centering liis
Denver, Oct.
attack upon the tariff act of 1922,I.
('tilled States Senator David
declared
Walsh o Massachusetts
that "the old republican theory of
has
industries
infant
for
protection
been discarded," in a speech to
Colorado democrats here tonight.
The Increased tax which he declared the candy, hoot and shoo
industries will be
and clothing
compelled to pay under the new
was
cited by Senator
tariff law
Walsh as an instance of "the
alarming extent to which some of
our industries have been penalized."
Ho denounced the republican
party for its failure to pass the
bonus bill, assailed the seating of
Senator Newberry of Michigan and
speaking of the aftermath of the
war asserted that "all the disarmament conference
accomplished
was a rummage sale."
were also arThe republicans
Senator Walsh for
by
raigned
'
forming an old fashioned politiand
cal
military alliance with three
of the largest militaristic and imperialistic nations of tho world."
"This same republican party,"
he added, "that pretended to denounce the league of nations as
unconstitutional
and
did not hesitato to enter into one
of those old world alliances which
have been the breeders of trouble
since early recorded history."

C$

i 8.

CHARGED WITH
ARSON AND GRAVE
ROBBERY IS SOUGHT

MAN

(by the Associated Press.) Sheriff Willman of
St. Louis county, and authorities
of Jefferson county
today were
searching near Rock Creek. Mo.,
following wh.it they termed was evidence that Harry R. Urenn, charged with urson and grave robbery,
who has been missing since September 25, was hiding there.
lirenn disappeared after his
garage at Oakvilld, Mo., was destroyed by fire. A charred body
was found in the debris of the
blaze and at first the body was
supposed to be that of Brenn, but
later it was established as that of
which
Miss t'elestino Schneider,
had been stolen from its grave in
Mount Hope cemetery.
Police officers went to Rock
Creek following a tip that Brenn
had been seen near there, and reported finding two farmers who
Identified a photograph of Brenn
as similar to that of a man who
had stolen some money from one
of the farmers' homes and disappeared into the woods.
IS

COAL PRODUCTION IN
COLORADO DECREASED
IS. Colorado's
Denver.
Oct.
coal production during September
totaled only 84."i.229 tons, as compared with 950, 61S tons mined during August, according to figures
compiled today by State Coal Mine
Inspector James Dalrymple.
September production was approximately 22, 000 tons less than
for the 'corresponding month in
1921, it was stated.
Total production
for the state
since January 1 was stated as
of 307,105
excess
an
tons,
tons over the same period last year.

W!lllllllll' llll

III

THEATRE

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

La., Oct. 18.
Orleans,
The band of Edward It, Monahan,!
post number 04. of Iowa, and thej
Drum and Bugle corps of Racine
post number 7(1. Racine, Wis.,
won first prizes in their respective class in the contest today in
the American legion parade, the,
j
judges announced tonight.
Tho band winning second Honors was that of Carrett Cochrane
post number one of Pennsylvania,
while the second place drum and
bugle corps was Hanford post
number 0 of Iowa.
Tho band of John K. Miller
Dam,
post' number 140 of Beaver
tor such
Wis., won the third
There whs no third
organization.
prize for drum and buglo corps.

DENVER ADDRE

St. Louis, Oct.

An Epic of tin
Love That Gird- les tho i:artti.

CHARGED TO YOUTH

Old G.

iyiTIqffWPy

PRIZES AWARDED FOR
RFST BANDS AND DRUM
CORPS AT NEW ORLEANS;

MURDER OF FATHER

WALSH ATTACKS

OUR FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

WARD'S

October 19, 1922
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LAST TIME TODAY

Music by the
SYNCOPATORS

ifewpson:

i

BRICK

J.M.Barrie's play

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Tile
Floor Tile
Fireplace
Flue Lining
Mortar Colors
Metal Lath
Sewer Pipe
Wall Board
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Plaster
Cement
Tel. 1253--

"j.-i-

STEEL
STRUCTURAL
SALES IN SEPTEMBER
DECLINED SLIGHTLY!

"THE LITTLE

MINISTER'

rfmmm

kA

P. O. Sorenson Co.

Washington, Oct. IS. Structural
steel sales in September declined
slightly from August, continuing
the decreasing tonnage bookings
Helniuth Klockzin.
month
since
each
reported
September sales of 137
April.
Chicago police charge that
of
with a shop capacity
Klockzin Killed his aged firms,
8.1 o." tons, monthly, amounted to
with
a 21
lather, seventy-seveIU.9
of!
cent
or
13."),0f)
tons,
per
hatchet when the old man refused capacity, compared with
141,561
hi
him supper. Then, they charge,
tons, or 64.!) per cent of capacity inj
went to a nearby saloon and drank August, and 1SX,S73 tons, or 86.61
denies
He
arrested.
until
heavily
per cent capacity in April, the cen-- j
sus bureau announced today.
the charge.

Corner North First Street and
Marblo Avenue.

j

The story of n town that
Mas all upset till n gypsy
girl cume mid upset
Bedevilled
soino more!
tho bigwig, minister and
all.
Then she showed them
what a bit of loo can do
and set tho wliolo thin;!
'
right.
Maiulo Adams' greatest
slago Hiicvc.su, niado into
greater photoplay. Willi
hundreds in tho cast tmd
star who was born lor
lie rolo of gypsy ISabbic.

Hel-mu- th

EXTEND EBERT'S
TENURE OF OFFICE

MAY

( by the
Berlin, Oct.
ciated Press.) An extension of
President Kbert's tenure cf tiie
until
office of chief executive
Juno 30, 1925. is now practically
All the pi'illeal parties
assured.
have agreed to tho Introduction
of a bill in the relchstag amending artiole 108 of Mm constitution
to this effect and tho bill is as-- ,
sttred of the necessary
majority for its passage.
Tho step was decided upon after a conference between Chancellor Wirth and tho leaders of
the coalition with the members
of the other political parties, held
The first popular ballottoday.
ing for a president f f tho lvpuii-li- e
therefore will take i;laco in
tho spring of 1925.
18

CITY
1'biine

KI.IXTaiC

8HOK

5c DANCE
ARMORY

MMUI'

Every SATURDAY Night
Music by

13 South Brrnad.
Cull and Delivery. Adv.

BH7-I-

lire

11

wh mm

Asso-

247 PASSENGERS ARE
FROM

THE FAMOUS

Jacksonville, Fla.. Oct. 18. The!
lyde liner Lennpe, aground off the
St. John bar since Tuesday morning, remained fast tonight while
her 247 passengers, brought into
port by the Arapahoe of the same
lino .today scattered for their
destinations.
Efforts are being mado by the
tugs to pull the Lenapo back into'
the stream, but with the execution!
of a, 100 foot move yesterday, when
she took a lino from the Mangrove
and a tug, sho has remained fast.
C

TO MEET IN
COLORADO

1923

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

WILL PLAY FOR THE

that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

DANCE
AT

NOTICE

springs;

St. Louis, Oct. IS (by the Asso-- !
elated Press). The executive com- mltteo of the Disciples of Christ
church tonight announced that
Colorado Springs, Colo., had been
selected as tho place of meeting
for the international convention of
the organization in 1923, and that
the eohventlo would be held from
September 4 to 11. The choice of
the convention would lie held from
to the committee after this year's
convention.

BITTNER

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 521 V
I9H Booth First.

PATHE

Regular Prices.

Tonight

?

EVENTS

REVIEW-CURRE- NT

;

"Let's Go."

FOR SALE
Slightly used furniture: Dinset,
ing room set, library
Hoosier cabinet. Less than
half price.
.128 NORTH THIRD.

Real Airedale puppies
Sired by Inpriced.
ternational Champion, Tintcrn
Tip Top, siro of President Harding's Laddio Roy, dam by
Viekrcy Crack.
Champion
22,- -i
NORTH HIGH STREET

ly

IN

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Colombo Hall

that bought
all person
tho Art Keedlo attachment for
sewing machines, call at 328
North Third Street for instructions.

AIREDALES

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

FOUR

BON-TO- M

To

LINER

Serenade

Moonlight

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

,two-thir-

LANDED

11

FOR RENT

jpIC

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given to tho
various political parties in Bernalillo county that tho board of
county commissioners will meet
o'clock
Friday morning atto10name
tho
at tho court house
varifor
the
election
of
Judges
ous precincts or voting districts in the counly and to select the voting places for each
district.
or voting
precinct
Representatives from each political party are requested to
attend.

;

PEflTEi

CONTINCOCS

1

IO H P.

M.

NOW SHOWING
..1

(Signed)

Modern furnished apartment,
$45 per month to party willing
to care for upstairs rooms
which are rented. Fuel, light,
water, gas and linens furnishPhone
ed. 830 Xorth Fifth.

Fred Crollott,
Clerk of Bernalillo
(Adv.)

1944--

County.

--

LOCAL ITEMS

j

and Sirs. V. K. Lindsey
left last night for their home in
Portales. Mrs. Lindsey had been
a patient at a local hospital for
Mi,

several
City

days.
were presented
firemen
yesterday with pocket knives by
the Kaabe and Mauger Hardware
The gifts wore inade
company.
In appreciation of tho fast work
of the firemen when they extinguished the flro in the Kaabe
and Mauger store basement
weeks ago.
II. 1'. Robinson, of the U. S.
Indian irrigation service, has gone
to Lcupp, Ariz., on official business.
Dr. D. It. Murray has recovered from a recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Moore
have returned from Rochester, N.
y., where they were married on
October 12.
The fire department was called
early last night to the corner of
Eleventh and West Gold, where
weeds on a vacant lot were burning.
Charles P. Trumbull, of the
Plaza Trust and Savings bHnk at
Las Vegas, was here yesterday on
a brief business visit.
ecv-er-

al

Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments.
Phone 741.

Factory wood, full truck load,
five dollars. Halm Coal company.
Phono ill. Adv.
Dr. W. T. Murphey has opened
offices in tho Harnett building,
rooms 17 and IS; phono J30.
Adv.
:

SIDEMT HftS

I

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Corsages,
Wedding
bouquets.
Ites. Phono 732. Adv.

There will be a regular meeting
of the DeMolay patrol at 7:30 this
evening. Followed by a special initiation. All past officers are requested to attend. Adv.
The Woman's Homo and Foreign Mission society of the Lead
Avenue Methodist church, will
meet this afternoon at 2:30, at the
home of Mrs. B. H. Calkins, !::0
North Kleventh. Mrs. Coulston,
Mrs. Rinkle and Mrs. Calkins, hostesses. Adv.

BUSINESS CONGRESS
OPENS AT TULSA, OKLA.

Tulsa, Okla., Oct. IS. The first
annual southwestern business conopened here today with busNOT CONSIDERED gress
iness men, bankers, manufacturers, editors, farmers and representatives of other interests in attendance
from every part of Oklahoma
A SECOND TERM and from
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri and Kansas.
Robert L. Owen, senior senator
from Oklahoma, urged the conDaugherty, in an Interview, gress to exert every effort to obthe kind of government that
Declares That Harding tain
will" properly administer the peo-

Himself Always Waives ple's business.
the Question Aside.
ONLY DOG OWNER

Columbus. 11. , Oct. 18. In a
statement issued here tonight, Attorney General Daugherty who
stopped over on Ilia way to Chicago, declared that "publications and
propraganda" to the effect that
President Harding does not expect
to be a candidate for
"aro for a purpose altogether disassociated from any information as
to the facts."
Mr. Daugherty said that while
his statement should not be taken
as an official announcement,
he
could say that President Harding's
candidacy for a second term has
not yet been given any considera
tion.
Mr. Daugherty's statement follows:
"What 1 am saying now will not
be considered as an official
announcement, by I can say that the
question of President Harding's
candidacy for a second term has
not yet been given any consideration.
It is no doubt recognized
that tho president is the man in
the United Stales who always re
sponded to the, expectations of the
republican party. The publications
and propaganda to the effect that
ho does not expect to be a candidate ale for a purpose altogether
disassociated from any information
as to tho facts. It may ut leust be
more or less briefly
announced
that no consideration has been given to tho matter of a second term.
especially none by tho president
himself.
The president has always waived the question
aside,
saying: 'Jf the administration succeeds nothing ran stop succession.
and it it fails it ought to be suc
ceeded by another, and his wishes
will have little to do with the mutter in either case."

POIND SALE.

Regular communication Temple
Lodge So. tl. A. 3'. & A. M., this
evening' at x p, m. Masonic lecture and radio concert. See advertisement elsewhere on this page.
Adv.

LIBERTY

OF
BOND DIES

Geneva. X. Y Ocf. 18. Jack
Foster, believed to be the only
dog in America possessing Liberty
bonds in its own name, died here
today. Jack's owner. Miss Xeena
Foster, bought the bonds four
years ago and made provision for
the use of the interest to support
tho animal until death.

Hoautiful
ferns.
houses. Phone ".12.
DR.
DR.

FRANK

Ives GreenAdv.

a

-J

The Xpw Laundry Service.
finished 12 cents pound.
Sunshine laundry and Dry Cleaning Co.. Phono 378. Adv.
Float-Irone-

d,

Phono

92-V-

.

421

V.

Acoma, leaving Thursday afternoon. October 19; returning October 20.
Islcta: Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, at 2 p. m.

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans

ALBCQPEKQIE

DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

NOTICE
Starting Monday, Oct. 16,
Star stage will leave Santa Fe
at 10:45 Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. Will leave Taos
at 8:30 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

814 W. Gold.

.3.V
1.M

2.1c
Brcakriiht Cup Coffee, 111
.7!iCorn Flakes, pkg
Loose Macaroni, lb.
..lttc
.10c
Loose Spaghetti, III
$1.00
HOME SORGIH'M, gal
Pure Sorghum, 2li, 5 and 10 His.
20c
Hulk Peanut Duller, lb
Honey, pints, 45c; Y3 gallon,
$1.55
8.1c; gallon
2.1c
New Comb Honey
Lima Beans, 7 lbs
Black-Eye- d
Peas, lb
12jC
.Vic
Cider Vinegar,..:
:" Dear
Suck of Meal..
Yes.
25c
PIr Ham, lb
-

(a Raton Coal)

FRANK TROTTER

OMERA EGG

lift West Gold Avenue.

(The But in the Wut)

old dad never forgets the day when Mother saic
The years bring their trials; cares of life and business bow down his old grey head. The children yearning only for social position are critical of his old fash
ioned ways. But he remains the ever patient provider!
sweet and
toiling for the family he dear-ly loves. Life may be harsh and unkind to him but iti
can never cloud the radiant memories of his great af- l

g,

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
Sold

AZTEC FUEL

at This Store.

fectionate heart.

ADDED ATTRACTION

STUDEBAKER

WoSeHSKiNHER'S

PRICES:

Phone 251
L. Joe Miller, Prop.

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
ther Macaroni Products

Matinee Adults, 25c; Children, 10.
Night (6 to 11) Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
I

(Tax Included)

SEDANS

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA

PHONE 123
"EAST TO REMEMBER."
tut

Our Christmas Club.
SAVE MONEV

WANTED

Wiseman, Jeweler

Good girl for general housework and cooking; apply at
once.
413

NORTH

ELEVENTH

"LAW AND ORDER"

COMPANY

Hanson's Taxi Service

JOIN NOW

Corner Second and Gold.

BSKETS.
FRESH Ql'IXCES.
2 (ts
CRANBERRIES,
SI GAR, 1.1 lbs

$1-0-

Superior Lump

Gallup Lump

kosh'ahe tours
Phono 602.W.

Company

Central

RENTACAR

J.

SPECIAL TRIP

Huning Mercantile

FOGG, The Jeweler
Watches. Jewelry.
Diamonds,
Highest Quality. Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

624

CASH AM) DELIVERY.
ALL KINDS AND SIZES LI NCR

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Los Lunas, N. M.

I.

HREWINGTON
DR. ROBERT
OSTEOPATH
1 ,nn it nnil Stomach
Specialist.
E. Central. Phono S13-Office
. O.
C. R. CONNER, M. P.
Osteopathic Specialist. 323-Stern Bids. Tel. SOW.
Adv.

RAMS

P..

MncCRACKKN,
MacCRACKE.1.
Osteopathic Physicians.
It. P. Building. Phone Office S9-Residence NUAdv.
DAISY

TODAY
Sold at This Store.

PHONE

RAMBOUILETT

GALLUP

II GHf CM,

CEDAR
Split Wood.

PINION

WOOD
Kindling,

FireDlace

Logs

'

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
PHONE 35.

Cars for Rent

Touring " Cars and
Coupes.
New Cars Drive Them Yourself.
The Pioneer People of the
State.
Phono 580
121 North Third
Speedsters,

If Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

'

f

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- o
Phone

Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Hods
1H19-.-

415 North Sixth

J,

City Office, 108 South Second.

City Fish Market

NEW SHIPMENT TODAY
Several different kinds of fish,
oysters anil crab. 885-V.106 S, Second.
Phono

till Friday, tho 20ih day of October,
at 1 );00 11. m., in front
of the city hall on North Second
fctrcet. I will Midi the fnllnivlntr fie.
scribed stock that have been taken
up ly the pound master:
No. 1 Urey horse, weigh ' 900
pounds. 8 years oli, branded on
dies.
boxer
(Must bo at least 18 Inches square)
New York, Oct. IS. Knocked to left hip; blind in left eye.
No.
Iho floor while boxing in the ninth
Bay mare about 10 years We want good clean cottonj
regiment armory on
Saturday old, weigh ,800 pounds, right hind
good size, no small
night, Walter Welsh, 23, a machin-Its- , foot white, and left front foot
pieces. Bring them tq the
of Boston, Mass., died in Bclle-vu- e white, branded on left hip.
J. R, (JALL'SHA,
hospital today from concussion
JOURNAL OFFICE.
of the brain,
Adv.
City AJarstial

RAGS WANTED

'S

rag,

COALCOAL1
Guy's Transfer Is prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave- your orders now and avoia ttie rush.
.
323 South Second.
Phons 371
N. Phone 2122--

W. R. WALTON",

MASONS, ATTENTION
Masonic Lecture and Radio Concert
Will be given at Masonic Temple this evening, 8

EMPIRE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
HCG CLEANING
Phono 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

p. m.

All Masons Welcome.
FRED L. KOTTMANN, Master.

GALLUP-DAWSON-CAH-

President and Manager.

CITY

ON

WE SPEOALIZE IN FtlCL FOR DOMESTIC tSE.

Coal Supply and Lumber Company
4 PHONES

5.

to the minute trucks brlns
Ict our up Your
Home.
,

to.

VJ

..

.

comfort

.

